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ABBEBTig

Add. info" i . . .Additional information appearing
in this reference which pertains
to A. Philip Randolph may he
found in the main file or else-
where in this summary.

BOSCP Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters

CORE Congress of Racial Equality-

FEPC Fair Employment Practices Committee

FOR Fellowship of Reconciliation

LYL Labor Youth League

MOM. March on Washington Movement

UALC ; MIC Negro American Labor Council

MC National Negro Congress

PCOCLP Provisional Committee For the
Organization of Colored Locomotive
Firemen

SP Socialist Party

T'ffiL. , , .

,

Workers Defense League

I
advised that during 1946, Nat Cohen, Chairman of

:b2

:b7D

the Toledo. Ohio i>ection of the CP, stated that John Floyd Perdue
(121-20727) was alleged to have been a member of the CP at Philadelphia,
Pa., in the 1930' s. Perdue walked out of the Party following a rift
"^ti^een Benjamin Davis and A. Philip Randolph. (No further information)

121-20727-2 p.

3

(lU-)-

^%
-2-
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«
The "American Labor Whe^S^^^&e/^ for 1925, published Asa

Philip Randolph's biography as followsi:

"Bd» The Messenger. Born April IS, 1889. Cresent City, Fla.
Father a minister. High School, Cookman Inst., Jacksonville; Coll.
City of JTew Yorl^. Formerly an unskilled worker; org. with Chandler
Owen, 1st union of elevator operators and starters in New York;
lectured for Rand Sch. of Social Science and other labor, radical and
liberal schs. and forums. Collaborated with Chandler Owen on pamphlets;
Tenns of Peace and the Dark Races; The Truth about Lynching. Member ^

Teachs.^ U. Aux. of New York. Socialist. Home 148 W. 142nd St.,
office 2311 7 Ave., ]few York, KY."

The "Red liletwork" gave the following information on Randolph:

"Ed. ^Messenger'; Pres. Bro. of Sleeping Car Porters; exec, com,
Ifat. R. & L. Found. 1933; foniier Rand Sch. Lecturer; listed as 'Negro
agitator' in Lusk Report, signer of call for Cont. Cong, for Ec.
Reconst. 1933; cand. for dir. L.I.D.; active in behalf of Tom Mooney;
Tchrs. Un.; Socialist."

Add. info.

61-570-30 p-3,5,6
(5^(121^

An unlmoira outside source advised on 6/17/38, that when the
then communist, A. Phillip IJandolph, was general organizer of the
BOSCP, back in 1927, Morris L. Ernst, along Td.th Norman Thomas and a
host of other Socialists and "parlor bolsheviks", formed the Citizens'
Coimnittee of 100. This committee aided, either wittingly or unwittingly,
in pushing the porters into the communist movement. Randolph was later
forced to affiliate with the more moderate trade union movement and
was more acceptable to the APL.

The same source advised that Ernst and Randolph were among
those whom JIayor La Guardia appointed to a Coimnittee of Eleven to
investigate the Harlem riots of 3/10/35.

The same source advised that Ernst was a leftist, but was
careful not to put his name on a CP membership card.

61-7562-210 p. 4,

7

(144^

^ ytCRS i,
^
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On ^/11/M, Walter 9^i««e3B«lf the "Ifational Republic Maaazine",

made available material concerning Hoi^rd Univepsxty (100-400473;.

This material revealed that A. Phili? Randolph had been a speaker at

a National Conference under the Auspices of Joint Comictee on

National Recovery Social Science Division of Howard University, held

at Howard University on S/18, 19, 20/35. JiU-^-

100-400473-X5 end. p. 53
(103^-

Roland Watts (47-39142) advised that the Workers Defense

League was organized in 1936 with offices at 112 East 19th St., NYC.

The League was founded to assist unions m the Southland and worked

closely id.th the Civil Rights Section of the Department of Justice.

Tlie founders of the League were Norman Thomas who had run for
. „ ^ . .

President of the US on the Socialist Party ticket, and A, Philip Randolph.

47-39142-36 p.

3

(4^

A newspaper article entitled "APL Asked to Sift Charges of

Peonage In Florida CampsPy, which was enclosed with a letter from

Robert J. Caldwell, 166 East 66th St., NYC, on 11/28/36, revealed that

A. Philip Randolph, Negro Harvard graduate, submitted a report
Jf

the APL convention. The report concerned a community of Negro turpentine

workers who were held in virtual peonage in a Florida community.

Randolph asked William Green, AFL President to seek a formal investigation,

by the Governor of Florida. Green did not indicate whether he would

act.

50-1271-1

«6Gfi6^!

-4-
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•
I I furnished a copy of a report made by A. Philip,

Randolph at the 2nd MC^held in PhUadelphia on 10/16
-^^^^

:b2

:b7D

stated that one B.D. Mis was a member of the Executive Board of the

100-19951-29 p.

4

Correlator»s note: It is believed that B.D. Amis was Benjamin De Wayne

jyiiis (100-19951).

A letter to the Bureau, dated 1/25/38, entitled "Subversive

Activities-General", Bureau file #61-7559, the NYO, advised that a

larqe number of the persons named as members of the Advisory Board or

as officers of the Consumers Union of the US, on a circular forwarded

with a report of Confidential Informant Robert M, dated 1/19/38 , were

found in Elizabeth Billing's book "Roosevelt Red Record." A. Philip

Randolph was found mentioned on pages 257 and 385 of this book.

Add. info.

65-43302-124 p. 69, 124, 125
(28>
SI 100-7324-34 p.

3

(61^

A letterhead of the Greater New York Emergency Conference

on Inalienable Rights (100-10117) which ims used in January, 1940,

and the call to the Emergency Conference for Inalienable Rights

published by this group, set out individuals who had organized the

organization. A. Philip Randolph was listed as a sponsor.

100-10117-3 p. 2, end.
(71^

The "Newark Star-Eagle," Newark, N. J., dated 1/17/38,
carried an article captioned "3 Union Heads Demand Green Rebuke
Hague." A. Philip Randolph was one of the three union heads who
demanded that IPL President William Green revoke Mayor Frank Hague's
honorary membership in the AFL, charging him with "anti-labor purposes."

61-7562-120X34
(219) v^^

-5-



On 11/15/55, Nealon Leroy Flaggs, 121 Carter St., San

Antonio, Texas, advised that in April, >940, he and Bernard Arvem
Adanis, Jr. (140-10647) attended a meeting of the MC m Washington, DC

A. Phillip Randolph, Eresident of the MC, refused to be nominated

for re-election and he personally told Flagg, Adarns and others to get

out of the organization and to have no part of it. Randolph told

Plagg that he was withdrawing from the organization.

140-10647-9 p. 13 - OCGRUX
(190^

The "DW", dated 4/29/40, carried an article entitled "30

Prominent Public Figures Hit Dempsey Bill." The article listed.A.

Philip Randolph as one of 36 prominent Americans i«ho signed an open

letter to the "US Senate condeimiing the anti-alien Dempsey Bill. The

letter was sent by the National Emergency Conference For Democratic

Rights.

61-7562-A "DW" 4/29/40
(14i^

Richmond report, dated 1/20/43, revealed that A. Phillip

Randolph was a National Sponsor of the Southern Electoral Reform

League (100-71314), which wa-s organized in Richmond, Va., on 2/1/41.

Add. info.

100-71314-4 p. 27
(170^

Tlie letterhead of a letter, dated 3/14/41, received from an

unloiomi source, revealed that A. Philip Randolph was a member of the

National Committee of the American Labor Committee to Aid British

Labor (100-16583), 9 Bast 46th St., NYC.

100-16583-1
•(72^

-6-
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Tills reference enclosed a Photostat of an article and an
advertisement from the "Washington Post", dated 4/28/41, furnished by
Walter Steele of the "National Republic DIagazine." The advertisement
was sponsored by the Fight For Freedom Committee (100-24467) and
listed A. Philip Randolph as a sponsor of the organization.

100-24467-44 end.

This reference enclosed a report prepared by the Senate
Republican Policy Coimiiittee on the Americans For Democratic Action
(100-348196). furnished on 4/22/SS, by Dave Teeple who had his oim
public relations and consultant business and who had assisted in the
preparation of this report. This report revealed that the Union For
Democratic Action was organized on 4/28/41, in FYC. The "NY Times"
dated 4/29/41, revealed that A. Phillip Randolph was a member of the
Committee which initiated the Union For Democratic Action.

100-348196-122 end. p. 104
(184/)-

On 5/22/41, Rev. Churchhill J.Gibson, St. James Parish
House, West Franklin St., Richmond, Va. , advised that Wiley A. Hall
(121-27887) had been approached by A. Phillip Randolph. Randolph
solicited Hall's cooperation in organizing the Negro element in
Richmond for the purpose of marching on the Nation's Capitol. Hall
declined, according I to Gibson.

121-27887-17 p-4,S
(190^

A report from G-2,'..'Washington, DC, dated 7/3/41, revealed
that A. Philip Randolph of New York, had addressed a mass meeting of
Negroes in Houston, ^exa^. He called on them to mobilize their
bargaining power and "engage in the constructive movement to idLpe

out the discrimination against Negroes in National Defense industries,
and every department of the Federal Government where it is evident,"
No sponsor or date for meeting given.

100-7660-116 end. p.

2

(61)-

-7-
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Atlanta report, dated ll/i/Al. captioned

f

I

:b2

b7D

(.protect idetiTixy;, aavisea xnax a. jfniiiip

Sandolph controlled the BOSCP and was a coiranunistically inclined Negro
from NYC. Randolph had been to Atlanta on occasions to speak to the
BOSCP and his speeches had been of a communistic nature.

100-43740-43 p. 2 "Seoni:^

(169^-
SI 100-43740-94 p.

3

(201^(ff.S. Jones, Assistant Super-
intendent, Pullman Co., Tfashingtoi^
DC)

This reference enclosed Photostats of documents of the
Japanese Embassy which ran up to 12/7/41 and were furnished by the
Department of State. These documents, some of which were in English and
some in Japanese, were records of Japanese investigations of communist
activities in the US. A. Philip Randolph was mentioned in these documents
in connection with various CP front organizations, but the nature of
these connections could not be determined since the documents were for the
most part in the Japanese language.

65-31329-662 end. p. 304, 357, 376, 386
(28^

Cleveland report, dated 6/7/44, revealed that Ben Dinwiddie,
514 Norwood, Toledo, Ohio , advised that J.B. Simmons, Toledo, ha(|

originally gotten the idea for the organization of the Mass Movement
League (100-242859) from A. Phillip Randolph. Dinwiddie explained that
Randolph had spoken in Toledo in 1942 to a book club and after the
meeting Simmons and B.B. Wanzo, Toledo, had spoken with Randolph about
the 'Negro situation in Toledo. Randolph suggested they try to form an
organization that would present the Negro problem to the white employers.

Jlrs. Bunise Liggins, 667 Avondale, Toledo, advised that the
Mass Movement League was founded in 1942 by J.B. Simmons and E.B. ¥anzo.

100-242859-3 p. 3,

4

(18a)'

SEORCT
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#
NY letter, dated 1/29/42, revealed that Stephen ¥. Bxmiingham, .

investigator for the Dies Committee, turned over a letterhead of the
Committee On Discrimination In Employment of the State Council of Defense
(100-7,1591), with offices at 80 Center St., NYC. This letterhead
contained the name of A. Philip Randolph among others.

Copy of letterhead enclosed _fecasrii-r
100-71591-1 p.l end. -n^bfflH .

(77*^-

Kr. P.B. Young, Editor of the "Journal and Guide", Norfolk,
Va., colored newspaper, advised that on 3/20/42, Archibald McLeish
(100-116038), in charge of the Office of Facts and Figures, had a meeting
of the Group Morale Conference Committee in Washington, DC, The
purpose of this meeting was to discuss the problem of minorities in order
to obtain complete unity and cooperation in the war effort. Among
those invited to the meeting was A. Phillip Randolph.

100-116038-1 p.

3

(179^

I I in MYC advised on 4/2/42, that Dorothy Thompson (62-74478)
had "unknoTO-ngly played into the hands of the Hegro communists.
including Paul Eobeson, Hope Stevens, Adam Porvel and Philip Randolph, ^2

a Fellow Ti
-' •• - - "« - ------- »-.--•--

champion."
a Fellow Traveller". The JBTegroes regarded Thompson as their "idiite ' ^^°

62-74478-11 p.

2

(125>
SI 100-14723-13 p.

4

(214'^

This reference consisted of an advertisement which appeared
in the 5/25/42 issue of the "Washington Post" and was entitled "Let
Them Fight." The advertisement was sponsored by the Corunittee For a
Jewish Army (100-71095) and urged -ttiat Palestinian and stateless Jews
be mobilized into a Jewish Array to fight in the Middle East. Listed
as a meinber of this Committee was A, Philip Randolph.

100-71095-3 end.
(76;)-

-9-
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I I advised in a report, dated 6/9/42, that Rev. Adain
Clayton Powell was somewhat cold toward A. Phillip Randolph's MOlJlDIppppcT
when it started but he had been giving it publicity in his "Voice"v>"»'ri'-'--

and Powell i^s listed as one of the speakers at the Bladison Square
Garden on 6/16/4-2.

I I advised in a report, dated 6/14/42, that at a meeting
of the American-West Indian Commission on Caribbean Af-fairs (100-132246)

,

held in Powell's church in NYC on 6/14/42, Ashley Totten, Secretary o:^

the Pullman Porters Union and right hand man of Randolph, spoke.

100-132246-1 end. ,1 p.

3

end. 2 p.

2

(180^

According to a report, dated 6/19/42, in the files of
the Pioneer Youth of America, Inc., was started for the purpose "oT"

assisting underprivileged children of members of labor and trade
organizations and was sponsored by progressive educators and trade
unions. It operated the Pioneer Youth Camp in Ulster County, NY. The
Board of Directors included A, Philip Randolf

.

100-40442-9 p.

4

(218^

Correlator's note: Serial 7 of this file revealed that the Pioneer
Youth of America, Inc., operated Camp Larry (100-40422) also.

An Office of Censorship report, dated 7/18/42, set out
information taken from the 7/2/42 issue of "The Call"-::-, 303 4th Ave.,
NYC. In an article entitled "Waller's Death Becomes Symbol of Negro
Oppression", by Samuel H. Friedman, it was stated that a delegation had
in desperation tried to see the President -before Waller was electrocuted,
They were refused permission. A. Philip Randolph j after waiting to see
the President, stated that the President, in failing to put the White
House on record in this case, had let the Negro domi and the cause of
Hitlerism at home had l)%en aided.

64-2700 -D-151
(28)/

3c-The SP publication

-10-
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Pittsburgh letter, dated 7/25/42, enclosed the folloTdlng

articles from the 7/25/42 issue of the "Pittsburgh Courier" (100-31159),
which concerned A. Philip Randolph and the NMCP Convention held in Los
jftngeles:

TITLE OP iiRTICLE -Qf^PFT

"Fighting Spirit Dominates Los Angeles Confab", inritten

by Horace R. Cayton.

"Militant Leader Says "Negroes T7ill Continue to Fight",
Tfritten by Randolph.

"Tail Tfags Dog", written by Cayton.

"HAACP Conference Sidelights."

100-31159-22 end.
(74^
SI 100-51922-9 p.

3

(76^ (NO-122)

The "NY Times", dated 7/26/42, carried an atticle entitled
"Fight On To Purge A.L.P. of Left Wing." The article stated that
fearing left-wing control of the NY State Convention of the American
Labor Party (100-25869), a group of unicin leaders and liberals had
united in an appeal for the election of right-idLng delegates at the
August 11 primary. A, Philip Randolph was listed as one of the signers
of this appeal.

100-25869 -A "NY Times" 7/26/42
(744-

The 8/1/42 issue of the Baltimore "Afro -American" (100-63963)
carried an article entitled "The War At Home" by Ollie Stewart. The
article stated that concerning the segregation issue, the forces on the
side of freedom were lining up behind A. Philip Randolph, the NAACP and
other fighting persons and organizations. (Article set out)

100-63963-15 p. 14

-11-



#
James Riordan, 220 East 77th St., Chicago, a member of the

Chicago Parle Police Department, in a signed statement which was set
out, advised that on 7/16/42, Charles Fewhy and S.D. Heart (both
subjects 100-129633) addressed a crowd of. about 100 in Washington Park,
Chicago. Heart and JNTewby were soliciting memberships for a proposed
march on Washington to further the claims of the Negroes. ITewby
stated that a Er-^Randolph was the head of the organization for which '^z^^

these memberships were sought and that he and Heart were the
representatives for that area.

jSECRCT;

advised that on 8/2/42, in Washington Park, Newby
spoke to a group of Negroes and stated that "Randolph (A. Philips
Randolph) ain't looking out for you", and that Negroes must talk black,
walk black and mind their own black businessv ..

—

Dave Young, 9343 South Jtichigan, Chicago, furnished two leaf-
lets issued by the Colored American National Organization (100-129633)
which listed Heart and Newby as President and Vice-President of this
organization. ^.^^

100-129633-1 p. 3, 14
(211*)^

A report, dated 8/4/42, at NYC, received from an unknown out-
side source, which related to the American Labor Archive and Research
Institute (100-135250), revealed that A. Philip Randolph was among the
members of the Institute's Advisory Board and Administrative Committee.

100-135250-1 p.

2

(89^

A pamphlet entitled "Freedom For India Now" by Pearl S.
Buck and others, contained speeches, excerpts from speeches and messages
delivered at a meeting of the Post War World Council (100-273014) held
at the Town Hall in NYC on 8/6/42. A. Phillip Randolph was one whose
speech appeared in this pamphlet.

Pamphlet filed in Publication Files
100-273014-8 p. 20
(183s)^

-12- ^



. NY report, dated 8/18/42, revealed that Wilford E. Lewin,
Executive Secretary of the Ethiopian Tforld Federation, Inc. (100-35128)
was interviewed. He eathibited a letterhead. of the organization which
listed A. Philip Randolph as a member of the Advisx)!^ Board. Lewin
advised that most of the names on the letterhead were for ornamental
purposes.

100-35128-7 p.U -^nm^
SI 100-35128-13X p. 18
(169k^

Alma Potts, IJegro history teacher at Fort Valley State College,

Fort Talley, Ga., advised that on 8/22/42, while walking in Washington
Park, Chicago, she heard S.D. Hart (100-129633) speak to a Negro group.

She questioned him after his speech and he advised that he was
President of the League For the Liberty of Black America (100-129633),
which, according to Hart, was affiliated with the MOM sponsored by A.

Philip Randolph.

100-129633-29 p.

3

(89*^

A Military Intelligence Service, Washington report, dated
9/18/42, revealed that on 5/2/42, the Post War World Council, 112 East
119th St., MC, addressed a letter toPresident Roosevelt protesting
the evacuation of Japanese from the West Coast. A. Philip Randolph
was among the signers. Excerpt from letter set out.

J. Holmes Smith, leader of the FOR and a Methodist minister,
was reported to be closely acquainted with Randolph. (ITo Sate)

100-7660-692 end. p. 2,

3

(61^

-13-



The following references pertain to information furnished to

the Treasury Department on 9/18/42, by the Bureau to the effect that

two individuals by the names of Fleury and Randolph represented them-
selves as Agents of the Treasury Department in .the Negro section of

Chicago. It was suggested that these men might be identical with
Hiilip Randolph, head of the Pullman's Union^and one Flewy, an officer
of the Dining Car Employees Union. The Secret Service had investigated
these tTTO mfen from the standpoint of Presidential protection and it

was thought possible that a mistake had been made and it had been
intended to report that the Secret Service had investigated Fleury and

Randolph rather than that they were Agents of the Treasury Department.
(ITo further investigation noted,

REPEREINCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE MUMBER

100-155808-3 (134^
-4 (134^

M report, dated 3/6/43, revealed that Confidential Informant
Imade available an undated press release issued by the American

Round Table On India," entitled "Statement on India." This release,
which was set out, concerned the freedom of the people of India, and
among those who signed it was|A. Philip Randolph. The infonnant also
advised that on 9/28/42, another press release was issued by the Round
Table, which was also set out. This release set out the purpose of the
organization's formation and its background, and listed Randolph as a
member of the organization. -^^

Background on Randolph which was covered in his main file
and other references was set out.

Add. info, according to the "DW" 11/4/42.

100-101705-5 p. 2, 7, 10, 29
(91«>

-14-
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^l^

a meeting oi' xne
advised that on 10/24/42, A. Philip Randolph spoke at

„ wv*..a ^^ „.3 League For Industrial Democracy (61-524) held in
Washington, DC. A report on Randolph's speech, furnished by the informant,
was set out.

61-524-71 p. 1-3

SI 61-524-73 p.l
(sr
SI 100-164629-1 p. 1,3, end. ^,2

(92^ b7D
SI 100-164629-2 p.

3

(180>

A &-2 report for the period 10/24/42 to 10/31/42, revealed
that a soldier at Stout Field received a letter from the Council Against
Intolerance In America, 17 East 42nd St., NYC. The letter set forth
opposition to intolerance such as discrimination against Negroes,
defiling of synagogues with painted swastikas, attacks upon Christian
minorities, which were Axis-inspired. The letter was signed by many
distinguished persons such as A. Philip Randolph.

100-7660-825 end. p.

5

(61i>-

advised that on 11/21/42, George Murphy (Executive
Secretary of the MC) advised Ferdinand Smith of the National Maritime
Union of America, (CLQp-120818);: that 'A: ^Philip Randolph was in
Washington, DC for the purpos'e of organizing picket lines.

100-120818-437 p.

7

(88;>

Correlator's note: It is belie'ved that the picket lines referred to

above concerned anti.poll tax legislation pending in Congress.

/
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GECnCTj

The "DW", dated 12/17/42, carried an article entitled
'Witnesses Call Defendants Pro-BTazi." This article concerned the
sedition trial of Leonard R. Jordan, Lester E. Holness, Ralph G. Best
and James Thornhill (subjects of 100-56894). Jordan ims reported by
a witness as having stated that A. Phillip Randolph was one of the Negro
leaders who would be hanged from Harlem lampposts "when Japan comes."

100-56894-A "DW" 12/17/42
(i7a>

An unidentified communication, dated 12/18/42, FX", NY,
entitled John L. Lewis (62-28488) revealed that at the recent APL
convention, Dan Tobin and William Green told Philip Randolph, the
Socialist Negro leader of the Pullman Porters, where to get off. Randolph
was bitter and he was tallcLng to other Negro leaders in railroad work.

The Tfriter of this communication stated that at one of the
conferences of the AFL, he was designated to act as an escort to Randolph
and another Negro leader of the Pullman Porters.because other delegates
refused to permit them to associate with tltem. The vnciter set out some
remarks made by Randolph about Leid-S while the writer was entertaining
Randolph.

62-28488-94 p. 1,2
(124^

Thomas Henry McMllan, City Superintendent, Chattanooga, Tenn .

schools, advised that A. Philip Randolph, President of the BOSCP, spoke
at the Joseph E. Smith School, East 10th St., Chattanooga, on 12/21/42.
He was invited to speak by Local 428 of the American Federation of
Teachers - AFL (61-7546) and his theme was "The Rights To TJhich The Negro
Is Entitled By Law." McMllan advised that though Randolph's speech
was strong concerning discrimination, there was no indication that he
favored communism.

61-7546-48 p. 1,2
(12*)'

-16-
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\JU CP

1

1"I1111L I« f

advised that Robert Carroll Travis (100-21972) was '-^-j^

on the Reception Committee for a meeting of the Union For Democratic
Action, held on 12/28/42, at the Top of The Town Restaurant in Chicago.
A. Philip Randolph was the principal speaker,

(f^ ^i^ j ^

100-21972-22 p.

9

(73'>

The 9/20/42 issue of the Baltimore "Afro-American" (100-63963)
carried an article entitled "We Shall Ilarch, Says Randolph." The
article stated that A. Philip Randolph declared that the march would
be necessary during this war to let the President and the nation loiow

that the colored would not take a licking from Jim-Crow lying down.
E&c6rpt from article set out.

The 12/29/42 issue of the "Afro-American" carried an article
entitled "Randolph Tells White Church to End Jim Crow." The article
stated that Randolph spoke before the United Conference of American
Co-operative Christian Bodies in Cleveland. He stated that the Church
should fight discrimination in industry and the Army, and should cleanse
its own temples of the sin of race discrimination and segregation.
Excerpt from article set out.

100-63963-26 p. 13, 50
(76^

NY report, dated 11/29/44, revealed that a series of issues
of the "Survey Graphic" (100-306977) was published in 1942 and 1943
and was called the "Calling America Series." The last issue of this
series contained an article by A. Philip Randolph.

100-306977-8 p.

4

-17- c
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SEORET

The "Chicago Defender" (100-122319) ITegro Honor Roll For
1943, included A. Philip Randolph, President of the BOSCP, Tflho was
described as a left wing liberal. Source not given.

100-122319-42
(89^>

*

Jacob Spolansky's (100-179502) book, "The Communist Trail
In America", printed in 1951, commented that concerning Negro rights,
the Detroit "Tribune", a Negro publication, on 1/3/43, carried a
quotation by A. Philip Randolph, a sincere progressive, as follows:

"Justice is never granted. It is exacted. It is written in
the stars that the darker races will never be free until they make
themselves free. This is the task of the coming year."

Copy of book enclosed
100-179502-49 end. p. 226
(93d«-

A G-2 report, for the period 1/16/43 to 1/23/43, revealed
that A. Phillip Randolph spoke at a meeting of the Pobla Organization
held on 1/17/43, in Chicago. He urged the Negro Race to select a week
in May, 1943, for the observance of a Negro Civil Disobedience and
Non-Cooperation Campaign and for the adopting of the slogan "I am an
American too" for the campaign. (No further information)

100-7660-1060 annex #4 p.

7

SI 100-7660-1098 annex #4 p.

7

(165a
SI 100-7660-1121 end. p. 10
(165*^



QEGRETj »
A report from Headquarters , Third Service Command, US,Army,

Intelligence Division, Baltimore, Md., dated 1/30/43, revealed that on

1/21/43, A. Philip Randolph.addressed a meeting of the Emblem Club, in

Philadelphia. He urged the formation of large committees to formulate

plans for practicing civil disobedience to be climaxed by a meeting in

Chicago when Randolph would preside as chairman. He also urged that

Heqro leaders prepare for a World Conference to be held one week prior

to the Peace Conference at the end of the war, at T«hich time Negroes

would refuse to accept "second-class citizenship." (Emblem Club not

further identified)

100-7660-1100 p.

5

(61^
SI 100-7660-1136 end. p. 3,

5

(62^
SI 100-209748-1 end.
(94^ ("Philadelphia Afro-American")

5/22/43

ladvised that on 1/22/43, Thurman Dodson (100-208843)

was present &T a conference sponsored by the PCOCIiP and A. Phillip

Randolph, held in Washington, DC. This conference was called for the

purpose of supporting the PEPC.

The same informant advised that Dodson also attended a meeting

of "the local branch of the MOWII at which Randolph was again present.

CSo date given for,this meeting)

member because ne
nothing to do with Randolph.

a^ised that he could say that Dodson was not a CP

was a "Randolph man", and the CP would have absolutely

Add. info, according tc

:b2

:b7D

100-208843-1 p.

2

(183^

-19-
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•

UY letter, dated 2/15/43, captioned "Citizens Committee For b2

War Jobs" (100-150769), revealed that i I advised that on 1/11/43, ^70

Ferdinand Smith, Vice President and National Secretary of the JTational
iiaritirae Union, contacted Dorothy Funn, Executive Secretary of the
ITegro Labor Victory Committee. He told Funn that he had been one of
the delegates to Washington, DC, protesting the action of Paul V.
McITutt in calling off the hearings of the railroad dispute by the FEPC.
He stated that there was a hulabaloo about A. Philip Randolph, although.
Randolph was not there.

Informants reported that a HOTM meeting was held on 1/13/43,
at the YI'ICA, UYC. It was decjided that a delegation from NYC would go
to Washington on 1/18/43, and Randolph would be among these delegates.

A highly confidential source obtained notes from the office of
Carol Weiss ICing, 100 Fifth Ave., ISTYC, which pertained to an emergency
meeting to save the FEPd., held on 1/19/43. The meeting was sponsored
by~the National Federation For Constitutional Libei^ties. These notes
revealed that one of the decisions arrived at at this meeting was the
support of the Harlem mass meeting called by the Negro Labor Victory
Committee and the Peoples Committee at the Abyssinian Baptist Church,
NYC, on 1/25/43. Randolph tw-s scheduled to speak.

On 1/25/43, the above mentioned meeting at the Abyssinian
Church was held. Randolph, scheduled as a speaker, did not attend, but
he had sent a representative to speak for him, in the person of Ashley
Totten, National Secretary of the BQSCP.

There had been no indication that the MOIOI under Randolph
had cooperated with the communist front organization in its protest
to McNutt.

100-160769-13 p. 2, 4-6
(91'^
SI to para. 4
100-160769-10
(180/)'

SI' 100-120818-645 P. 14
(89^("NY Post" 1/20/43) (meeting

listed as scheduled for 1/22/43)

-20-
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SECRETm

This reference set out information concerning the -activities
of A. Philip Randolph in connection ^dlth the FEPC in Washington, DC
for- the period of 1/19-25/43. On 1/19/43, Randolph called upon Paul
Y, HcNutt of the Tfar JIanpower Commission, with a delegation. McNutt
refused to see the Tflhole delegation and Randolph refused to see McNutt
Td.thout the delegation. Randolph spoke to a meeting of the Minorities
Workshop, an outgroTrth of the ^eague For Industrial Democracy, a
Socialist front group, on 1/23/43, in Washington. His speech was
entitled "The Muzzling of the FEPC." On 1/24/43, lie spoke to a meeting
at the Vermont Ave. Baptist Church, Washington, DC. This meeting was
sponsored by the PCOCLP. The Council of United Negro Labor Leaders of
Washington had insisted that the local CP cooperate with the WI'IK and
Randolph in the fight for the FEPC. An article from the 1/25/43 issue
of "PM" entitled "Negro Leaders Study Tactics", which reported on the
meeting of 1/24/43, at the Vermont Ave. Baptist Church, was enclosed.

Pamphlet enclosed
100-160769-12 p. 1-3, end.
(91>'> (180^
SI 100-160769-11 p. 5, end.
(91^>
SI 100-160769-14 p.

3

(93*>
SI 100-160769-15 p. 1,3
(91*^
SI lQILil51622r3_iv2,10
(92^

NY teletype, dated 1/26/43, captioned "Citi7.ens Coinmittee

:b2

itioned "Citizens Committee ^^°

For War Jobs" (100-160769), revealed " that I I advised immediately
prior to a protest meeting held on 1/25/43, at the Abyssini'an Baptist
Church, NYC, under the sponsorship of the Negro Labor Victory Committee
and the Peoples Committee, that A. Philip Randolph would not speak at
the Church. Randolph also had not authorized his name to be used in
the circular and the informant advised that there was no indication that
Randolph would work with the communists in connection with the FEPC.

Add. info.

100-160769-16 p. 2,3
(91«)-
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GEOnCT^ 9

The 2/3/43 issue of the "California Eagle" revealed that *^

a mass meeting in NYC, called by the'lTegro Labor Tictoryr associated
Tdth Los Angeles* Negro Victory Committee (100-134289), heard Phillxp

Randolph and other speakers ''smack"the cancellation of the PEPC hearings

on railroad discrimination.

100-134289-5 p.

2

(202^

Iadvised that a meeting of the Citizens Committee For

Jobs In Tfar Industries (100-160769), was held at the Lucy Thurman WCA, ^2

569 East Elizabeth St., Detroit on 1/22/43. It was suggested at the

meeting that A. Phillip Randolph be invited to speak at a conference

planned for 2/7/43, but objections werje raised that Randolph was not

behind the war effort. (No conclusion had been reached)

The same informant advised that at a meeting of the same

organization at the same place, h^M on 2/1/43, it was announced that

Randolph had been invited to speak at a Citizens Committee conference

on 2/14/43.

Tlie same informant advised that at a meeting of the same

organization, held at the same place on 2/3/43, Judah Drob, white, SP

organizer, was delegated to represent the Citizens Committee at the

conference called in Washington, DC, on 2/5/43, by Randolph concerning

the President's Committee on FEPC.

100-160769-18 end. p. 38, 41, 42
(180^
SI to para. 1
100-173619-4 p.44

•

(93^
SI to para. 1
100-261384-1 p.

6

-SffiRt*^
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Chicago InformaniJ I advised that on 2/19/43, William L.

:b2

b7D

Patt€trson, a member of the Board of Directors of the Abraham Lincoln

School (100-11507), had been in conversation ;d.th. an unidentified
individual regarding the national conference on the Anti-Lynch Bill

sponsored by A. Phillip Randolph and William imite. (Uo further

infomiation)

100-11507-72 p.

8

(16%^

A Jaiitary Intelligence Service, I.D. Periodic Report, for

the period of 2/19/43 to 2/26/43, stated "During the period of this

report the communist activities in this Service Command have reached

more than the usual stage of coniment by investigators -and individuals

T&o usually report upon this situtation. This is in all probability,

inspired by a speech of A. Phillip Randolph, recent speaker before the

Negro Educational. Association in Oklahoma City.

100-7660-1201 end. p.

2

(16S>

The "Pittsburgh Courier", dated 6/25/42, in an article

date lined Chicago, announced a protest mass meeting against ^egro

iniustices sponsored by the MOTOI to be held at the Coliseum the

follOTdng Friday night. A. Philip Randolph, Walter White and JIary

McLeod Bethune (121-29089) were to be the speakers. ^rj^

I
l (.prot66T lasnxixy;

advised that Randolph was the keynote speaker at a Conference held by

the MOWK in Detroit, on 7/26,27/42.

I I advised that in March, 1943, he was advised that

Bethune was expected in Chicago in the near future and was scheduled

to see Randolph. The informant advised that according to Charles

Wesley Burton, Chicago Director of the MOTO, who furnished this infor-

mation to him, Bethune and Randolph were very close friends.

Mlitary Intelligence Section, 5th Army Headquarters, Chicago,

advised on 6/13/51, that the MOl'JM, headed by Randolph, resulted in the

formation of groups in major cities to organize "protest" meetings.

This movement was instigated by agitators suspected of being sponsored

and guided by the CP. These agitators began efforts to declare open

dissatisfaction with the policies of the government of the US m the

Spring of 1941.

Add. info.

121-29089-57 p. 3,

4

(115>
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:b2

:b7D
Richmond report, dated 3/4/43, revealed that i I

advised
that Dr. A. Clayton Powell, Jr. associated id-th A. Phillip Randdlph
and Walter Mite, a noted Negro agitator in NY.

100-190065-1 p.

2

(182^

A G-2 report, for the period 3/13/43 to 3/20/43, revealed
that a Negro, William McKinley, stahbed a bus 'driver in Carbondale,
111. , when the driver attempted to make McKinley sit in the rear of
the bus. It was noted that McKinley 's act was initiated in accordance
with the policies advocated by A. Philip Randolph and his Civil
Disobedience and Passive Resistance Week. Racial friction was also
reported in Chester and Philadelphia, Pa., and NYC, which was attributed
to agitation by the NAACP and Randolph.

100-7660-1265 end. Annex #4 p.

8

(62^

(protect identity)
the Interracialadvised that on 3/21/43, she attendea a meexmg oi

Club (100-84690) at 360 West 125th St., NYC. Winston Olton led a round
table discussion and stated that' Negro leaders of today, Philip Randolph
and Adam Clayton Powell included, were not interested in the working
class as such, but merely as a means for self glorification.

Add. info.

100-84690-50 p.

4

(131i>

Savannah letter, dated 3/30/43, captioned "Anti-Submarine
Activities" (65-39557) enclosed a report from the Headquarters Carolina
Sub-Sector, Southern Section, Eastern Defense Command. This report
revealed that Ray W. Guild, former President of the Boston Branch of
the NAACP, spealcing at Boston stated that he disapproved of the lobbying
and pressure group tactics of Walter T^ite, National Secretary of the
NAACP. He also disapproved of A. Philip Randolph's non-violent
disobedience idea.

65-39557-50-192 end. p.

2

-24-



A War Department, Army Service Forces report, dated 4/10/43,
revealed that A. Philip Randolph was one of the speakers at a series of

meetings of the M Institute on Race Relations and H"on-¥iolent Solutions
held tinder the auspices of the FOR, at 308 West 139t& St., FTC, during
the first week of April, 1943. He discussed the MOIC&I's Civil Disobedience
and Non-Tiolent program.

100-7660-1320 end. p. 11, 12
(62-^
SI 100-7660-1761 end. p.

4

(193«^

Jadvised that :b2WO report, dated 4/8/43, revealed thai , ^^
Natalie Moorman had set up the Minorities Workshop (IOO-I64629) in
opposition to A. Philip Randolph's MOTM in which Moorman had been very-

active. Differences of a personal nature had arisen between Moorman
and Randolph and Moorman would probably bolt from the MOTM, disrupting
it in the process.

100-164629-4 p.

2

(92t)^

The 5/5/43 issue of "PM" carried an article entitled "Negro
Leaders Demand Mayor Hold Public Hearing on Savoy. " The article stated
that A. Philip Randolph protested to the Mayor of MC about the police
commission's revocation of the license of the Savoy Ballroom in Harlem
on vice charges. He claimed it was a blow to the morale of the Negro
ppople and asked that it be reopened.

100-2S869-A "PM" 5/5/43
(74i>

The "NY Times" 5/8/43, carried an article entitled "Lewis
Ignores Roosevelt View." The article stated that John L. Lewis (62-28488)
ignored President Roosevelt's statement that since the miners were now
Federal employees, he did not expect them to strike against their
government. A. Philip Randolph declared in a statement that Negro
workers should stand by the miners.

62-28488-A "NY Times" 5/8/43
(20t>

-25-
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:b7D

Chicago report, dated S/ll/43, revealed that Confidential Infor-
mant |ZZI reported that on 8/13/42, a meeting of the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade, Lodge #5, was held at the Lincoln Center, Chicago. The meeting
Tias held to plan a demonstration by the CP with regard to the MOTffi

headed by 1. Phillip Randolph.

This report revealed that the "Chicago Defender" (100-122319)
had "throughout supported leaders of various Uegro groups including
Randolph, head of the MOIt-I. Randolph was held by the paper as being
the real leader of the ITegro people and prominence was given to the
non-violence and civil disobedience policy of his MOTM as announced by
him in January, 1943. He was characterized by^'the newspaper as being
one of the individuals gifted idlth keen insight into the ITegro problem
and determination to do something about it.

100-122319-25 p. 12, 14
(180^

Detroit report, dated 5/22/43, captioned "Chicago Defender"
(100-122319), revealed that Chief Petty Officer Charles R.A. Smith of
the Uavy Recruiting Office, 4th Floor, Federal Building, Detroit, Mich.,
advised that "The Michigan Chronicle" was owned by the same company which
owned the "Chicago Defender.

"

A review of articles in the "Chronicle" since August, 1942,
revealed that the T^ritings and activities of so-called Negro leaders
were given a wide display. Among the leaders publicized had been Clayton
Powell of NYC, AV Phillip Randolph, Walter White and Judge William Hasty.

100-122319-27 p.

6

(180)'
SI 100-200772-3 p.

6

(182^
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#
A Counter Intelligence Feekly Report of the Mnth Uaval

District for the week ending 4/9/43, rej^ealed that the MOTOl, led by
A. Philip Randolph, had scheduled a mass demonstration to he held in
Chicago in the latter part of Jlay. This demonstration was to run
concurrently mth the nationwide "I Am An American Too" week. Later
reports indicated that Randolph might postpone the demonstration until
June.

The same source advised that Randolph addressed the Vanguard
League in Columbus, Ohio in February, 1943 at which time he advocated
a campaign of Sivil disobedience.

100-153^79-49 end. p.

7

(90«>-

An ONI report, dated 11/22/54, on the subject Rose Perkal
(105-35453) revealed that it had been reported in June, 1943, that
B'aha'i allegedly sponsored the activities of ICLngsley Ozuomba JIbadiwe,

an African native who addressed Negro audiences. He had appeared on
the same platform with A. Philip Randolph.

This report revealed that Baha'i was an international pacifist
order which preached human brotherhood, equality of the sexes, universal
education and abolition of extremes in wealth.

105-35453-1 end. p.

5

(113i>

A Third Service Coiranand, US Army, Intelligence Division, report,
dated 6/5/43, revealed that the 6/1/43 issue of the "Afro-American",
datelined St. Louis, reported on an interview id.th A. Philip Randolph.
Randolph warned against alignment with the communists and he explained
his civil disobedience program and set out methods he advocated.

100-7660-1427 end. p. 11
(620"
SI 100-63963-42 p.

4

(76^

-27-
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Motion pictures taken by Special Agents of persons who
attended a meeting of the State Conunittee of the CP of Louisiana,
on 6/19/4.^ (protect identity) revealed that at this meeting, held at

Uew Orleans J
. „_ , - J

I a brief review of the CP liTational Plenum T^ich

;b2

:b7D

Negroes. I [ pointed this out to illustrate a cnange or j^jegro

trend away from the leadership of Phillip Randolph of the reactionary
element who were falling in line id-th the Roosevelt administration.

verified the above information.

102-4-34.-6 p.

2

(203^

Chicago letter, dated 7/10/43, captioned "The Modern Book
Store" (100-267791), revealed that Confidential Inforriiant I I

advised that on 6/22/43, Hilt (Cohen) contacted his wi*fe,. Sue regarding
the Negro situation and said it must have been pretty tense on the

South Side. Sue said that she heard that (Phillip) Randolph of the

MOWI was giving leaflets to everyone. Ililt told her she probably should
not go to the office and to be very careful. (No further information)

100-267791-10 p.

2

(202^

The Socialist Party (61-626) publication, "The Call", dated

7/2/43, demanded that a probe of the recent race riots in Detroit be

made by an impartial group. Set out were the suggestions of "The Call"

for members of this group. Included in the suggestions U3.s A. Philip
Randolph

.

61-626-265 p.

8

Correlator's note: Copy of "Victory's Victims ? The Negro's Future"
based on a radio discussion by Randolph and Norman Thomas ,

published

by the SP, filed in Publications.
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;b7D

Chicago report, dated 12/6/43, revealed that
|

[advised
on 7/5/43, that Solon C. Bell (100-222623) had broken mth the CP at
the time of the split between Phillip Randolph and the CP. The infor-
mant advised that Bell was on Randolph's private payroll and that he ''

worked with the CP in union work and attended meetings purely for
union purposes but was not a member, fcp Vs*

100-222623-2 p. 4,

5

(202^

At a session of the "We Are Americans Too" conference, held
at the Metropolitan Community Church, Chicago, on 7/2/43, Special Agents
heard Edgar G. BroTTO advocate that Fegroes use the baltkot to abolish
Jim Crowism and to suggest that A. Phillip Randolph be nominated at the
next Republican convention for President of the US.

It was noted that Chicago report, date^ 8/4/44, entitled
"Chicago Committee of 1,000, aka, Chicago Citizens Committee of 1,000;
National Negro Congress; Edgar G, BroT«i - ISC", revealed that Robert M.
Shamwell (121-473) was mentioned in connection with his appearance at
a meeting on 3/13/44 j in Chicago, along with Edgar G. Brown, a Negro
who had been active m CP affairs in Chicago.

121-473-2X p.

3

(190^-

Detroit report, dated 7/14/43, revealed that Confidential
Informant T-19, whose identity was loioTm to the Bureau, not further
identified, advised that the Socialist Party (61-626) was working on
a radio program on which Norman Thomas and A. Phillip Randolph would
discuss the Negro program. Party leaders had on many occasions met with
Randolph and their only criticism of him was that he was too dictatorial
and wanted to decide all policies himself. As to the MOTOI, the Party
leadership considered the leaders unstable and they believed the MOTOI

should let in whites. Thomas was afraid the WWi was apt to start a
"stupid race riot", and if they weren't careful, they could expect
no help from the SP.

A highly confidential source, not further identified, advised
that Thomas was the leader of the SP.

Add. info, according to a photograph taken at SP headquarters.
Room 206. Wesley Building, 2847 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit (protect
identity).

61-626-261 p. 1,26, 32
(141^

rnyy-Alatnr'fi note! Source mav possibly be
(protect identity).

-29-
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Bureau memorandum, dated 7/21/43, revealed that the
Congressional Record (66-1731) for 7/19/43, had been reviewed and the
following noted:

Paqe A3946 - ISr., Ranlcin extended his remarks regarding the

:b2

:b7D

remarks

.

66-1731-574 p.l
(28^
SI 66-1731-576 p.l
(28J)'

I advised on 12/12/42, that William L. Patterson, assistant
Director of the Abraham Lincoln School and active Uegro communist in
Chicago, stated that there had recently been created a council composed
of A. Philip Randolph, Ira Latimer, Maynard Erueger (100-6007), Allison
Davis and two other individuals.

The "Chicago Defender", a Negro paper, dated 12/12/42,
indicated that ICrueger and Randolph were to be speakers at an '.'Institute

on Race and Creed" sponsored by the Philodemic Council, scheduled for
12/22/42 , at 185 l^orth Wabash Ave . , Chicago

.

ICrueger, upon being interviewed on 7/20/43, advised that mth
reference to Randolph and the MOWI, the communists were opposed to

the whole business and although Randolph had originally been opposed
to the cooperation of white men in the movement, he had gradually come
to accept whites in the movement.

It Tws noted that Latimer was Executive Secretary of the
American Civil Liberties Union in Chicago, and was alleged to follow
•the CP line.

Add. info, according to "The Call", dated 4/14/44, which
was the official organ of the SP.

100-6007-7 p. 6, 7, 12, 19
(164^
SI to para. 1,2
100-11507-67 p.l

SI to para. 1,2
123-7044-12 p.

7

(190^
SI to para. 1,2
124-6596-25 p.22
(218^1
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In an editorial in the "California Eagle", dated 7/23/43,

published in Los Angeles, Charlotta A. Bass (100-297187) condermed A.
Philip Randolph. The editorial stated that "In his speech Friday-
night at the Second Baptist Church, Ilr. Randolph held that supporters
of the second front, part of the. established policy of the US
Government, were 'Russian Agents' interested only in the welfare of
the Hation." Bass stated that since she too urged an iirimediate second
front, she too was then a communist. ,^

100-297187-1 p.U

An Armj'' Service Forces Weekly Intelligence Sujiimary for the
period 7/25/43 to 7/31/43, revealed that the SP- was distributing a
pamphlet entitled "Victory's Victims? - The Negro's Future", by
IToniian Thomas and A. Philip Randolph. The tract dealt id-th racial
antagonism, Jim-Crowism, and the solution of the race problem.

100-7660-1578 end. p.

7

(165^
SI 61-7563-2-176

^
(17<>" (Publications)
letter, dated' 9/11/43,

which stated that
had been held the

from the
a Race
last weekend

at the Lincoln Temple Congregational Church, Washington,
speakers had been A. Philip Randolph. (Letter set out)

G-2 furnished a copy of
Institute of Race Relations (100-242108)
Relations Institute sponsored by the FOR
on July, 1943,
DC. Among the

100-242108-1 end. p.l
(96^
SI 100-242108-2 p.

2

(96^

lY letter, dated 8/2/43, revealed that
| [

furnished a
Photostat of the official stationery of the Citizens coinmittee For
Winfred Lynn (100-222974). Listed on this letterhead as a sponsor was
A. Philip Randolph.

:b2

:b7D

Photostat of
100-222974-1
(95^

stationery
end.

enclosed

-31-
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The 8/15/43 issue of "PM" carried an article entitled
"New World A-Coming" which contained excerpts from a book of the
same title, Tvritten by Roi Ottley (100-226284). In a chapter en-
titled "Who Are The Negroes' Leaders," Ottley sketched some of the
influential Negroes, among' whom Tfas A. Philip Randolph.

100-226284-1
(220)

An JilS report, dated 9/7/43, captioned "North Philadelphia
Civic League" (100-235590), revealed that Dr. John K. Rice, President
of the organization, T<fas attempting to secure A. Phillip Randolph or
A. Clayton Powell as a guest speaker.

100-235590-1
(220)1--^
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^
An advertisement, placed in the "NY Times" for 8/3/43, oy

the City-Wide Citizens' Coinmittee on Harlem, appealed to the citizens
of New York to aid the organization in its work to improve conditions
for Negroes and for contributions. The advertisement set out the
organization's recommendations for the solution to the Race Riots, NY,
NY (44-840) which occurred on S/l/43. Set out were the officers of
the organization ivhich included A. Philip Randolph as a member of the
Board of Directors^

44-840-6 end.
(St)-

The 8/12/43 issue of "PM", carried an article entitled
"Final Detroit Report Blames Negroes For Riot." The article set out
the results of a report hy a commission that had been named by Michigan
Governor Harry B. Kelly to investigate the Detroit Race Riot (44-802)
of June 20 and 21, 1943. The report singled out A. Philip Randolph for
particular criticism and attacked the Negro leaders and Negro press.
Tlie report stated that many Negro leaders had exhorted their race to
be militant in the struggle for racial equality.

44-802-A "PM» 8/12/43
(3^ '

I'JFO report, dated 6/5/44} revealed thati I advised that b2

Pauline %ers (100-300798) had been asked by Benjamin KcLaurin to work
as Secretary of the llOWl. McLaurin had not expected her to take over
the organization completely, which she subsequently did as Executive
Secretary, but her advance with the group was backed by A. Philip
Randolph. By the time the above information was obtained in September,
1943, Myers considered herself to be the actual guiding force of the
organization with Randolph being only the nominal head.(jf) ^^

The same informant advised that by the end of November, 1943,
I'^'-ers had resigned due to the withdrawal of support from the NY leaders
and had joined the Fraternal Council "of Negro Churches in America as
Administrative Assistant to Rev. Tfilliam H. Jernagin, Director of the
Washington Bureau. She hoped to make plans for holding conferences
Tdth Negroes from all over the country prior to the Rer)ublican and
Democratic Conventions. She was said to have given this plan of such
a conference to Randolph, but nothing had been done about it. QT-Ju.

100-300798-2 p. 2,

3

(98^

:b7D
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^dvised that the Los Angeles County CP published a
leaflet entitled ""RecoEd'! and the informant furnished a copy of this
leaflet for 9/4./43. It contained an article by Pettis Perry (100-20506)

entitled "In Reply to A. Philip Randolph." Part of the article was as

follows: "ITe legro conimunists therefore believe that the problems of

our-^people can and must be solved as part of the war effort, and no_

in isolation from it." (Ho further information)

:b2

hlD

100-20506-55 p.

3

(protect identity) advised that at a meeting on tne "JSiegro ana
ihe War" held in Philadelphia on 9/11/43, at which the Action Cominittee

on the Philadelphia Transportation Company (100-264-855) was organized,
plans were discussed for securing, the services of A. Clayton Powell of

lYC, and A. Philip Randolf

.

Add. info, according to Henry Brogden.

100-264855-3 p. 8, 61, 62
(218^

The "ifY Times", dated 9/25/43, carried an article entitled
"Plan Offered To End Any Racial Tension." The article stated that the
appointment of a national commission to investigate housing, law
enforcement agencies, educational and recreational facilities for
minority groups as a means of evolving a program for eliminating
racial tension was advocated by A. Philip Randolph at the opening
session of the Conference to Combat Race Prejudice and Conflict, held
on 9/24/43, at the Rand School of Social Science, 7 East 15th St., UYC,

The conference was sponsored by the Social Democratic Federation of

Aiiierica (61-5124).

g 1-5124-A "NY Times" 9/25/43
(10^
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advised that at a meeting held on 9/26/43, at the
Civic Opera House, Chicago, Raymond Hansbrough (100-107) spoke and

:b2

:b7D

condemned A. Phillip Randolph, ML
WWl was a disruptive organization
the JTegro people*

leader. He stated that Randolph's
trying to undermine the unity of

100-107-18 p.

2

(1SS>

made a speech m
aavised that Eugene Angelo Braxton Herndon (61-7259)
Oakland, Calif., in October, 1943 ? the contents of idiich

were vigorously criticized by Party members. It was said that
Herndon 's line was similar to that handed out by A. Phillips Randolph,
national head of the HOMI i^io had heen labeled hf the CP as a Trotslcyite,

61-7259-30 p.

2

(192^

The 10/8/43 issue of "PM" carried an article entitled "Mine
Leader Ifon't Let District 50 Stand as Obstacle." The article stated
that one of the issues expected to raise a bitter debate at the 63rd
annual AFL convention was a resolution introduced hj A. Philip Randolph
and Hilton P. Webster, heads of the BOSCP, regarding the Hegro Question.
tiatthew TJoll, Chairman, and John P. Frey, Secretary of the resolutions
coimnittee, had agreed to discuss the preliminary draft of the resolution,
vhich was regarded as "progress."

62-28488-A "PM" 10/8/43
(20^
SI 100-70071-A "lv[Y Times"
(76^

10/11/43
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An Army Service Forces report, for the period of 10/3/43 to

10/9/43, revealed that A. Philip Randolph, while in Boston for the
AFL Convention, addressed a meeting of the Boston Division of the
30SC? on 10/3/43. "ITegro and Discrimination in the Federal Government
and the legro and Labor" was his topic.

On 10/4/43, Randolph spoke at a meeting held at 528
Massachusetts Ave., Boston. The meeting was called, for the purpose
of activating the local chapter, of the MOlffi.

The Socialists planned on malcing a national issue out
of the case of Pvt. Alton Levy, who was court-martialed and sentenced.
A leaflet issued by the TJDL, 112 East 19th St., NYC, charged that Levy
was prosecuted for protesting against anti-Negro discrimination at
the Lincoln Air Base, Nebraska. Tlie leaflet stated that Randolph was
one of those who had written the President concerning this case.

Add. info, according to the above mentioned source. ,^

100-7660-1734 end.
(031^
SI to para. 1
100-245856-1 p. 1-7
(96^ (Suiiffiiary of speech set out)

The 10/10/43 issue of "PM" carried an ai-ticle entitled
"Labor Leaders Call Meeting to Study Levy Court-Martial." The article
stated that David Dubinsl(y, President of the International Ladies Garment
Workers Union, and A. Philip Randolph, announced that they would call
a meeting of NY labor leaders on October 20, to take up the case of

Sgt. Alton Levy, who had been court-martialed at Lincoln, Neb., by
the Army. Levy had made false statements about the treatment of

Negroes at the Air Base at Lincoln. The session would also take up
the case of TTinifred Lynn, Negro, who sued the Ifar Department for
alleged violation of Section 4-A of the Selective Service Act which
barred discrimination in the selection of inductees. Consideration
would also be given to a proposal for making a permanent agency out
of the Fair Employment Practice Coiimittee.

61-9899-A "PM" 10/10/43
(1^

/ ,
62-53388-A "PM" 10/21/43
(20^

'^^''
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advised that the HOTTl-I held a meeting on 9/12/AZ, at

the Vermont Ave. Baptist Church, Washington, DC. The meeting was led

by A. Philip Randolph and was called in the interest of railroad fire-

men and tiie'PCOCIF.

made a plea to iiandolph
the I-IOmi in Tfashington.

^vised on 10/11/43, that Thurman Dodson (100-208843)
iiandolph in lYC, to concentrate organizing efforts of :b2

:b7D

Add. info, according to C-269.

100-208843-2 p. 1,2
(94^

A Photostat of a report from Confidential Informanl]

dated San Diego, Calif., 10/ll/43 and 10/12/43, set out information

concerning a contact had by the informant i-dth Lou Rosser (100-50210).

Posser spoice of a meeting in the Second Baptist Church which was
addressed by A. Philip Randolph and was "devoted to anti-white and

anti-war incitement." (Location and type of meeting not given).

Rosser told of how he stopped fellow members or friends from sponsoring

Randolph's meeting since it was necessary to restrict it to Randolph's

oira union, the BOSCP. An article given to the informant, toritten oy

Pettis Perry in the "P.W.", dated 8/20/43 and which reported on the

above mentioned meeting, reiterated the above information and stated

that Randolph did not recognize the existence of fascism anyi^here in

the world and was afraid to say he was against the war because they
^

would be repudiated by the Uegroes. Randolph went into a tirade against

coiranunists and stated the communists were a menace to the Negroes.

100-50210-17 p. 3,

4

(75/)-

<
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An Army Service Forces report for the period 10/10/43 to

10/16/43, revealed that A. Philip Randolph aroused the anger of labor
leaders attending the AFL Convention. He charged the APL with having
a narrow racial policy. He nanied various labor organizations and
their policy on excluding Negroes. The leaders of these unions charged
Randolph with coiiimitting a great dis-service to the ITegroes in their
fight against racial discrimination by inserting misstatements into
the convention record. The concensus was that Randolph was too
belligerent in his demands.

Randolph also made a further plea for abolition of discrimination
before SO persons at an affair sponsored by the Gannett -Clubj a group
of Unitarian youths, at the Arlington St. Church, Boston. His subject
vjas "the legro Problem-iTow and After the War."

100-7660-1760 end. p.l
(63«^
SI to para. 1
100-36021:Jij3.3S
(75^

1 I

A letter, dated 10/4/43, to the Bureau from James R. Young,
Hotel Tfilliaift Penn, Pittsburgh, Pa., whose permanent home address was
Pawling, M, advised that on lO/lS-17/43, a "--*-" *- '— '-•'-^ -"

Philadelphia under the title of "Peace Sfoif."

Randolph was to be one of the participants.

meeting was to be held in
Young stated that Philip

:b2

hlD

100-202534-19
(134^

advisedI'JFO report, dated 11/22/43, revealed that
that Eilsoo Kenneth Haan (65-569) told an unidentified friend on
10/2/43, that a meeting scheduled for lO/lS-17/43, would have represent-
atives of the War Resisters League, The Friends Society and the National
Coimnittee For Prevention of T'far attending. An address would be given
by Philip Randolph, Chairman, BOSCP, t^^o, Haan said, had organized the
mmi.

65-569-674 p. 64
(126<^
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An I.D. Periodic Report, for the period 10/22/43 to 10/29/43,

furnished by tke Acting Director, Intelligence Division^ not further

identified, revealed that A. Philip Randolph addressed the BOSCP on

10/24/43, at its 18th anniversary held in Kew Orleans, ^. His

speech centered around racial problems.

100-7660-1776 end. p.

2

(63^
:b2

•2:-IIID :b7D

I
.advised that on ^/27/43, the Illinois-Indiana District

Executive Coiranittee of the CP held a meeting at the Hamilton Hotel,

Chicaqo. it this meeting William L. Patterson charged that Willard

Tomisend (100-194418) and A. Phillip Randolph were no longer working

for unity in the win the war campaign. ^ v^

The 11/6/43 issue of the "Chicago Defender" carried an

article by George I-IcCray under a Philadelphia dateline. The article

condemi-ed Randolph's silence while the Chinese exclusion laws were

being adopted.

100-194418-7 p. 2,

4

(18^

The "DIT", dated 11/10/43 , carried an article entitled

"Answer to 'Seg^-o Problems Tests Democracy In Labor Unions", by George

Morris. The article referred to A. Philip Randolph's efforts at

past AFL conventions, to get the ML to adopt resolutions against

discrimination and while Randolph was being attacked for his efforts,

the International Ladies Garment IJorkers Union (61-7562) head remained

silent The article stated that Rev. A. Clayton Powell called upon

Randolph to withdraw his union from the AFL and join the CIO,-

because even Randolph's oim friends in the AFL failed co support him

in his annual efforts at AFL conventions.

61-7562 -A "DW" 11/10/43
(14^
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A coimiiunication from an imlmoTm source, dated 11/17/43,

Pittsburgh, Pa., revealed that Bayard Ruston (100-251467) was
associated with A. Philip Randolph in the IlOim.

100-251467-1

:b2

:b7D

I k 100-188819) (protect identity)

,

advised thatTeild maintained in his correspondence a letter, dated
II/I8/43, from A. Philip Randolph in regard to the ]^ational Council
for a Permanent PSPC, 217 T^est 125th St., UYC.

100-188819-50 p. 13
(94^

An Army Service Forces report, dated 12/4/43, revealed that
in defiance of political leader Bd Crump of Tennessee, A. Phillip
Randolph spoke in Memphis on 11/23/43. He stated, as quoted from the
"Mami T'fhip" of 11/27/43, "the Fascists are represented not only by
Kussolini, Hitler and Hirohito, but by local politicians the
political machine ;sought to drive fear and depravity in the hearts
and minds of American citizens."

100-7660-1848 end. p.l
(165^

A surveillance placed on John Granville Eddy (100-41351) on
11/28/43, revealed that he travelled to Harrisburg, Pa., where he
attended a meeting 'attGQdcd a me ting at the colored YKCA. The
meeting was addressed by A. Paul Randolph, leader of the IIOTffi. (Ifo

further information)

100-41351-12 p. 13
(21C^
SI 100-294183-9 p.

2

(183^
SI 100-294183-11 p.

2

(9X)
SI 100-294183-1 p. 2
(220^>''^
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This reference was a transcript of the interrogation of
Lt. Paul Dominick Garofalo (100-11253) on 12/7/43, by the District
Intelligence Officer, Army, Denver, Colo. Garofalo i-ras asked if
he'd ever heard of A. Philip Randolph, to which Garofalo replied
that he was head of the Brotherhood of Railroad Pullman Porters.
Garofalo T?as asked if Randolph iras active in the CP and Garofalo
said that he could not say but his vieTfpoint vfas communistic.

100-11253-12 p,
(219) |„^

18

mhi?. -39A-
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M Army Service Forces Weekly Bstimate of Subversive

Situation, dated 12/5-11/43, revealed that the l^ational Citizens

Coriimittee For Winfred Lynn issued a letter appealing for funds for

the defense of Lynn. !riie Citizens Coininittee was located at 1 West

125th St., HYC, and A. Philip Randolph T^as among the signers of this

letter. CEo further information)

100-7660-1866 end. p. 12
(63^

M letter, dated 4/9/54, captioned "Lefro", (3-41) enclosed

English translations of 17 issues of "Puerto Rico En Marcha." Yolume

2, dated at MYC, February, 1952, contained an article entitled "THe_

Outstanding liTorth- American Jurisconsult, Attorney Conrad Lynn Explains

the Case of Ruth M. Reynolds." This article stated that at the_

beginning of the decade of 1940, Albizu Campos contracted a serious

illness in Atlanta and was sent to the Columbus Hospital of New York.

There he was visited by prominent liberals, among whom was A. Philip

Randolph.

•^he article continued that in 1944, J. Holmes Smith, A.

Philip Randolph, Rachel Davies DuBois, Donald Harrington, Richard

I'Jalsh and Ruth Reynolds founded the American League For The Independence

of Puerto Rico.

The article advised that Pedro Albizu Campos was the leader

of a l-fationalist movement in Puerto Rico, who in 1936 was convicted of

conspiring to overthrow the Government of the US and was sent to the

penitentiary of Atlanta.

3-41-1024 end. p. Ill
(2^
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This refei-ence concerned the association of Charles Wesley

Burton (100-99561) with A. Philip Randolph covering a period of
approximately IS J'^ears in the Chicago area. Burton was affiliated vjith

Randolph through the BOSCP and from 1936 to 1940 through the mc.
Both men withdrew from the MC in 1940 due to CP influence in the
organisation. Subsequent to 1950, until 1944, Burton was affiliated
with Randolph through the KOTJII. They both attended a meeting of the
IJhion For Democratic Action where Randolph spoke and wiiich w^s attended
by many CP members. It was stated that Burton's interest in" the MOT'?I-i

was primarily for personal gain and for friendship with Randolph.

100-99561-4 p. 1-6
(8W

An article in the January, 1944 issue of the "Albany Peoples'
Hews" revealed that the Albany Inter-Eacial Council, Inc. (100-331532)
had brought outstanding Hegro leaders to Albany, IIY, as a part of
its efforts to stimulate greater inter-racial understanding. Among
them had been A. Philip Randolph, Judge William Ilastie, Lester B.. Granger
and Elmer A. Carter.

100-331532-1 r,,S

(99/>
SI 100-331532-2 p.

3

(9^^- (Lewis Bruce, Executive
Secretary, Albany Inter-Racial
Council)

A War Department report, dated 1/21/44, revealed that A.
Philips RandoliDh was the principal speaker at a mass meeting of the
Bi-otherhood of^Pullman Porters (100-245856) held on 1/14/44, at the
A. Leo Weil School, Pittsburgh, Pa. Suiiimary of speech set out.

100-245856-2 p. 1,2
(211^
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:b7D

On 6/23/4-3,
Division of the MOM

when reporting that the Railroad Workers
'held a iliieting at 3808 South Mchigan Ave .

,

Chicago, stated that there was a mutual tie-jup between A. Philip
Randolph's BOSCP and the Joint Council of Dining Car Employees.

, I
advised that at a meeting of the Indiana-Illinois

District Conunittee of District #8 of the CP, USA, held at 172 West
Adains St., Chicago, on 1/23/44, Morris Childs, District Secretary of

District #8, cited Randolph as an example of the defeatist class. He
stated that the communists were opposed to Randolph and that the MOM
was using the Throng methods.

100-105798-105 p. 9,10
(87^
SI to para. 2
100-304056-2 p.15
(13^>

An Army Service Forces Weekly Summary of Intelligence
Information for the period of 1/29/44 to 2/5/44, revealed that on

1/30/44, A. Phillip Randolpli spoke before a capacity audience in Gary,

Ind. He deplored Jim Crow regulations in the armed forces and
predicted future racd riots if correction of discrimination against his

people did not receive action.

100-7660-1963 end. B p.l
(165>
SI 100-7660-1970 end. B p.l
(165^
SI 100-7660-1945 end, B p.l
(63)-
SI 100-7660-1959 end. B p.l

Correlator's note: Serials 1945 and 1959 indicated this meeting ims

the monthly forum of the Israel CJIE Church, Gary, Ind.

-42V
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This reference was a list of the home addresse-s of anti-
cominunist leaders of the iisierican Labor Party (100-25869), dated
2/1/44, HYC, source not given. The name of A. Philip Randolph, 230 W.
ISOth St., appeared on this list.

100-25869-35 p.l
(74> :-,

urnished copies of the Negro news magazine "Bronseville",
^ ^ published hj the Press-Photo SerMce," Inc., 418

East 47th St., Chicago, 111. The 2/5/44 issue contained an article by
a weekly hewspapci

Henry George Davenport (14-1969) entitled "Teamwork." Davenport stated
in this article that A. Philip Randolph was a leader who made a fight for
the Ifegro people and was the person responsible for the President creating
the FSP-"- when he threatened to march on Tfashington. Davenport stated
that he was glad Randolph did not march because he would have marched
alone, "if we are to judge ITegroes by past performances." (Article
set out)

14-1969-5 p.

2

(2^

-x-3elieved to be Fair Employment Practices.

~

A Weekly Intelligence Suiimiary of the Army Service Forces
for the period 2/5/44 to 2/12/44, revealed that A. Philip Randolph
addressed a YKCA monster meeting at Indianapolis. His speech concerned
legro rights. Eost of his audience shared -his views on racial .discrim-
ination, but very few expressed any faith in the MOIffi.

At an informal get-together at the home of F.B. DeFrantz,
Sxecutive Secretary of the Senate Ave. YelCA in Indianapolis, Randolph
discussed the future plans of the MOlfM.

100-7660-1976 end. B p. 2, 4 ^t/lij.
(630^

^•'--"'^
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Tliis reference was a letter, dated 2/22/44, from I-Iarshall

Field, Edwin R. Er.itiree (62-75115) and Charles S. Johnson, to the

Director. The letter invited the Director to attend a conference in
Chicago on 3/21-22/44, to study the race problem. The reply was to

be sent to Smbree at 4901 Ellis Ave.j Chicago, 111. Attached to the

letter was a list of those who were invited. A. Philip Randolph, BOSCP,

appeared on this list.

By letter, dated 2/26/44, the Director sent Bmbree his
regrets at not being able to attend.

62-75115-1
(2a^

j.iiij.cu,u.i«.<..ij «»- .w ^x,w^^. w^ ...^- ^ ETegro was the only Negro
worth anything. He accused the government of taking the lead in
segregation pointing to the- segregation in the Army, Jim Crow WAC and
Jim Crow USO. He warned against turning to the CP for a way out.

100-7660-2020 end. B p.

3

SI 100-7660-2005 end. B p.

2

(166>

Correlator's note: Serial 2005 indicated the above meeting was
held on 2/27/44.

An Army Service Forces Weeklj'- Estimate of Subversive Situation
dated 3/11/44, revealed that on 3/7/44, A. Phillip Randolph spoke in
Atlanta to the BOSCP. He attempted to persuade the colored race to

do everything Dossible to become a "first class race." Randolph
a'oparently had" the approval of William Green, President of the ML,
for on Z/6/AA, Green announced that Randolph had his "full approval"
to speak before the Teimessee State Federation of Labor.

100-7660-2039 end.
(166^

""jmK
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advised that on 3/21/44-, Rev. A. Edward Berry
(•IOO-3023O3) contacted Alice Burke at her office. During their
conversation, Burke stated that she had seen A. Phillip Randolph and
he Tiras scheduled to speak at a mass meeting at Memphis, Tenn. The
APL refused to attend yet Randolph was a member and Vice-President of
the APL.

T-129, whose identity was IcnoTm to the Bureau, advised on

3/30/4.4, that Berry had recently been in WIQ where he had met Randolph
and they had discussed the MOTOi.

It iras noted that Burke was Secretary of the CP, District
16, Richmond, Ta.

100-302303-1 p. 2, 5,

9

(183»)'

A letter to the Mite House, dated 4/26/44, enclosed a

suiiimary of information concerning the proposed picketing of the US
Capitol in the event that a filibuster was engaged in upon the

introduction of the anti-poll tax bill in the Senate. This supuary
revealed that during the latter part of liarch and the first week of

April, J. Holmes Smith, a member of FOR, helped organize The United
Committee Against The Poll Tax Filibuster, 2013-5th Ave., MC. The

MOM was cooperating mth this organization and Smith t^s in contact

idLth leaders of the various racial groups such as the MOlffi. It T^as

Imoim that A. Philip Randolph was giving his support.

:b2

:b7D

Add. info.

100-165165-28 p.1,2
(92^

On 4/4/44, DLS-634 advised that Alice and Peggy Hendy,
believed to have been connected with the TLWJ in Dallas, had. been
upset with regard to the "Jim Crow section for Negroes" on street

cars. They stated they had no idea the South t«^s like that. The

informant advised that they also desired to know whether A. Phillip
Randolph had a good folloid-ng in Dallas.

It was noted that San Francisco had a SM-C file on Alice
Merry Eendy (SF-100-20626) . She Tvas the sister of Peggy Katzman, aka
Peggy Hendy,

-45- ^^.
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Tlie 4/8/44 issue of the "il^Y iaiisterdam Hews" carried an
article entitled "Draft Randolph For Congress Move Is On." The
Ion-Partisan Political Association announced a conference for 4/15/44,
to sponsor the election of Phillip Randolph for Congress and Elmer
Carter (100-341287) was listed as a speaker.

100-341287-1 p.

4

(202^

^\v^

I

advised that on 4/18,19/44, the Fraternal Council of

ITegro Churches of iisierica held a conference in Washington, DC. In
the eveninci on 4/18/44, a mass meeting of this conference was held at

the Shiloh'Haptist Church, 921 and P St., IW. A. Phillip Randolph was
one of the main speakers.

Program of conference furnished by
I [enclosed.
100-304683-1 p. 2 end.
(1830-

:b2

:b7D

advised that at a meeting of the Chicago unit of the

CORE on A/23/44, the members were advised that an expected filibuster
against anti-^DOll tax legislation, scheduled for 4/24/44, had been
postponed. The delegation from Chicago had not left for Washington,
DC, and was awaiting word from A. Philip Randolph, head of the liomi,

vjho was believed to "be in DC.

. 14-18i-29
(2^'

in reTDort, dated 7/19/AS, revealed that

4/26/44, that Ben Davis, Jr., Vice President of tEe
discussion with his secretary concerning a meeting
post war planning, told her that he wanted Rose
included. The others to attend the meeting

advised on
CPA, in a

to be held for
Gaulden (100-226497)

would be Davis himself,
Rev. Adam C. Powell, Jr., Congressman from the 22nd Congressional
District, Allan L. Dingle, Chairman of the new OPA Board in Harlem,
A. Philip Randolph, and Charles Collins of the Hegro Labor Victory
Committee. flOVv,

100-226497-9 p.

2

(9S>
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A Weekly Intelligence Suiiimary of the ih^niy Service Forces,
for the period 4/22/44 to 4/29/44, revealed that the Boston "branch of
the MOT'JII met and urged members to participate in the I'JBL Concert-Forim
to be held in UYC on 5/2/44, in honor of A. Philip Randolph. Randolph
was e2[pected to make a challenging statement to ¥egroes of the US at
this meeting.

'

100-7660-2139 end. 2 p.l
(64^
SI 100-26844-752 p. 25
(74^

ITWeekly Intelligence Summary of the Security and Intelligence
Division, Army Service Forces, for the period 4/29/44 to 5/6/44, revealed
that the 4/29/44 issue of the "Pittsburgh Courier" contained an article
which discussed racial protest techniques as advocated dj A, Hiilip
Randolph.

100-7660-2152 end.

A hiahl-v no-nfidential fiourna havir\n access toA nintrtv no-ntiaen-Eial fiourna havirin access to
|

I ^ I
(protect identity;

furnished on 7/31/44 a financial statement of receipts and expenditures
of "Puerto Rico" (100-327860) from 5/15 to 6/30/44'. This^ statement
revealed that the magazine paid $5.00 as a contribution to the A.
Philip Rancolph Educational Fund during the month of May.

It was noted that "Puerto Rico" was the official publication
of the lationalist Party of Rierto Rico.

100-327860-9 p. 13
(984-

:b2

:b7D
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[Tmose

jtjenjamxn Marshall
Neivark report, dated 5/18/44, revealed tha

identity was knoira to the Bureau, advised that James
(100-287183) stated that Randolph (presumable A. Philip Randolph) had
proposed a bill whereby Negroes would get accommodations in hotels
and eating places. If they were refused, the establishment could be
sued for fSO or $100, which would go to the Overseer of the Poor.
(Not further explained)

100-287183-2 p. 8
(220^^^
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A IJeelzlj StiEiiiiary of Intelligence information froM the
lii-uiy Service Forces, for the period 4/29/44 to 5/6/44, revealed that
the Chicago branch of C0E3 had received a request from FOR to' be
Drepared to send delegates to the Washington, DC poster march on
5/10/AAo Organisations which would participate were the SP, FOR,
CORE, the BOSCP and an organisation laiOT-ni as "Ilodern Trend." A.
Phillip Randolph was to participate personally in the poster march
Miich was to begin on or shortly after the date of the expected
filibuster in Congress on anti-poll ta:: legislation.

100-7660-2156 oncl. 3 p.l
(166^
SI 14-181-38

SI 100-165165-40 p. 10
(92^ (Confidential Informant A,

whose identity is Iniovm to
the Bureau)

A Weekly Intelligence Suramarj'' from the Army Service Forces,
for the period 5/20/44, to 5/27/44, revealed that A. Philip Randolph,
a reported racial agitator, was scheduled to speak on "The Hegro in
I'far and Peace", at a mass meeting at the Second Baptist Church
(colored) in Los Angeles on 5/28/44, according to the 5/22/44 issue
of the "Los Angeles Tribune", a legro publication.

100-7660-2198 end. p.

4

(64>

WO report, dated 6/20/44, captioned "Foreign Inspired
Agitation Among the American ITegroes" (100-135-53) revealed that the
legro press had stated that A. Phillip Randolph had split with the
iinerican Labor Party left i«Ting. He had been named on the new officiating
committee of the Liberal Labor Party, which had been formed by the
right wing members of the American Labor Party.

100-135-53-147 p.
6'

(163^
, ,

SI 100-25869 -A "HY Times 3/30/44
(74^-
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Chicago report, dated 8/18/44, revealed that Chicago
Confidential Informants had reported that A. Philip Randolph of the

KOT-m had organized a Political Action Assembly to be called just prior

to the Republican National Convention in Chicago. The Illinois

mdwest Negro People's Assembly (100-327833) was organized by CP
_

members to be held at the same time in order to discredit the activities

of the MOim.

advised that Ray Hansbrough had spoken vehemently
the Political Education Conference that had been called byagainst

Rando Iph on 6/25 «

2

6/44

.

6/25/44, nejia ax
^vised that at the Negro People's Assembly on

-^he Savoy Ballroxim, Chicago, Richard W. Smith,

representing the Dining Car Employees - AFL, spoke. The informant

advised that the union Smith represented had a definite tie-up wich

Randolph.

:b2

;b7D

Illinois -Indiana
advised that Hansbrough -was Vice-President of the

district CPA.

100-327833-3 p. 3, 13,22
(9S^

A Counterintelligence Monthrly Summary for the month ending

6/30/44, from the Ninth Naval District revealed that Negro demands

on the Republican and Democratic Conventions, received considerable

space in both the white and Negro press dmlng the month of June, 1944.

An advertisement paid for by some 26 Negro or interracial organizations

indluding the NAACP and A. Philip Randolph's BOSCP, entitled "A

Message to the Republican and Democratic Conventions from the Negroes

of America" was observed in the leading Negro weeklies and the Chicago

"Daily News" (white) just prior to the Republican Convention. The

demands in this advertisement were set out.

' 100-153679-75 end. p.

8

(9Q>* -
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A Weekly Intelligence Siuiimary from the Army Service Forces,
dated 7/8/44, revealed that a scheduled address by A. Philip Randolph
at ITorfolk, Ya., on 6/30/44, failed to take place. (ITo further
infonnation)

100-7660-2258 end. p.

6

(640-^

A G-2 Periodic Report, dated 8/12/44, revealed that in NYC,
A. Philip Randolph was initiating a nationvfide campaign to abolish
alleged segregation and discrimination in the armed forces. In this

regard, he was attempting to get individuals and organizations to T^-ite

to the President, urging him to issue a proclamation.

100-7660-2299 end. 2 Annex #4 p.l

SI 100-7660-2304 end. p.

7

(I66t^

M report, dated 8/3O/44, revealed that Laisfrence F. Hunt,
Program Secretary, Yt^CA, 180 West 135th St., IfYC. advised that the

Modern Trend Progressive Youth Group (100-172238) had been active in

the "Y" for some 4 or 5 years. He stated that among the prominent
recent guest speakers were Adam Clayton Powell and A. Philip Randolph.

100-172238-5 p.

5

(9a>

Wi letter, dated 9/23/44, revealed that on 9/14/44, -

advised that Etith Russ, Committee of Women of the National Coimcil of

American Soviet Friendship, Inc. (100-146964), discussed with Thelma
Dale, acting Secretary of the MC, the participation of a young
dynamic Negro in the All Women Conference to be held in NYC on II/I8/44.

Russ stated that Anne Arnold Hedgraan had been suggested to her, but
Dale said Hedgman was a member of the National Council For a Permanent
FSPC and close to A. Philip Randolph, and th-ereEar^ not the type they
wanted. (^Vl

100-146964-316
(89^ '

:b2

:b7D
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In connection with the investigation of Lydia Altschuler,
et., al. (65-43302) Bureau memo, dated 9/18/44, enclosed a Photostat of
an analysis of correspondence of persons residing at Luis Moya 19,
Mexico, D.F., furnished by US Office of Censorship. Correspondence of
Stella Jacobi, Paris 7, Mexico, D.F , who ivas a contact of llarta Adams,
Luis l-!oya 19, included a letter from G.L. Paine, FOE, Boston, Mass.
Censorship stated that George L. Paine was a member of FOR who held
meetings with 1. Phillips Randolph.

65-43302-3525 end. p. 20
(193>

Buffalo report, dated 9/20/44, revealed that a review of
the "Buffalo Criterion" for the previous few months, showed that
Zenobia A. Alexander's (100-328217) articles had not always followed
the CP line, such as an extremely laudatory article on A. Phillip
Randolph, who was then persona non grata with the CP.

100-328217-4 p.

2

Richmond report, dated 10/4/44, revealed that Confidential ;^2

Informant ! ladvised that Joseph Harry Tyree (100-188607) claimed b7D
he was a close personal friend of Philip A. Randolph, President of the
BOSCP, lYC.

Add. info, according- to R-156.

100-188607-8 p. 1,3
(134-^(13^
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The 10/6/AA- issue of "El Mundo" (local Spanish paper in
San Juan) stated that a new group had been formed in ]?YC to be composed
of continentals T«ho were to work-in favor of the independence of
Puerto Sico and was ImoT«i as the National Connnittee For Puerto Eico.
This group was headed by Oswald Garrison Villard, editor of the review
"Asia" and head of the John Day Publishing Co. Other members were
R.J. Tfalsh and his wife, the novelist, Pearl Buck, Philip Randolph and
Dr. J. Holmes Smith, President of the Comite Pro Puerto Rico Libre.

100-205249-13 p. 33
(134*^^

A Weekly Intelligence Suimnary from the Army Service Forces,
dated 10/21/44, revealed that in Roanoke, ¥a., Joseph Hai'ry Tyree
(Negro communist agitator) was reported to be endeavoring to have A.
Philip Randolph speak in Roanoke sometimes before the election.

100-7660-2444 end. p.

4

(65^
SI 100-7660-2447 end. p.

4

SI 100-7660-2476 end. p.

4

[ :b2

:b7D(protect identity), advised on 10/22/44, that Dr. Boris Shishkin
(124-391) was a principal speaker at a meeting of the 8th Annual
Conference, Division of Social Science, for the graduate school of
Howard University, held in the District of Columbia. This conference
was supported "by'::the A. Phillip Randolph Educational Fund of NY.
Randolph was Co-Chairman of the National Council for FEPC and President
of the^MOTffi. (Date of conference not given)

124-391-23 p-4
(190^
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:b2

;b7D

Saint Louis report, dated 11/23/44-, revealed that
advised on 10/25/44, that Leona Chazen (100-332708) asked HSi6ft MltSli,

suggested that they be distributed at a church at Comptnn and viashmgcon
where Philip Randolph was going to speak.

100-332708-5 p.

2

(134')'

SI 100-332708-9 v,6
(202^

HI teletype, dated 10/31/44, revealed that Theodore Edward
Sroim (25-268620) was formerly an assistant to A. Philip Randolph,
labor leader and Head of the BOSCP.

25-268620-2 p.l
(123^
SI 25-268620-11 p. 1,2

Ai

held on 12/1,2 and 3/44. He spoke on "Methods For Building Tforld
Coimnunity." The Baltimore "Afro-Merican" of 12/5/44, reported on
Randolph's speech.

100-7660-2599 end. p. 5,

6

(66»)^

SI 100-7660-2591 end. p.

5

SI 100-7660-2609 end. p. 5,

6

(66^

Correlator's Note: Serial 2591 indicated the above conference was held
under the auspices of the American Friends Service Committee of
Philadelphia and the Baltimore Peace Center.
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A Weekly Summary of Intelligence Information from Arn^
Service Forces, for the period 12/24-30/44, revealed that in connection
with the activities of the MOT'JII in its campaign to force the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company to employ Negro clerical help,
an advertisement appeared in the 12/23/44 issue of the "New York
Age", a Negro paper. The advertisement appealed to policy holders to
vote for A. Philip Randolph for the Board of Directors of the company.

The sumiiiary of information also revealed that Randolph
was one of those who had agreed to serve as chairmen of special sub-
committees of the Coiiuiiittee For The Improvement of Race Relations.
This comiiiittee was fonned in NYC on 12/19/44, and was to initiate a
program to solve problems caused by friction among racial groups.

100-7660-2647 end. p. 7,

9

(60-

[advised that A. Philip Randolph was a sponsor of a
rally sponsored by the Nation Associates, held at Madison Square
Garden, NYC, on 1/2/45.

The same informant also advised that Randolph had signified
his intention to serve as a sponsor for the organization. Friends of
the Spanish Republic (100-336845), which was being formed by Nation--
Associates.

100-336845-6 p. 11,16
(90)

:b2

:b7D

An liDTJ" Intelligence Summary dated 1/12/45, revealed that
at a meeting of the CP in Trashington, DC, on 1/6/45, Charlotte Gold,
head of the TJhite Collar Group of the CP, stated that A. Philip
Randolph had distributed propaganda to Negroes advocating that the
Capital Transit hearings on charges of discrimination, be postponed
in view of the pendency of the bills in Congress for a permanent FEPC.

Tiie same source advised that the Socialist "Call" in its
1/8/45 issue, reported on the ban by the Post Office Department on the
llOmi prohibiting the organisation from using its FBPC stamp. A letter
of protest was filed mth the Post Office Department by Randolph,
accusing the Department of discrimination.

100-7660-2671 end. p. 6, 10

-54-
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furnished a copy of the "Unity Club Sews", published ^^^

by the Orange, L'.J. Branch of the CPl, which revealed that at a meeting

of the Orange Branch, held on 1/23/45, viessie Scott Campbell (100-335395)
engaced in a brief discussion. She conmented that the NAACP in Orange
had called a mass meeting on discrimination and had asked A. Philip
RandolT)h to speak. She stated that Randolph stood for everything "we"

were against and that something should be done to offset his presence.

100-335395-7 p.

3

(99>

A Weekly Intelligence SuiiUiiary from Army Service Forces,
for the period 1/27/45 to 2/3/45, revealed that A. Hiilip Randolph
spoke to a mass meeting in Cincinnati and said that race discrimination
was on the increase in America. A local union sponsored the meeting.

The same source advised that Randolph also spoke in Louisville,

fc, to a group of civic leaders of both races. Ke solicited funds
"to support the F3PC movement. In another speech to a large audience,
Randolph received applause when he mentioned race discrimination in
the US iirmy.

100-7660-2729 end. 2 p. 1,4
(67>

A Counterintelligence Monthly Summary for the month ending

2/28/45, from the Ninth Ifaval District, revealM that in order to

prepare the Ifegro to hold the gains made within the last 3 years and to

safeguard his position in employment, housing, education and the

position of the returning veterans, leaders of the l\fegroes had been
consistently urging the Efegro to make plans to safeguard the future.

A statement in this respect, made by A. Philip Randolph, was set out.

100-153679-87 end. p.

9

(90)-
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A TTeelcly Intelligence Suraiuary from -the Army Service Forces,
dated 9/30/44, revealed that Honthly Fellowship Forums, under the

I auspices of the FOR, would coiiimence in Philadelphia, on 10/9/44 and
^

' continue during Iferch, 1945. A. Philip Randolph was scheduled as the \

speaker for 3/12/45, and his subject was to be "Hon-Violence in the

Labor Koveraent."

100-7660-2372 end. p.

3

(65h>

The "DW" dated 3/31/45, in an article entitled "Views On
Labor News" iw^itten hj George Korris, revealed that "A. Philip Randolph
was the keynote speaker at the convention of the T7DL in December, 1944.

The T'JDL was stated d-^t Horris to be a front organisation for Trotsl^dtes
and ITorman Thomas Socialists.

100-7326-A "D¥" 3/31/45
(61^

A Weekly Smunary of Intelligence Information from the Army
ServDce Forces, for the period 3/24-31/45, revealed that at St. Louis,''

I!o., the Citizen's Civil Rights Committee, an organization of Negro
and vriiite citizens, sent a telegraiii'.to the President requesting that

he send a ITegro to the Peace Conference at San Francisco. A. Philip
Randolph was one of those suggested as a Hegro representative.

100-7660-2852 end. p.

2

(67^

A Heekly Intelligence SuKunary from the Armed Service Forces,
for the period 1/6-13/45, revealed that in Hartford, Co^. , the Mayor's
Inter-Racial Coiimiittee planned to invite A. Philip Randolph to speak
in Hartford in April.

! 100-7660-2677 end. 2 p.

3

(66-^
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The. ^'H'Y Age", ITegro newspaper, dated 3/31/45, revealed that
Rev. Thomas S. Harten (100-302532) had extended the use of the Holy
Trinity Church, Brooklyn, ITY, for a mass meeting to be held on 4/2/45-
Several Congressmen who had sponsored FEPC bills and A. Philip Randolph
V7ere to speak.

advised that at this meeting Harten had very little to
say and merely introduced the speakers. b2

:b7D

100-302532-5 p.

2

(98^

] advised that on 4/6/45? Richard John Sullivan
(100-273551)"attended a meeting of the Louisiana Progressive Educational
Association at the Association's headquarters in Efew Orleans. Sullivan
entered a discussion concerning the activities of A. Philip Randolph.
Sullivan stated that he had felt out a few of the porters to ascertain
how they regarded Randolph and they seemed to be worked up about the
fact that Randolph had protested that ^^the new Governor hotises in UY
had been built too close to Harlem." (ETo further information)

100-273551-13 p.

4

(970.
SI 100-273551-25 p. 12
(970.

"The Iforker", dated 4/14/4S, carried an article entitled
"Trotsljyites, Socialists Hatch Plot to Destroy PikC." This article
revealed that at a two day Conference of American Progressives
(105-9527) in Chicago, a movement was launched under the leadership
of A. Phillip Randolph idLth the objectives of destroying the effective-
ness of the PAC in current elections and to head off the development
of a genuine progressive third party movement by channeling such
sentiment into an abortive new party under the domination of the
Socialists.

105-9527-A "Tlie TJorker
(189^

" 4/14/45

Correlator's Note: It
Committee of the CIO.

is believed that PAC was Political

-57-
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ces,
meeting

ai, Jt ju V t.ouwi 5^ii, ict.j v>i Kii"- j-^v/v^-^i
J

i^viiyjL M,-vi^.,i..,»^v^ ..**« C JLTy Ojt Pi C tSDUFQll

Upon the use of legro operators. He urged the use of Negroes on each
of the eidsting routes in the city to prevent the use of "colored men
in colored districts only."

The saiiie source revealed that Randolph spoke to a mass _
liieeting in Pittsburgh at the Ifarner Ilethodist Church on 4/15/45. He
urged IJegroes to throw their full support behind both Efational and
State efforts for a ?3FC.

100-7660-3024 end. p. 7,

8

(68^

A Weekly Intelligence Summary from the Llilitary District of
Washington, for the period 3/12-19/45, revealed that A. Philip
Randolph was the key figure at the convention of the BOSCP Provisional

'

Cor,imittee to Organise Colored Firemen. The convention was held in
tfashington, DC, on 5/18,19/45.

100-7660-2977 end. p.

6

(67^

A Weekly Suiiunary of Intelligence Information from the Army
Service Forces, for the period 5/13-19/45, revealed that CORE planned
to launch a program against the major railroads in agitation for fair
employment. The support of A. Philip Randolph was to be solicited in
this drive.

100-7660-3031 end. p. 11
(681:^

^nished a report dated 6/15/45 captioned "American b7D
Committee i-'or A i^ee Spanish Republic" (105-5973). A. Philip
Randolph was listed as a member of the ITational Council of this
organisation

.

105-5973-3 end. p.

2

(lia^

SffiRH*.^ ""^^"
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lY report, dated 6/19/45, revealed that files of the lYO

advised that Bdward L. Bearnays, a contact of Dr. Ludwik TJitold

Sajchinati (65-4-8970), was reported by the Dies Conuiiittee to be a member

of the Coiraiittee Concerning Discrimination In Emplojinent of the State

Council of Defense. A. Philip Randolph was -also a member of this

cor,Eiittee

.

65-48970-U p.

3

SI 100-4-326-383 p.

3

(57^

A IJeelily Intelligence Summary from Army Service Forces,

for the pei-iod 5/4-11/4-5, revealed that a two day session was held at

Goodwill Cariipv JfJ, on 4/28,29/45, by representatives of 28 national
oroanizations 6f all racial and religious affiliations. They formed
the national Cornmittee to Abolish Segregation in the Armed Services.

A. Philip Handolph was nained chairman of the planning coisimittee.

Tlie same source advised that Randolph and the MOI'JII planned

a nation-wide protest against segregation and discrimination in the

Armed forces. The demonstration was believed to be scheduled for

7/4/45.

100-7660-3018 end. p. 6,

7

(68^
SI to para. 1
100-7^60-2964 end. p.

8

(130i>
SI to para. 1
100-7660-3026 end. p.

6

(68i^

A Weelcly Intelligence Summary from Army Service Forces,

for the period 8/17-24-/45, revealed that A. Philip Randolph and
3.17. KcLaurin, organiser of the BOSCP, were scheduled to speak at a

meeting of the Richmond, ¥a. , Division of the BOSCP on 9/6/45.

100-7660-3263 end. p.

8
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A booklet dated October , 1945, entitled "Iflio Killed Carlo
Tresca?" issued by the Tresca Memorial Coiniiiittee (6I-I335) 112 E
19tli St., JIYC, furnished by an unknoTjn source, revealed that A.
Philip Sandolph was a member of the Tresca Ilemorial Committee.

61-1335-396S end. p. 28

Tliis reference was a letter from the Liaison Officer, American
Consulate, Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, dated 12/10/45, which enclosed a
letter from the British Defense Security Officer, for Jamaica, B.W.I.

,

dated 11/23/45, addressed to the Liaison Officer. The British
Defense Security Officer enclosed a clipping from the "Daily Gleaaier",
dated 10/26/45, which reported on a welcome meetinq, held at Edelweiss
Park, Jamaica, B.¥.I., for ¥.17. I-Ianley (100-340180) who had returned
to Jaitiaica after a visit to the US. In his speech, llanley praised
the HIACP and other organizations for their Iniowledge of Tfest Indian
affairs, and he mentioned such men as Philip Randolph and Ferdinand
Smith, a Jamaican, who was Secretary of the lational Maritime Union.

100-340180-3 end.
(135>

A Tfeekly Intelligence Sumiiiai'y from the Military District of
Uashington, for the period II/30/45 to 12/7/45, revealed that according
to press reports, A. Philip Randolph called on all STegro workers to
support the strike against General Motors Corporation. He pointed
out that General Motors' refusal to arbitrate constituted a slap in
the face of all trade union workers, black, white, Jewish, gentile,
Catholic and Protestant.

100-7660-3508 end. p. 13
(70^
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A Tfeekly Smiraary of intelligence Information from Aunj Service
Forces, for the period 1/12-19/46, revealed that Senjamin J. Davis, Jr.,
leading coEmimist and lYC Coimcilrfian, spoke at a Lenin Memorial
meeting held by the Illinois -Indiana District of the CP in Chicago
on 1/13/46 . He accused A. Phillip Randolph of conducting one of the
filthiest campaigns in history against him in lY oy trying to split
the ITegro vote to defeat him
Randolph's tactics.

But. he said, they weren't fooled ay

100-7660-3648 end. A p.

4

(167^

] advised that the ISTational Railroad Convention of the
CP was held at the Sherman notel, Chicago, 111., on 2/17/46. Al

:b2

:b7D

Spern, a member of Local 1085, name of union unlmomi, spoke and stated
that he felt that the Comrades should concentrate on Uegro ifork and
should begin worli to organise the pullman porters. Ee stated that
the Coiitt-^ades could help smash "Jim Crowism by organizing workers into
the Srotherhhod of Sleeping and Pullman Car Tforkers of America which
was lead hj A. Phillip Randolph.

100-344012-3 p.

2

(184.i^

Oil advised that a meeting held on 4/6/46, at the International
^^ -r-,* ^j> r\f^JS ^ -.« ---^ - - , K^ ^ j.^f ^ ji^-f ^House , University of Chicago , was reported to be a move on the part

of the old-time lorman Tliomas Socialists to re-vitalize
in the Socialist
Randolph was the

program. It had been reported
leader and "behind-the-scenes"

some interest
that A. Phillips
director of the group

61-7550-2047 p.

3

(192.>

-61-
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This reference was an article from the "DW", dated 4y6/46,
entitled ^'V. Reiitiier To 3e At Anti-PAC Parley." A. Fiiilip Randolph
T-7as listed as a sponsor of a tifo day conference of American
Progressives (105-9527) that was to be held starting 4/7/46 at Chicago.
The American Progressives had all the earmarks of opposition to the
CIO's Political Action Committee.

105-9527-1
(11^>

The "DW", dated 4/9/46, carried an article entitled "Socialist
Cabal Launches Drive For Anti-CIO Party", datelined Chicago, 4/8/46.
The article stated that the Socialist Party (61-626) had chosen A.
Philip Randolph to head a coiiunittee which would launch an educational
campaign to prepare for the establishment of an anti-PAC third party.
This action was' decided at a meeting held by the SP at Chicago, on
4/8/46. Randolph was listed as one of the sponsors of this meeting.

61-626-A "DW" 4/9/46
(6>

k^
hi

advisedChicago teletype, dated 4/26/46, revealed that
.

,

that Elmer Henderson (100-344791) was Regional Director of FSPC,
Chicago, and owed his position to A. Phillip Randolph.

100-344791-1
(184^

A Weekly Intelligence Stiiiiriiary from Headquarters, First
Army, for the period 7/3-10/46, revealed that the ITegro and coriununist
press continued their railing against Senator Bilbo and the ^'terror
reign in Mississippi." -The "Pittsburgh Courier", dated 7/6/46,
alleged that A. Philip Randolph wired President Truman to "stop this
notorious and flagrant defiance of the Federal Constitution."

100-7660-3889 end. p. IS
(70^
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:b2

:b7D
t

advised that on 7/13/46, at a meeting of the legro
Comissioirof tlie CP, District 7, Detroit, Ilich., Chris Alston
(101-200) expressed his disgust that the Party had allowed A. Philip
Randolph to assuiae political leadership of the JTegroes.

101-200-28 p.4
(lllt^

Bureau memo, dated 7/24/46, enclosed a copy of a letter
flemished by Congressman John 3. Rankin (56-633). The letter was
sicined by Dr. George S. Counts who presumably was connected with the

Teterans League of imerica, ITational Headquarters, 45 Astor Place, EfYC,

and asked the addressee for money to be used to help defeat Rankin for

his Congressional seat. The letter also bore the signature of A.

Philip Randolt>h, wiio Rankin said, was associated T-ath numerous CP

fronts

56-633-2 end.
(5^
SI 100-348528-4 p.

7

(10(»(D.W. Houston, Attorney,
Aberdeen, IBLss.)

The "Michigan Chronicle", dated 5/11/46, revealed that A.

Philip P.andolt)h was present in Detroit for the purpose of attending a

meeting of the Executive Committee for the formation of a third party
Imomi as "The People's Party." (Probably Educational Committee for a

new Party). The meeting was held in the Offices of the Michigan
Coiiuiionwealth Federation (IICF) (100-302014) at Detroit.

The "Pittsburgh Courier", dated 8/10/46, revealed that a

statement was read before the State Council Meeting of the 1«1CF calling
for a national political party committed to clean, honest and efficient
government and human relations. A. Philip Randolph and John Dewey
were listed as officers of the National Educational Comisiittee for a

Hew Party.

The "Detroit fi^ibune", dated 10/5/46, and I ^
I n (protect identity) both advised that

P^andolph attended a meeting 61 "Che l^ational Educational Cor.uiiittee for

a lew Party, held on 10/5/46, at the Central YI'fCA, Detroit. Randolph
chaired the meeting.

100-302014-8 p. 6-8
(98^

"^SteREI.,.,^^^^^ -63-
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The "Washington Post", dated 11/24/46, carried an article
entitled "US Kay Request Daily Fine of $200,000 for LeidLs, Union; ITY

Faces Complete Paralysis." The article concerned a strike by the
United Kine T7orkers (Ullf) against the soft coal industry. The US
Government brought John L. Lewis, President of the UMff, to court by
use of an injunction against the strike. This tactic caused the CIO
and iFL to condemn the injunction. A. Philip Randolph, President of
the AFL BOSCP, told a conference on human relations in l^Y that organized
labor was in grave danger. He called on labor to back the TOST with
money and moral support and added, "It may come to the point where it
T'dll be necessary for organised labor to back the UT&IT with a general
strike .

"

S7-300-A ^Ifashington Post" 11/24/46

A Weekly Intelligence Summary from G-2, Baltimore, for the
period 12/6-13/46, revealed that the cormiiunists were working zealously
to secure control of the JTAACP. In ISTYC the Party organizers were
active in the Harlem area where they had to overcome the militant anti-
communist work of A. Philip Randolph before success could be expected.

100-7660-4166 end. v.

5

b2
:b7D

|( protect identity) advised that he tallced to Tremetria Birth,
T'Tife of Daniel Crosier French (121-24276), when she returned to Tuskegee
for the ten year reunion of her class. |

l.qt;:?tfiri th^^t PbTli-ip

Randolx)h addressed the rclass reunion and l H Tremetria
why she was not in the meeting, ^he replied that Randolph was
criticising the minority groups. I [ learned later that Randolph
had made some statement or reference to the CP and he thought that
this was what Tremetria had reference to when she made the above
remark.

R.S. Darnaby, Alumni Secretary, Tuskegee Institute, advised
that he had contact ?ri.th Tremetria when she was in Tuskegee at the 10th
year reunion of her class in 1947. He advised that he recalled that
Randolph talked about coimiiunism but he believed that it was part of the
speech, not the main theme.

121-24276-25 paA,2,3
(203^

.64" s^tri^
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A Weekly Intelligence Suituiiary from G-2, Baltimore, for the

period 1/17-24./4-7, revealed that A. Philip Randolph spoke in NY on
1/5/47. He called the coiiffiiunists "carpetbaggers" and set out reasons
vjh.j coiffliiimist overtures of cooperation with minorities should be
rejected.' (Sponsor of meeting not given)

100-7660-4240 end. p.

7

(71^

A memorandum furnished by an unknoim outside source, dated
1/20/47, iSfYC, advised that A. Philip Randolph was a member of the
Advisory Council of Coimiion Cause, Inc. (100-348490).

100-348490-3 p.

2

( 100^

Elizabeth Woolston, Tuxedo Road, Tuxedo Park, JTY, furnished
on 5/13/47, a pamphlet entitled "Yes-, But" - printed by the World
Federalists (100-343001), 31 Bast 74th St., NYC. This pamphlet revealed
that A. Philip-Randolph was an Honorary Director of this organization.

Pamphlet enclosed
100-343001-52 end.
(9SD
SI 100-343001-55 p.

2

(99*> (Unlaiomi outside source, listed
as a member of the National
Organization)

The column of Marty Richardson (100-349444) in the "Boston
Chronicle", dated 5/29/47, criticized Asa. Philip Randolph srever^ly,
concerning his fight against communism, (portion of article set but)

100-349444-6 p.

2

(122^
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Bureau letter, dated 6/5/47, enclosed a memorandum furnished
by an uniaiomi outside source. The memorandum set out the officers
of the American Labor Research Institute Inc. (62-83558). Listed on

the Advisory Boai'd was A. Phillip Randolph.

62-83558-1
(U4>

A letter from the Director to AAG T. Vincent Quinn, dated
8/8/A7, caiDtioned "Alleged Irregularities, Mississippi Primary Election",
called the^AAG's attention to an article in the "Washington News",
of 8/6/47, entitled "Clark ITarned Jfot To lleddle In lliss. Primary',' in

T^iich- Lamar Puryear, a member of the Hinds County,
Executive Committee, advised --the' Attorney General
I-ass. with the idea of meddling in their business,
if he came, he'd better come armed. The statement
with various charges of intimidation of would-be Negro voters. The
coriiment was also made in connection with a demand by A. Philip
Randolph, co-chairman of the National Council For
that the Attorney General prosecute anyone trying
voting requirements.

Miss., Democratic
not to come doim to
Puryear stated that

was made in connection

A Permanent PEPC,
to enforce Mississippi's

Copy of article enclosed
56-703-1
(5^

WY T-fiT^nrt. dated 10/l.'^^/47. captioned
;b2

:b7D

K protect identity)
advised that Wilfred A. Domingo had many personal friends in the US,
i?articularly in NYC, from both right and left wing groups. Many
had assisted him in the past and were still friendly with him. Among
these individuals was A. Philip Randolph. Hie informant advised that
Domingo was Yice President of the Jamaica Progressive League.

100-296500-333 P.

3

-66-
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^

Bl Paso letter, dated ^/1.2/M , revealed that lirs. Lillian
Bagwell, Secretary, Ciiaml3er of Conunerce, Alamogordo, Sf.M., furnished
literature which revealed that A. Philip Randolph i-ras- on the Advisory
Board of, the Tforld Brotherhood Mobilisation for the Emergency World
People's Congress (100-350257), which was to convene in NYC, 10/12-19/47.

100-350257-4 end.
(100^

The 10/26/47 issue of "The Worker" carried an article by
Abner Berry (100-79039) entitled "Randolph Tfith Straight Face, Hails
'Crusader'." This article ridicules A. Philip Randolph for not raising
the issue of race relations at the jy^'L convention held in San Francisco.

100-79039-A "The Worker" 10/26/47
(77^

Tlie "Ifashington Post", dated 11/6/47, carried an article
entitled "US Enters Suit of legro Rail Firemen." The article stated
that the Department of Justice intervened in US District Court in
Washington, DC, on behalf of Negro locomotive firemen liiho had complained
of discrimination. A. Hiilip Randolph, President, BOSCP, who had
acted for a provisional committee of colored locomotive firemen,
telegraphed his gratitude to Attorney General Tom Clark for his fine
action.

4-0-A "Washington Post" 11/6/47
(3^

:b2

b7D 1

I l( protect iden-city;, Washington, DU, revealed -iiiti-t in 194^, A.
Phillip liandolph advised that he had been acquainted with Bertha Watson
tomack"^ (65-58928) for many years and knew her to be a loji-al American.
Randolph stated that Lomack was among those who renounced membership
in the MC because it was communist controlled.

Add. info, according to Garland Mackey, Probation Officer,
DC Juvenile Court.

65-58928-9 p. 6,

8

(196^

-67-
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A G-2 report, dated 5/9/55, captioned "Robert E. Young"
(105-34548), revealed that an MP news dispatch in the "Afro-American"
stated that in 1948, at its national convention in NY, CORE endorsed
A. Philip Randolph's civil disobedience program to combat segregation
in the military services.

The files of G-2 indicated that Randolph had been a member
af many anti-segregation organizations, many of which were communist
dominated.

Add. info, according to G-2.

105-34548-4 end. p. 57
• (113>

The records of| [(protect identity) who
furnished information to the ]\IY Office by letter, dated 12/13/48,
captioned "One World Congress, Inc." (62-88260), advised that A. Philip
Randolph, as of 3/5/48, was a member of the Organizing Council of the
One World Award Comittee (62-88260)

.

62-88260-2 p.

3

SI 101-4589-36 p. 15
(111^

Bureau memo, dated 3/26/48, enclosed a copy of a general
letter sent out by the Committee For Amnesty (100-355177), dated
3/17/48, and which t^s brought to the Bureau *s attention by the .

Department of Justice. The list of sponsors on the letterhead included
A. Philip Randolph.

100-355177-^1
(lOQ^

:b2

:b7D



The "DW" dated 4-/12/48, carried an article captioned
"Conference Maps Union Battle For Hegro Rights." At a conference of

Bianhattan comiiiunists at the Hotel Diplomat in iKTYC, on 4/10/48, Henry-

Winston (100-1473) stated that A. Philip Randolph's passive resistance

and civil disobedience program expressed nationalism. Randolph would
make the fight for peace a white man's fight and isolate the ITegroes

from their working class allies. One reason for the impact of

Randolph's proposals was that no union was actively fighting against
Jim Crow.

100-1473-59 p. 1,6
(54)

"The Mlitant", dated 4/19/48, an SffP publication, contained
an article captioned "The liTegro Struggle" and sub-captioned "Randolph
and the Press" by Albert Parker (100-182800). The article pertained
to statements by Randolph urging civil disobedience by Negroes to end
Jim Crow conditions and criticized articles by other newspapers t^io

disagreed with Randolph. The article identified Randolph as A. Philip
Randolph.

100-182800-62 p. 9, 10
(93^)"

G-2 advisei^ that during an investigation conducted in
Washington, DC, in May, 1948, by the Counterintelligence Corps,
concerning George Francis Kennedy (121-31945), it T^ras revealed that
Kennedy 'professed to know A. Philip Randolph personally.

121-31945-35 p.l
(115)^

I advised that on 7/3/48, Grace Carlson (100-4794)
accepted the nomination for "Vice President of the US on the S\<IF ticket
at the SWP National Convention at NY. In her acceptance speech, -^^^

excerpts of which were set out, Carlson stated: "The SlfP welcomes
the spirit of resistance of the Negro people, of which the defiant
attitude of A. Phillip Randolph and Grant Reynolds is only qiie- : /

expression."

100-4794-106 p.

3

(1640-



"^ffiRH^ ^

:b2

:b7D

pdvised that at a HY State Convention of the CP,

held at 119 iiiast 11th St., KYC, on 7/18/48, Henry Winston (100-1473)

discussed the problems of the Negro people. He stated that the hope^

for the Negroes lay in supporting the CP and its program, not folloio-ng

such Negro liberals as A. Phillip Randolph who was not able to offer a

complete program concerning Negro problems.

100-1473-71 p.

2

(16/U^

I

pivised that the letterhead of a letter, dated

7/25/48, addressed to Don Pedro Albizu Campos, The Nationalist Party

of Puerto Rico (62-7721), carried A. Philip Randolph as a member of

the Board of Directors of the American League For Puerto Rico's
Independence, Inc., Box 199 Canal St. NY 13, NY.

62-7721-1563X end. Index p. 188

SI 62-7721-1391 p. 19
(19^ ("La Prensa" 4/20/4S)
SI 62-7721-3723 p.l
(19*)'' (Dr. Rachel Davis Du Bois, 204

East 18th St., NYC)
(Randolph assisted in organization of
League)
SI 100-7660-2986 end. p.l
(6aKl945)
SI 64-1000-599 Annex 2 p.

4

(125^ auA)
SI 100-20 'i:24Q-'^9X p. 16
(94)- 1

~1 (1945)
SI 100-296500-132 p. 17
(97^
SI 105-19000-9 p.

5

(112t^ (Dr. Rachael Davis Du Bois)
(Randolph assisted in organization
of League)

-70-
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attended a meeting

.b2

ad\^ised that on 8/5/48, Ida May Elliott (IOO-366I4I) ''^°

of the Aaron Johnson Club, CP, held at 680 East 47th
St., Los Angeles. In a speech given by Elliott she described Walter
Mite and A. Philip Randolph as beljrayers of the working class because
of Itheir opposition to Henry Wallace.

IOO-366I4I-I p.

9

(102^

The "NY Times", dated 9/29/48, reported that A. Phillips
Randolph was one of the speakers at a meeting of the "Vietnam-American
Friendship Association (62-88493) held, at the Hotel McAlpin, NYC, on
9/28/48.

62-88493-10 p. 10
(193^)^
SI 97-2966-7 end. p.

6

(193i> (Weekly newsletters of the
Viet Nam American Friendship
Association)

SI 105-12637-5 p.

4

(194^
SI 105-12637-7 p.l
(194«)'

Khoxville letter, dated 10/23/48, revealed that Mr. Beverly
S. Burbage, National Vice-President, US Junior Chamber of Commerce,
1^0 was a Khoxville .attorney, furnished a folder mailed by the Institute
For American Democracy, Inc. (:0:r-i-3'1337). . . -The folder listed various
speakers who were available through the American Lecture Bureau
(94-1-31337) of 415 Lexington Ave., NYC. Among the lecturers listed
was A. Philip Randolph, President of Sleeping Car Porters, AFL. It
was noted that he also spoke for the National Council for a Permanent
FBPC and was America's outstanding Negro leader. His topic \<ia.s "Fair
Play Is Good Business."

Verbatim': dopy of folder enclosed
94-1-31337-10 end. p.

6

(30«^
SI 100-371808-1 p. 10
(102-^
SI 371808-3 p. 12
(102'^
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An OSI, USAF report, dated IO/3O/48, revealed that A. Philip

Randolph was a member of the Council of the Council Against Intolerance

In America (100-15297).

100-15297-15 end. p.

4

(72^
SI 100-15297-14
(7^

Philadelphia letter,, dated -LZl2Zd2V enclosed a Photostat of
3^2

a letter dated 11/29/48, furnished hi from the International b7D

Solidarity Committee To Aid Anti-FascisTs UOO-359348) , 1819 Spruce

St., Philadelphia. The letterhead listed A. Philip Randolph as a

National Sponsor,

100-359348-1 end.
(102t>

A memorandum, dated Pittsburgh, Pa., II/30/48, furnished by

an unimoira outside source, captioned "Inter-Racial Action Council

Conference", revealed that at a meeting of the Inter Racial Action

Council (100-302097), held at the Trinity Episcopal Church, Pittsburgh,

on the above date, Paul Robeson, Ifegro singer, referred to Philip

Randolph, Norman Thomas and David Dubinslcy as puppets of the

Capitalists

.

100-302097-6 p.

2

A letter from the American Veterans Committee (100-339008),

Washington, DC, dated 12/17/48, addressed to "Dear Friend", invited the

addressee to attend a reception for A. Philip Randolph and Grant

Reynolds on 1/7/A9, at the American Veterans Committee clubhouse, 1751

Sew Hampshire Ave., M, Washington. Randolph and Reynolds had both

been foremost in the fight against military segregation. Enclosed was

a postcard for reply purposes.

100-339008-205 p.l, end.
(99*k

•72-
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bVD

I [
(.protect identityj, aavised that

the records of tne Jamaica progressive League, 2286 Seventh Ave., NYC,
revealed a memorandum which referred to a proposed meeting of "this

organization "to be held at the Abyssinian Baptist Church on 1/30/49.
One 6f the tentative speakers was to be A. Phillip Randolph.

The above mentioned records revealed that the Jamaica
Progressive League was described as a "membership political organization"
and they were to send funds to the Peoples National Party of Jamaica.

100-296500-357 p.3
(183>

A letterhead., of the Labor's League For Political Education
(100-359047), dated 2/8/49, at Washington, DC, listed A. Philip
Randolph as' a member of the Administrative Committee.

100-359947-1 p.l
(10^

George Hewitt, 2750 Bronx Park East, Bronx, NY, former CP
official, advised that in ^the Suimuer of 1940, he observed Alger Hiss
(74-1333) and Donald Hiss in the rear of an auditorium in Washington,
DC, where a MC was being held. A review of the MC file of the NYO
revealed that the third WSC was held in the US Department of Labor
Auditorium, DC, on 4/26-28/40, Tdth A. Philip Randolph as President.

Randolph, when interviewed, advised that he did not Icnow

Alger or Donald Hiss and he was unable to identify photographs of them.

Add. info.

74-1333-3221 p.262C, 262D
(30^
SI 74-1333-2805
i2%y (Add. info)
SI 74-1333-2812 p. 1,2
(29^(122^ (Background information set

out)

Correlator's Note: Authority to interview Randolph in reference to

Hiss' attendance at the NNC, was granted on 4/8/49.

'^^' SEOf^
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The "Louisiana Weekly", a Negro newspaper, dated 4/23/49,

carried an article entitled "Denial to Civil ^iaj-^s.^s Blow. to Democracy-

Randolph." This article reported on an address by A. Phillip Randolph

before a group in JTew Orleans, La., on 4/19/49. Randolph, in his

speech, described what he said was the filibuster against Civil Rights

as an "act of extreme desecration induced by fear." (Meecmg not

further identified)

100-56308-27 p.

3

(170^
SI 100-232896-20 p.

2

(183^

An om report, dated 4/22/49, on the subject "Communist

Activities at Tulane University, New Orleans , La.," revealed that on

A/20/49, white and Negro ex-serviceraenv testified before what was

described as a "Commission of Inquiry" on segregation in the Armed

Forces during the last war. The Comission was composed of New

Orleans citizens and was directed by A. Philip Randolph, a well-knoira

communist and International President of the B9SCP nt^^; - was m ^ew

Orleans at that time. Most of the testimony given before this so-called

Commission was from Tulane University (100-362333) and Dilliard

University students.

100-362333-4 end. p. 14
(102v>

advised that he had seen a memorandum, dated 8/12/49,

[tional Office of the Civil Rights Congress (61-10149)

Which qSted A. Philip Randolph as stating in regard to Peekskill that

"Contrary to some impressions that have gone abroad, this
f^J^^^

was

not racial." The informant said that the memorandum attacked Randolph's

opinion in great detail.

It was noted that Paul Robeson's scheduled appearance 8/27/49,

at Lakeland Acres near Peekskill, NY, under the auspices of People's

A^tiltrfor the benefit of the Harlem Chapter of the CRC, was prevented

S^cause of attacks on the concert-goers' by persons protesting Robeson's

appearance

.

61-10149-1282 p. 61
(19^

-lA^^'^^ote^
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Mvised that on 11/6/49, A. Phillip Randolph spoke
at a meeting ol" the BOSCP, held at the Second Baptist Church, 24th and
Griffith Sts., Los Angeles. His subject was "Should the Negro Fight
with the US in a War Against Russia?" Randolph's speech t^s very
anti-comumnist and his advice was that the Negro should fight with

:b2

;b7D

the US in a war against Russia.

100-369038-1 p. 10
(185^

Philadelphia letter, dated l/20/SO, captioned "International
League of Darker Peoples" (105-11824) revealed that the "Philadelphia
Daily News" in recent advertisements announced that the captioned
organization would convene in Philadelphia on 1/27-29/50. A. Philip
Randolph was listed as being connected with the meetings.

Add. info, according to the "Philadelphia Srifoune" 5/9/40,
"Evening Bulletin" 4/19/48, and the "Philadelphia Daily News" 6/18/48.

105-11824-1 p.l
(112i)

An article from the "NY Post and Home News", dated 2/6/50,
vjritten by William Duffy, entitled "Ten Long Nights at the Marxist-
Jefferson School", concerned the Jefferson School of Social Science
(100-227027) and courses that Duffy attended. Duffy stated that in

a course on Social Democracy in Europe and the US, taught by George
Morris, labor editor of the "DW", a student stated that he was talcing

this course in order to figure out why the president of his union, A.

Philip Randolph^ was selling out his people the way he was.

100-227027-A "NY Post and Home News"
2/6/50

(9S)



^E6Rai|, ^

The second in a series of articles by Ifilliam Duffy in the

"NY Post and Home News", dated 2/7/50, entitled "Ten Long Nights at

the Marxist -Jeffersdn School", revealed that at a course he attended

at the Jefferson School of Social Sciences" (100-227027), the instructor,

George Morris, labor editor of the "DW", discussed a "litany" of

dangerous persons who had "sowed" capitalist illusions in recent

times. He also discussed Social Democrats and their abberrations and

deviations using as examples such people as A. Philip Randolph, Walter

Reuther and others.,

IO0-227027-A "NY Post and Home News"
.2/7/50

(96^y

The "Atlanta Daily PJorld", dated 2/7/50, reported that A.

Phillip Randolph, Vice-President of the NAACP, spoke at a mass meeting

at the Wheat Street Baptist Church in Atlanta. Randolph warned that

the NAACP was threatened with disruption by coimnunist agents. He

spoke against the leadership of Paul Robeson and Dr. W.E.B. DuBois,

and stated that the Negroes had a stake in America and would fight to

defend it. He warned the Negroes against running into the arms of

Russia, and asked them to uphold the principles of Democracy.

62-85557-171 end. p.

3

(146)-

By letter, dated 2/10/50, the Intelligence Division, General

Staff, US Army, Washington, DC, furnished a list of the Officers, Board

of Directors and National Committee members of the American Civil

Liberties Union (61-190). A. Philip Randolph appeared on this list as

a membgir of the National Committee.

61-190-339 end. p.l

SI 61-190-347 end. p. 4, 7-10

(5^ (Voluminous information set out
which was covered in main file
and other references)
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This reference set out information concerning the activities

of A. Philip Randolph in connection with Horace Riley (100-26650)
from the period of July, 1949 to Jlarch, 1950. Riley, aVjneiiibe:r n- - .r

of the BOSCP, had been charged with improper conduct toward a woman
passenger. Plans were made for Riley to attend a meeting of the BOSCP
in Boston at'wiiich Randolph was to be present. Articles were quoted
from the ?Railroad l'7orlcers Linic" and "The Worker" to the effect that
Randolph had told Riley that nothing could be done on his case on the
basis of tfie^facts involved.

100-26650-10 p. 2, 3, 5,

6

(74^ (209^

"The liilitant", dated 4/10/50, in an article bearing a NY
dateline 4/4/50, stated that the BOSCP had pledged its aid to the
Eutcher Civil Rights Couunittee (100-365331). In a letter signed by
A. Philip Randolph the Kutcher Committee was informed that the BOSCP
lent its support to the Committee and resolved to assist in the removal
of this blot" and miscarriage from our democracy and would help restore
James Kutcher to his job.

The 6/12/50 issue of "The Militant" revealed that James
Kutcher was a legless veteran who had been fired from his Veteran's
Administration job because of admitted membership in the SWP.

100-365331-6 p.l
(102^

The "NY World Telegram and Sun", dated 4/25/50, carried an
article entitled "New Leader, At 25, Turning Into Magazine." The
article advised that "The New Leader" (61-5124) would celebrate its
25th anniversary by turning into a magazine. A. Philip Randolph
was listed as one of those who backed the venture.

61-5124-A "NY World Telegram and Sun"
4/25/50

(10>
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The 7/30/SO issue of the "DW" contained a letter from

James Tfilliam Ford (100-14632) entitled "A. Philip Randolph and Korea."

Ford opposed "world imperialism headed by American monopolists."

(So further information)

100-14632-62. p. 15
(72-^

ladvised on 10/20/50, that it was at the direct- order
:b2

of the CP that the Harlem Trade Union Council was organized. The b7D

orqanization was set up to counteract the anti-cominunist labor group

in Harlem organized by A. Phillip Randolph and Frank R. Crosswaith

which was known as the ]Jegro Labor Coiranittee.

100-397652-1 p.

5

(185;>

The "DW" dated 11/14/50, carried an article by John

Pittman, captioned "Right to Choose Your Friends." This article stated

that ITegro mis-leaders such as Willard ToTmsend (77-52199), A.

Philip Randolph, Roy Wilkins of the NAAGP, and Gloster B. Currant of

the ITAACP, by joining the anti-communist pack and attempting to impose

the loyalty program on the Hegro people, bore direct responsibility for

every case where a Negro worker was diafprived of his livelihood on the

pretense of "disloyalty."

Add. info.

77-52199-49 p. 4,5
(30^
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On 12/7/SO, Guillermo Gil, Office of the Attorney General,

Puerto Rico, advised that Governor Luis Hunoz JIarin made available a

letter addressed to the Governor, dated 11/26/50 j from Jay Holmes Smith

of the American League For Puerto Rican Independence (ALPRI), where;Ln

the T^-iter requested the Governor to transmit jtwo enclosures to Ruth

F. Reynolds. Reynolds was then under arrest in connection with. the

recent Ilationalist Party violence and was identified as Executive

Secretary of the ALPRI. The first enclosure was a letter from Smith

to Reynolds, and the second enclosure was a typei-nritten document i-ihich

bore the caption "For Iimiiediate Release." This document stated that

the officers of the ALPRI considered that they could best serve the

cause for which the organization was founded by dissolving the

League. They were concerned over Reynold's involvement with the

Nationalist Party and disavowed her activity in this respect. The

document bore the typei^-itten signatures of A. Philip Randolph, Rachel

Davis DuBois, Lulu Peterson Farmer, and JayHolmes Smith, address
^

Apartment 3-B, 260 West 72nd St., telephone TR 3-3840. (No city given}-

3-36-1239 p. 84
(2r
SI 61-9200-52 p.

4

(10) (Dr. Jay Holmes Smith, 260
West 72nd St., NYG:)

SI 100-356306-A "NY World Telegram
and Sun" 11/8/50

(101^
SI 121-35171-19 p. 3, 4, 6,

9

(115^ (Add. info, according to
the "NY Tforld Telegram and
Sun" 11/8/50, and Dr. J.
Holmes Smith, 260 West 72nd
St., NYC)
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100-354194-900 p. 61
(135^

This reference was a UY report, dated 3/3/51, captioned
"Free State Book Shop" (97-386).^ furnished a copy of Vol. 1,

#1 of the "Harlem Quarterly" which S'C&t&d that the "Quarterly" i^s
a Uegro publication which would publish stories, poetry and articles
on ITegro life and history. It was noted that the magazine contained
articles by CP members and also hj individuals who were Iqiotto for their
stand against cosmimnism. For example, the magazine contained articles
by A. Phillip Randolph and JIary McLeod Bethune.

97-386-57 p.

4

(148i)-

The Englewood, NJ, Police Department furnished a letter of

the Snglewood Anti-Coimnunist League, dated 10/20/51, which was v^ritten

to the Board of Education to criticize the chairman of the local United
T'forld Federalist for allowing Donald Harrin.qton (100-386135) to speak
in the public schools of Snglewood. The letter pointed out that
Harrington's name appeared on a letter, dated September, 1951, as a member
of an organization which had been accused of violating laws regarding
the display of the American flag. Among the names listed on the letter-
head of this organization was that of A. Philip Randolph who had been
listed in various Un-American Activities Reports. (No further
information)

100-386135-1 end. p.

2

(103^
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The "Congressional Record" for 6/6/52, contained a speech

by Senator Cain of Washington entitled "The China Lobby", (97-3076).

Cain introduced into the Record an exhibit on The China Lobby: A
case study from the special supplement of The Congressional Quarterly

Weekly Report of 6/29/Sl. This Exhibit revealed that A. Philip

Randolph was on the Board of Directors of the American China Policy^

Association, an organization which backed and urged aid to Nationalist

China

.

97-3076-19 end. p. 6913
(30>

/"^
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BfY report, dated 10/2/51, captioned "James Henry Baker"

(123-10976), revealed that A. Philip Randolph, 217 West 125th St.,
lYCj T'jho TABS given as a reference oj Baker, advised that he believed
Baker was a loyal American and would recoiniiiend him for a position of
trust with the US Government. Randolph stated that Baker entered the
MC on his, Randolph's, recommendation and when Randolph iri.thdrew in
1940 from the MC because it became coiinnunist infiltratd,d, Baker also
withdrew.

Add. info, according to Security Informant

|

duplicate informants.
and :b2

:b7D

123-10976-30 p. 11-13

The "Mnneapolis Spokesman", dated 12/14/51, reported that
A. Philip Randolph stated during a testimonial dinner for Frank Boyd
(100-383142) that Boyd was a "black revolutionist" and would go down
in history I'dth other great revolutionists. ("So further information)

100-383142-5 p.

3

(103^

A ireekly Smmnary of Domestic ^Intelligence from G-2, for the
period 3/27/52 to 4/2/52, revealed that Philip Randolph was a member
of the recently organized Hegro Labor Committee ^ USA. The purpose
of the coimnittee was to improve the social, political and economic
welfare of the nation's Negro citizens. They forcefully rejected
communist assistance and barred communists from membership.

100-7660-5290 end. p. 25
(130^

-81-
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A Weekly Summary of Domestic Intelligence from G-2, for the
period 6/19-25/52, revealed that A. Phillip Randolph was to be the
principal spealcer at a Civil Rights Rally, on 7/1/52, at Veterans
Memorial, Detroit, sponsored by the JEchigan Committee on Civil Rights.

100-7660-5330X2 end. p. 22
(167^

An index of important persons, organizations and publications
mentioned in Pii^st Army SDI's for the period l/l/52 to 6/27/52, set
out the following:

SUBJECT DIR OR SDI AND PAGE #

A. Phillip Randolph 109-9

100-7660-5361 p. 25
(167^

A memorandum, dated 11/22/52, furnished by Former Special
Agent Tom Peeney, which was prepared by Peeney for the Cox Committee
investigating communist infiltration into foundat ions . concerned an
interview withi 1 on 11/21/52. I I was asjked about a
number of names mentioned by Henrietta Bucfanaster, who had obtained a
Guggenheim Fellowship. He stated that one of_Buckmaster's contacts
among Negroes was A. Phi] in Randolph, whom I I said was definitely
not a member of the CP .

| |
stated that Buclanaster had admitted

:b2

;b7D

belonging to the Peoples' Institute of Applied Religion and the
Southern Conference For Human Welfare.

100-385355-24 end. p.

9

(185>
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The ¥Y Telephone Directory revealed that the Committee For
World Development And Vforld Disarmament (CT^Tfi)) and the Women's
International League For Peace and Freedom were both listed at the
same address, 345 East 46th St., NYC, as the Jane Addams Peace Association,
Inc. (105-32317).

CM. Holden, 85 Ferris, Highland Park, Michigan, made
available on 5/6/53, a handbill published by the cmm, 2006 Walnut
St., Pliiladelphia. This handbill revealed that A. Philip Randolph
TTas a member of the Advisory Board of the Committee.

the organization
I

advised on 6/14/53, that Randolph was a sponsor for b2

Americans For South African Resistance. :b7D

105-32317-2 p.

2

(113'^
SI 105-32317-3 end. p. 2, 23-26
(113> (Lengthy information also

set out which was covered
in the main file and other
references)

The 5/25/53 issue of "The New Leader 1' contained an article
entitled "Funds Requested to Aid Spanish Republican Exiles." This
article revealed that the Spanish Refugee Aid^ Inc. (105-34229) was
formed to relieve distress among 160,000 Spanish Republican exiles
in France. A. Philip Randolph was mentioned as being a sponsor of
this organization.

105-34229-4 p.

5

(113^-)

SI 105-34229-3 p.

6

(113«>' (Department of Internal Revenue)
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HY letter, dated 6/15/53, captioned "Dorothy Hone Alexander"
(138-164.5), enclosed a report dated and captioned the same, x^hich

revealed that A. Philip Randolph had been listed by Alexander as a
personal reference on an application for Federal employment in 1942.

Randolph advised that he had laioim Alexander for approximately
12 years and he recommended her without reservations.

138-1645-6 p.l, end. p. 2,

3

(116>-

The "UY Times^ dated I/I6/48. stated that in a recent
speech A. Philip Randolph accused the American communists of using the

fight against racial discrimination as a device to advance the cause
3f Russia.

advised in April, 1948 that Randolph was an anti-

communist. My
Jattv3^. 7ised that in late Sumrner of 1953, a leaflet ims

distributed by tiie Harlem Affairs Committee (100-402682) which stated
that "we are against fraud and deceit. T'fe believe that men like Adam
Clayton Poxfell, Jr., A. Hiilip Randolph and the Rev. James Robinson
symbolize a type of leadership that we, who live in Plarlem, will need
for years to come....'.' (Excerpt of leaflet set out)

100-402682-4 P.6
(1030^

Thomas B. Stephens, Secretary to the President at the I'Jhite

House, made available a letter on the letterhead of the Women's
International League For Peace And Freedom (61-1538), dated 6/28/54,
and signed by Bernice Ullrich (Jlrs. Bdw. ¥.), Chairman of the lliami

Branch of the captioned organization. The letterhead listed A. Philip
Randolph as one of the National Sponsors.

61-1538-196m
SI 61-1538-173 p. 20

61--

;b2

;b7D

SI 61-1538-240 end, p. 20
(6^
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62-100769-115 p.l
(125^

George Francis Kennedy (100-357100) was interviewed on ll/30/S^,

at the 1829 Hotel, Charlotte Ainalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands. He

was questioned regarding persons referred to as contacts ofhxs in

the files of Jthe San Francisco Branch of G-2 (protect identity) . G-2
had advised on 2/28/52 that A. Philip Randolph, who had been cited 30

times hy the HCUA, was considered a friend of Kennedy's. Kennedy
admitted laiowing Randolph and as an investigator for CIC, had followed
Randolph throu^i South Carolina at the time he had oeen advocating a

march on Washington in 1943. Kennedy stated that Randolph was an

official of the Sleeping Car Porters Union.

100-357100-9 p. 19
(101^

A letter, dated 12/15/54, on the letterhead of the Union
For Democratic Socialism (105-3457o), signed hy Herman Thomas and
furnished by Frank Long, Confidential Source at the "Evening Bulletin",
Philadelphia, revealed that A. Philip Randolph was a Vice Chairman of

the organization.

105-34578-1
(113«)"
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I 1 advised -that at the meeting of the National Negro

Comission of the CP held on 1/7,8/56, Coleman Young gave a report on ^^^

"Role of the Negro in the Merged Trade Union Movement" in which he j^^^

discussed the election of A. Thilip Randolph-and^l'filliard S. Totrasend ,^
of the United Transport Service Employees Union, as Vice Presidents **-

and members of the Executive Council of the ^L-CIO. (Details set out) ^
Executive becr6tai^y

advised on 1/27/56, that Young was the National
of the National Negro Lahor Council, Detroit.

100-26844-1360 p. 12, 13
(74^
SI 100-421234-4 p.

8

(lOS-)
SI 100-421234-33 p.8
(103^ ("Mchigan Bdition-The Tforker"

2/19/56)

The "NY Mrror" dated 1/18/56, in an article entitled "Ask

GIs to Protect Negroes in South", revealed that two lahor leaders
demanded that President Eisenhower use Army troops to protect the

civil rights of Negroes in the South. They were Transport Workers Union
President Michael J. Quill and President A. Philip Randolph, International

BOSCP. Randolph made his demand at a luncheon meeting of the Urban
League. (No locality given)

44-0-A "NY Mrror" 1/18/56
(3^
SI 100-421901-1 end. p. 42
(104^ ("NY Journal American")

1/17/55.
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The "DW" dated 9/26/55, contained an article entitled "Fight
For Bill Of Rights Launched In Open Letter By 83 American Leaders."
The article stated that 83 prominent Asiericans in an "Open Letter To
The American People", released by the Americans For Traditional
Liberties (100-416922), asked the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights to "probe every area of constitutional violation "boldly."
itaiong the 83 signers was A. Philip Randolph.

The "IIY Herald Tribune", dated 1/23/56, revealed that 37
persons had signed identical telegrams sent from NYC on 1/22/56,
calling for the US Senate to "take appropriate action immediately
against Senator Eastland, Democrat - Mssissippi. These telegrams
were made public by the Americans For Tra'ditional Liberties and one of
Hie signers was Randolph.

100-416922-29 p. 3,

6

(103^
SI to para. 1
100-416922-A "DW" 9/26/55
(103i>-

SI to para. 1
100-416922-A "The Enlightener"

,

Cleveland, Ohio 10/15/55
(103^

The "NY Mrror", dated 2/10/56, carried an article by
Victor Riesel (62-82195) entitled "Labor»s Plans For South To Put
Elan On The Hook." The article set out information regarding the APL-
CIO's plan for non-segregated unionization of the South. Riesel
stated that a new spirit had evolved since the APL and CIO merged
and A. Philip Randolph, Willard Toirasend, Transport Service Employees,
abd national office staff official, George Weaver, were going about
their business in a hotel in Miami Beach, where Negroes were unseen
a year ago.

62-82195-A "NY Mrror" 2/10/56
(22s)'
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The 2/25/56 issue of the "Tri-State Defender", Memphis,

Tenn,, stated that A. Philip Randolph sent a letter to Dr. Theodore
R, Mason Howard and congratulated him on announcing that he, Howard,
did not intend to address public meetings held under the auspices of
so-called comiiiunist elements. Randolph stated that the history of
communism showed that its alleged interest in the cause of the Uegro
ims designed to advance the cause of communism in America.

The 1/30/56 issue of the "National Guardian" stated that
Howard was President of the Mississippi Council of Iffegro Leadership,
who had moved his family out of Mississippi because of constant threats
on their lives.

100-11649-107 p. 10
(72^

This reference enclosed a Monthly Domestic Intelligence
Summary, for the period ending 4/30/56, furnished by G-2. This summary
revealed that on 4/24/56, a group of Negro leaders met in Washington,
DC, and set up a special coimnittee to mobilize "moral and financial
weight behind the fight for civil rights." A. Philip Randolph announced
the findings of the conference following a meeting held at the head-
quarters of the ^rational Association of Colored Women, 1601 R St.,
M, Washington.

62-9798-2738 end. p,g.0
( 20^

The "New Leader", dated 4/30/56, reported on the visit of
Khrushchev and Bulganin to England and that Sol M. Levitas had forwarded
to journalists in Great Britain an appeal from labor leaders in the
US. This appeal according to the article, was made byC James Carey of
the Electrical Workers, Adolph Held of the Jewish Labor Committee, Emil
ilazey of the Auto Workers, David McDonald of the Steel Workers, A.
Philip Randolph, and Socialist leader Iforman Thomas. These men as-ked
the "release or rehabilitation of democratic Socialists and trade-
unionists persecuted behind the Iron Curtain."

It was noted that Levitas was a Socialist and Executive Editor
of the ^'IFew Leader" and was anti-communist.

100-423705-2 p.

2

aoAy
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Btireau memo, dated 6/5/56, revealed that A. Philip Randolph

was on the national Committee of the/Ajnerican Museum of Iimnigration
(62-103258).

62-103258-3 p.l
(26/>'

The "NY Herald Tribune" dated 10/15/56, carried an article
entitled "Group To Fight Bias In Unions." The article stated that
a 37 member Labor Advisory Committee was to be appointed to help the
ITew York State's Commission Against Discrimination (62-79385) root
out discrimination in labor unions. The committee was to be organized
at a luncheon to be held at the Sheraton-Astor Hotel the following
Thursday. One of the speakers at this luncheon was to be A. Philip
Randolph.

62-79385-A "NY Herald Tribune"
10/15/56

(22/)-

The 3/25/56 issue of "The Worker" carried an article entitled
"•In Friendship' Rallies Assistance to Negro Tictims of Dixie Squeeze"
and mentioned A. Philip Randolph as having been confirmed as
Chairman of "In Friendship" (100-424895).

I I
furnished on 11/4/56, a leaflet of "In Friendship"

which listed 1. Phiiip Randolph as a sponsor of the organization, (i) ^^

100-424895-12 end. p. 8, 9 b2

(lOAiy b7D

SI 100-424895-16 p .

9

(104^^
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in article in the "DW", dated 1/9/57, entitled "Bus Bias

Fighters Call Unity Meeting", revealed that A. Philip Randolph would
be a speaker at a two day meeting of Negro leaders in the ^fight

against bus integration.'' The meeting was to be held at the Ebenezer
Baptist Church, Atlanta, Ga.

4.4-11127 -A "DW" 1/9/57

The "lY Courier" dated 1/19/57, in an article entitled
"Atlanta Pastors Praised", revealed that A. Philip Randolph ims one

of those who pE^aised the action of six prominent clergymen who were

arrested in Atlanta, Ga., for defying the city's segregation law

governing public transportation.

44-11127-A "NY Courier" 1/19/57

ji letter to the Director, dated 4/12/57, with the letterhead

of South Africa Defense Fund (62-103964) 4 West 40th St., NYC, signed

by John Gunther, Co-Chairman, solicited funds for the defense of 160

persons who had been arrested in South Africa on charges of treason.

The letterhead listed A. Philip Randolph, President, International
BOSCP, as a sponsor.

62-103964-1 p.l
(260^

George G. Fleming (62-104007), on 5/16/57, called at the

SOG and discussed the Prayer Pilgrimage that was to> be held in

Washington on 5/17/57. He advised that he was against the Pilgrimage
because he felt that too many Negroes had chips on their shoulders
and he feared communists would take over. Fleming stated that he did

not understand how Roy Wilkinson and A. Philip Randolph of the Railroad
Porters could be pushing this Pilgrimage when no good would come from
it.

62-104007-2 p.

2

(26;)



"The Svenina Star", Washington, DC, dated S/17/S7, carried

an article Sth a photograph' entitled "Player Pilgriiaage at Memorial."
an artxcie Til en dpuu wuy ^ p. .^. Randolph was one of the speakers at

^Si'pJ^vefliiSilaafiL FrSdoi held at^the Lincoln Memorial on

5/17/sf This^oS?ance marked the 3rd anniversary of the Supreme

Corirt's ruling against public school segregation.

105-53345-21 p.

3

(113t>

i» letter to the Department, dated 1/6/58, eiiclosed a summarj^

on
DeMrtSentfwas to be fonrarded to the Senate Select Coimitxee .

T.;SS„™ irtivi-ties In Ihe Labor Or Management Fxeld (62-103771)- iae

?e?«es? f0? thlsl^onaation was mde byVbert S. Kennedy, Chxef

Counsel of the committee.

62-103771-682 Suminary 1/6/58

b2-VVVtiy-3;o-uu
(22^

(S)
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The 11/29/58 issue of the "KY Ams'fcerdam News", a Negro
newspaper, contained an article which stated that A. Philip Randolph,
had stated that the HMCP would hack a 1959 Youth 2iarch on Washington.
He also stated that the group would not accept support of any kind
from political groups or groupings of any kind.

(S) 100-429884-3
(104^

bl

t)4-44ZZi-i encx. p.JL

(28<V
T

On 4/18/59, at a function of the Youth JIarch For Integrated
Schools, held at the Sylvan Theater, Washington, DC, Special Agents
of the FBI observed that Thomas I-Iboya (105-48571) was introduced to
Ihose in attendance by A. Phillip Randolpfi, Chairman of the Youth
JIarch

.

105-48571-25 end. p.l
(189i).^

:b2

advised that on 5/14/59, there was a meeting of
the You'ch Inarch CdMittee at the office of A. Philip Randolph, 217
West 125th St., lYC, Bayard Eustin (100-158790) was in attendance.

Add. info.

100-158790-59 p. 24, 33
(90^
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i

^

|furnished a letter dated 3/13/59, on the letter-
head of ",\; west 4Uth St., MY 18, FX"" and entitled "African Freedom Day,
Sponsored hy American Committee on Africa. " This letter stated that
the first Africa Freedom Day was to be held on 4/15/59, at Carnegie
Hall, MC. Listed as a sponsor was A. Philip Randolph. ^ lu

kjprotect
identity), furnished a letter dated 1/14/57, and

| I furnished a
letter dated 6/19/59, both on the letterhead of American Committee on
Africa (105-43756). Randolph was listed as a member of the JTational
Advisory Board and a member of the National Committee respectively. (iOK,^ĥlD

Add. info.

105-43756-23 p. 12, 24, 28,39
(113-)
SI to para. 2
105-437 '^6-6 end, p. 1
(113>^

advised that as a member of the CP Fraction within
the Trade union Leadership Council, Inc. (TULC) (100-429577),."T-Iichigan,
he attended a conference held 7/18,19/59, at Ii3YC, called hy A. Phillip
Randolph. The conference'rwas called to discuss placing the TULC on a
national basis. The CP expected the CP members attending the conference
to fight any attempt by Randolph to recommend anti-communist clauses in
the proposed bylaws of the contemplated national organization. The
informant stated that he made a weak effort to have tr^o of the 11
recommendations made by Randolph deleted, but all of Randolph's
recommendations were accepted. QjOv^

On 7/26/59, the same informant advised a meeting of the Negro
Leadership Commission of the Michigan District CP Tra,s held. Art
McPhaul, State Committee member and member of the Hegro Leadership
Commission, suggested that the TULC should denounce the anti-communist
clause suggested by Randolph. However, the informant advised that this
proposal would never be acceded toby the TULC and Randolph, being anti-
communist, would strive to keep the TULC clean of any communist taint. MU^

100-429577-7 p.2,3
(184>
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aavi
bxeei uonMissio

:b2

:b7D

aavised that on 8/1S/59, at a meeting of the
National Steei UonMission of the CP-USA, held at Blyria, Ohio, Ellsworth
Jackson, a delegate from the Cleveland CP District, stated that he
had been asked to participate in the formation of an all-Uegro group.
The purpose of this group would be to improve STegro housing, eliminate
discrimination against JTegroes in employment and would be a non-
communist group* Jackson stated that he was of the opinion that such
groups were active in Detroit and possibly Cleveland and that these groups
were being formed by Phillip Randolph* . Jackson asked if anyone loiew
anything about these groups and Emanuel Blum stated that he knew of
several such groups and they were known as the Fair Share Group
(100-432024).

100-432024-3 p.4
(200)-

Associate Warden Virgil Breland, US Penitentiary, Atlanta, Ga,

,

made available on 8/21/59, a copy of a letter from The Call Association,
Inc. (100-431802), 303 Fourth Ave., FX* 10, FT. One of three copies sent
to prisoners at the Penitentiary was sent to Robert Thompson, CP
functionary, confined there. The letterhead listed A. Philip Randolph
as a sponsor of the organization. The letter itself advised that the
Call Association had recorded tapes of conversations between Norman
Thomas, President of the Association, and various well-known left-of-
center persons which would be furnished free to any radio station
that wanted to use them. One of these talks mentioned was between Thomas
and A. Philip Randolph.

100-431802-1 eiicl.p.l

(U)
^"*^

advised that in September, 1959, Claude Lightfoot
stated tiiax ae naa learned that Al Janney of tE'e;Chicago League of Negro
Voters (100-429719) had received letters from both Sev. Martin Luther
King, prominent STegro leader and A. Phillip Randolph. Each letter /Vy\
stated that the League could count on the two men for support. fSv)

advised that Janney was aCEjbiember in Chicago from
1946 to March, 1952. S?

It ^<Ias noted that Lightfoot' was dhairman of the CP of Illinois.

100-429719-37 p. 11
^^

(18^

-94- ^^
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:b7D

] furnished on 8/6/59, a pamphlet entitled "Call to
a National Conference of the Socialist Party-Social Democratic Federation"
that was to be held 9/5,6/59, at South Haven, I-Iich. The pamphlet set
out the program of the Conference and revealed that A. Philip Randolph
was to speak at a Panel Discussion on the topic "The Role of;'Socialists
in the Civil Rights Movement", at the 9/5/59 session.

100-429425-30 p.

2

'

(lO/f^)-

A report submitted by on the National Conference
of the Socialist Party-Social Democratic Federation which was held on
9/5,6/59, at South Haven, Mich. This report revealed that A. Phillip
Randolph who was scheduled to attend, was unable to be there. Ee had
written wishing the Conference every success.

100-429425-36 p.

4

(186^

9/28/
/22/5'

59, captioned "Waterfront Activities"
59, the AFL-CIO convention voted to

A NY airtel, dated
(62-98522), advised that on 9. _ .

accept the International Longshoremen's Association (ILA) back into the
AFL-CIO. The vote on this came after the ILA was accused by A. Philip
Randolph of having discriminated against Negroes in NY pier jobs.

62-98522-1296 p.l
(23/>

i"^
^^ised that in late September, 1959, Ishraael

Flory stated tliat "xne Party" had sent out the order to have a letter
sent to George Meany and to notify the President of Heany's attack
on A. Phillip Randolph at the San Francisco Convention of the AFL-CIO.

(U) advised that in late September, 1959, Claude
Lightf061 , Gus Hall and Flory held a discussion. Lightfoot said that
it would probably be wise to get some reaction from the Negro community
concerning the controversy wMch had arisen betT^reen Meany and Randolph.
Lightfoot stated thart he did not ioibw if the Afro-American Heritage
Association and Institute (100-429111) was the organization to get
reaction on this controversy but he, Lightfoot, felt that Flory coul
effectively support Randolph's position.

(continued)
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:b2

:b7D

(continKed)

I
advi§e4 in February, 1960, that Hall was General

Secretary of tne ui', USA.Qr ^'<—

Vised that in February, 1960, Flory attended a
CP Regional J?legro Conference in Chicago

.

,

^^ised that in April, 1959, Flory was on the
Executive "Board oi' the Afro -American Heritage Association and Institute.

It was noted that Lightfoot was Chairman of the CP of Illinois
as of August, 1959.

100-429111-32 p. 12,17
(186^

"The Chicago Defender", dated 10/3/59, carried an article
entitled "Randolph And The AFL-CIO Leadership." The article concerned
resentment by legroes and other unionists over racial discrimination
in two railroad brotherhoods, and a resolution which had been introduced
to the AFL-CIO convention in San Francisco, by A. Philip Randolph.
The resolution set a 6 month deadline for the elimination of color bars
in the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen and the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Sngineraen. George Meany, President of the AFL-CIO,
-viciously attacked Randolph and stated that he was against forcing an
end to segregated unions.

62-105492-A "Chicago Defender" 10/3/59
(27-^
SI 100-26844-1494 p.

5

(74^ (Add. info, according to
"The Worker" 8/2;3/59)

"^^^seesEj



9
In the radio broadcast of Drew Pearson (94-8-350) for 10/3/59,

over Radio Station WTOP, Washington, DC, he spoke of a news item from
New York. The J[ational .Urt)an League had indicated that ;it .' would with-
draw its dinner invitation to honor George Meany, President' of the
AFL-CIO, in JSTovember unless Meany amended his differences idlth Phillip
Randolph regarding Negroes in labor unions. Meany was to lunch with
various Negro leaders to smooth out the rough words he hurled at
Randolph during the San Francisco conference.

94-8-350-1017 p.

2

(203^

"The Worker", dated 8/23/59, carried an article captioned
"Randolph Urges Unions Give Negroes Equal Voice." The article revealed
that A. Philip Randolph was President of the AFL-CIO Sleeping Car
Porters Union.

The 10/18/59 issue of "The Worker" carried an article entitled
"UAW Gets Plea For Negro In Top Post; .Reuther Bars It." The article
stated that during the UAW-CIO (100-26844) Convention, Horace Sheffield,
Negro from Detroit, and an International Representative of the UAW, made
an appeal for the long over-due election of a Negro to a top office. He
pointed out the Negro rights issue as Randolph did Ihree weeks earlier
at the AFL-CIO Convention in San Francisco.

100-26844-1493 p.6,7
(74^

'The Cleveland Courier", dated 11/7/59 and 11/14/59, carried
articles entitled "A. Philip Randolph Speaks to Rally on Dual Enforcement"
and "Expect Mass Meeting to Draw 5,000 Dunn Protestors", respectively.
These articles revealed that A. Philip Randolph was to be the speaker
at a meeting of the Citizens Committee Against Dual Law Enforcement
(100-432304) that was to be held on 11/15/59 at Cory Methodist Church,
1117 Bast 105th St., Cleveland;

|advised that he attended the meeting on 11/15/59, -^2

and stated that Randolph confined his speech to the urging a fight ^td
against discrimination in labor unions. ^^Ta- <

100-432304-2 p. 1-3
(110)-
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1

,
lliiade available on 11/16/59, a pamphlet entitled

"Africa Defense and Aid Fund" (100-432529) which vras administered by
the American Committee on Africa, This pamphlet revealed that the name
of A. Philip Randolph appeared on the list of sponsors. b2

100-432529-2 p.

4

(110*)-

SI 105-43756-27 end. p.

4

(20
'

3^

md the 2/14/59 issue of "Ford Facts", a publication
of the United Autb Workers r CIO Local 600, both reported on a banquet
sponsored ^-iJ the Trade Union Leadership Council, Inc. (TULC)
(100-429577; on 2/7/59 at the Ebony Room, Gotham Hotel, Detroit, Mch.
A. Philip Randolph was guest speaker and his tallc was based on racial
discrimination in unions and he redbaited quite a bit.

fSvised that Randolph spoke at a TULC sponsored
te stimoniai batiqtte

T

for Horace Sheffield, held at the Ford Auditorium,
Woodward and Bast Jefferson, Detroit.

The same informant advised that on 8/22/59, the TULC held a
meeting at the ¥FIf James Europe Post, 4545 West Warren, Detroit. A
tape of the speeph made by Randolph at the testimonial banquet was played.

The same informant advised that on 11/29/59, at the second
session of the State Convention of the Michigan District of the CP,
held at Kowalc Hall, 5703 Chene, Detroit, Carl Winter spoke on the Hegro
in the trade unions. He f)laced emphasis on Randolph's National Negro
Trade Union Committee. He stated that the CP should do everything to

help out and the Negro CP members should join.

It was noted that Sheffield was Vice-President and Director
of the TULC.

100-429577-9 p. 6, 7, 13
(104«^

-98-
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«
hi

A letter to the Birector from Bldon Holmquist, 1311 Ifoodland
Drive, Deerfield, 111., dated 12/27/59, referred to the plans of Morris
JElgram (100-21E3783) , President of the Modern Community Builders, to
build integrated houses in Deerfield. Holmquist stated that he questioned
the motives of some of the people on the Board of the Modern Conununity
Developers and its associated corporations, such as Hilgram, A. Phillip
Randolph, Chairman of the National Committee of Sponsors of the Pounding
Dinner for the Modern Community Developers, and others i^o had been
cited by the HCUA.

100-213783-14 p.l
(182)-

German Consulaxe ax
^vised that between 4 and 6 P.M., on 1/18/60, the

vi^..,.^» ^ „-.-u^.~ ..- 460 Parle Ave., FJTC, was to be picketed in protest
of the anti-Semitic incidents which had occurred in West Germany,
The participants were to include A. Philip Randolph and Horman Thomas,
a well-Icnomi socialist. The CP had contacted individuals to be

available to participate in this picketing.

The "M Times", dated l/l8/6p, revealed that the Youth
Committee Against Racial Bigotry announced that it wuld demonstrate
at the German Consulate ^ FITC, between 4 and 6 P.M., on 1/18/60, to protest
neo -Nazism and anti-Semitism.

157-3-34-10 end. p.l
(116^

I

~| advised that at a meeting of the Midwest Section
of the National Negro Commission of the CP, USA, held in Chicago on
2/13,14/60, it was stated that it was necessary for the CP to participate
as much as possible in getting numbers to attend the May, I960 Convention
of the NALC formed by A. Phillip Randolph

.
(^J

'

advised that during the above mentioned meeting,
Claude Light'fo'ot , Chairman of the Illinois CP, stated that Randolph
Tflas a Nehru-type socialist, but that did not prevent the CP from doing
business with him. However, they must remember that Randolph was opposed
to communism. ^^X\,

advised that on 3/4/60, a meeting was held by the

Illinois CPT A coiimiittee i^^s formed to work in the Randolph movement
of Negro trade unionists.

100-26844-1500 p.

3

(1680" (20Cl> (Add. info, according to
the "New Crusader" 5/7/60)

SI 100-40169-12.'^ p. 8.1.'^

(75^ I I

and duplicate informant;

^SffiBE^
-55-
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;b2

;b7D

The records of the Charities Registration Bureau of the NY
State Department of Social Welfare, 91 State Street, UYC, revealed that
the Coraniittee to Defend Slartin Luther King, Jr., 312 West 125th St., HY,
27, IfY, was started on 3/7/60. The purpose was to support the
desegregation movement in the South through various forms of public
education and financial contributions. The officers included A. Philip
Randolph, 217 West 125th St., KYC, Chairman, and Stanley D. Levison
(100-392452) as Assistant Executive Director.

Add. info.

100-3924.52-158 p. 2,

3

(103^

advised that on 3/22/60, a meeting of the NY Youth
Committeb i^'or itl'cegration (100-432877) was held at the College of the
City of NY. This meeting was packed hj CP youth who had arrived late
due to caucusing as to how they would join the followers of A. Philip
Randolph and the Youth Peoples Socialist League, CORB and NAACP members
in this committee. After much discussion those jpresent voted to
dissolve this committee because of its being dominated by socialist
radicals and communists. The infonnant advised that the CP youth of
Advance^-^hyprocritically joined Td.th the conservative elements in
denouncing the radicals, and joined with Randolph who intended to form
a similar committee with like aims

.

100-432877-1 p. 1,2
illpiy

-x-Not identified

The "Empire Star" published in Buffalo, dated 3/26/60,
contained an article i^hich stated that a local chapter of the UALC
was to be formed. The article stated that A. Philip Randolph, Chairman
of the NALC, would attend a locally held meeting and explain the pui-'pose

of this organization.

100-365581-71 p.

5

(loa^

-100-
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An anoiiyiiious source, who had furnished reliable information

in the oast, advised that as of 4/1/60, the American Committee on Afrxca

(ACOA) on its letterhead stated that a celebration of Africa Freedom

Day 1960 (i/l3/60) was a benefit for the ACOA Africa Defense and Aid

Fund. The 'proceeds were to be sent to deal with the urgent crisis in

South Africa. Attached to the letterhead was an invitation by A. Philip

Randolph and others as honorary Chairmen to attend and hear speakers

at this celebration.

105-87964-1 p. 31
(113^
SI lQc:-87Q64-ll t).21

(114^

advised that A. Philip Randolph was one of the

:b2

:b7D

speakers at a mass Jiieeting held at the Ford ifemorial Auditorium,
^

Detroit, on 5/27/60. He outlined the basic goal of the NAIXJ as chaj

of fighting for equal rights f'or Negro trade unionists. He stated cnat

the lALC was opposed to racism, communism, fascism and racketeering m
unions

.

100-399365-21 p.

3

(103^

"The New Crusader", Chicago, 111., dated 5/7/60, carried a

picture of the Steering Coirauittee of the American-Negro Labor Council,

who were making plans for the Founding Convention that was to be hela

in Detroit on 5/27-29/60. Among those pictured was A. Phillip Randolph,

the national head of the organization.

62-105492-A "The New Crusader" 5/7/60
(146^

-101-



(U) #
:b2

:b7D

-
. advised dti 5/31/60, that Jaine^ S* Jackson

(100-47736) discussed with Clarence Hathai-rajr, Chairman, JTY State CP,
ihe founding convention of the Araerican Eegro Labor Council that had
heen held in Detroit* Jackson's discussion included the efforts of
A, Phillip Randolph to bar the coiimiunists from participation. (Detail
set out)

100-47736-2742 p-2,4,S
(16S^
SI 100,-^^117/1-^8, p.

3

(184^

This reference set otit the activities and association of
A. Philip Randolph with Hunter Pitts O'Dell (100-358916) in ITYC for the
period April, 1959 to approximately June, I960. Randolph was Chairman
of both the Youth March on Washington and the Coimiiittee to Defend
Martin Luther King, dr., and O'Dell was active in both organizations.
O'Dell had been recalled to IfY by Randolph for a special job. (JTot

^

further explained) Randolph founded the ITALC in Detroit, Mich., and
O'Dell worked behind the scenes for the CP at this fotmding convention.
Randolph and King headed the March on the Conventions Movement For
Freedom Now and O^Dell handled activities in connection mth the planned
Ne^ro march on the Republican JTational Convention in Chicago.

100-358916-157 p.C,D,3,8-10
(101^
SI 100-370609-33 p.8
(185^

>^
ladvised that during June, 1960, A. Phillip Randolph

spoke at'iaiy university, New Haven, Conn. James Gibbs (100-376915)
stated that he had spent some time following the lecture with Randolph,
and according to Gibbs, Randolph had given Gibbs, the "go-ahead sign"
for organizing an NALC group in Conn., particularly New Haven.

100-376915-38 p.4
(1852)-

-102-
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(110^
yiiui, y.i

(^
Mvised. that on 6/9/60, Rodolfo Aybar (100-343584.)

called on jignes Hiiiis, Vice-President of the HILC, at her residence
1206 Clifton Place, Brooklyn, UY. Aybar stated that he would send a
telegram to Philip Randolph, head of the Dining Car Waiters Union,
praisinfi him for his actions and inviting hiin to visit Cuba during the
26th of July demonstrations. (No further information)

(U)
100-343584-11 p.

5

(135t>
;b2

b7D

I I advised that at a meeting of top CP functionaries
held at CP Headquarters, NYC, oh 6/2/60, George Morris (100-71274)
referred to the convention of the NAtC. He stated "that had the convention
insisted on eliiminating the anti-communist clause, A. Philip Randolph,
President of the lALC, ifould have made it a point of personal confidence."
Morris surmised that the CP did not have an organized position and that
Randolph had made a deal with President G-eorge Heany of the AFL-CIG, /v!?»']
before the convention.

IJl^
laQvised that on 6/15/60, Morris attended a CP

meeting in KYC, which concerned CP Hegro affairs and the KALC. Morris
criticized an arranged meeting scheduled for 6/18/60, betn\reen Randolph
and several CP members and otiier individuals not members of the CP, for
tlie purpose of aiding in the Presidential elections. Morris stated
/diat Randolph was nobody's fool and i-rould be able to recognize the CP
members present, thereofore Morris suggested that in case the CP members
attended, they should be quiet during the meeting.

100-71^4-122 p. 7,

8

(m
Si to para. 1
100-247898-153 P. 3
(96^

SI to para. 1
100-365754-27 p.

2

(1850-

Udd
^ to^

info, aceording

T
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"The Iforker" dated 6/19/60, carried a joint statement of

A. Philip Randolph and Dr. ilartin Luther ICing, Jr. regarding ^'Iliarch on

the Conventions Movement For Freedom ETow." This statement related to

planned marches by IJegroes on the Democratic and Republican Conventions
to demonstrate against segregation and discrimination.

:b2

b7D

100-358916-153

ladvised that on 3/21/60, at a meeting of the

Blectrical Club, Industrial Section, CP of Eastern Pa. and Delaware,
held at the home of Phil Saba (100-51167), 4238 Parkside Ave., Phila.

,

Saba reported that Philip Randolph had formed an all-lSTegro group
referred to by Saba as the "Negro Labor Hovement." Saba was upset
because Randolph was anxious that no "subversives" join the organization.
He said Randolph was anti -communist andSfDnTd report to the FBI any
suspected communists. (][P

advised that on 6/23/60, at a meeting at the
residence of Thomas Nabried, 1345 West Susquehanna Ave., Phila., held
for the purDOse of forming a branch of the NALC, Nabried stated there
were two different groups in Phila. under the name of the HAK). One
did not have contact with the ITALC formed by A. Philip Randolph. The
other was formed by a Randolph man. Habried said that regardless of

the fact the ]i[ALC under Randolph was anti-coimnunist , such an organization
would be of great" importance to the Negro people. (pJi^--^

100-51167-118 p. 7,8, 11
(75>)^(131>

I I advised that on 6/30/60, a group headed by A. Phillip
Randolph, liartin Luther King, ideological leader of Southern Negro
boycott movements, and Roy Willdbns, National Leader of the NAACP, met
in Chicago. They met to formulate activities in regard to a mass
meeting and protest mai'^ch against the Republican National Convention
which was scheduled to convene inpiicago beginning 7/25/60. A new
organization had been activated for this affair Imoira as the March on
Conventions Movement For Freedom Now with offices at 4859 South T7abash,

Chicago

.

Add. info, according to

100-433612-2 p..l7

(185^^

-104- "'SLC^J-^
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Los Angeles airtel, dated 7/14/60, enclosed a letterhead

meiiio dated the same, xfhich revealed that it was observed that a picket

line snonsored^ by the March Qn The Conventions Movement For Freedom
ITow (100-433520) was held in front of the Democratic National Convention

on 7/I3/6O, in Los Angeles. It was observed that National Broadcasting
Company TT cameras trained on the picket line and their interviewers
talked to Rev. Martin Luther King and A. Philip Randolph, leaders of

the Karch on Conventions Movement For Freedom Now.

100-433520-10 end. p.

3

(110^

The "Birmingham Post-Herald", dated IO/24/6O, contained an

article entitled "5.5 Million Negro Yoters Registered", and datelinad

NY, IO/23/6O. The article stated that A. Philip Randolph, Chairman
of the Crusade To Mobilize Negro Voters^ reported that more than 5.5
million Negroes had registered to vote in the presidential election
and it indicated a record breaking registration of Negro voters.

56-0-A "Birmingham Post-Herald"
IO/24/6O

(4>

advised that on 12/15/60, Irving Potash (62-21381)

attended a meeting of the Trade Union Comniission, CP USA, at CP
headquarters, NYC. Potash stated at this meeting that the announcement

by A. Philip Randolph of the NAJjC, in calling for a conference in

Washington, on 2/l7-18/6l, on the economic discrimination against

Negroes, could ignite the rapid growth of the cmijicil and of the fight

for Negro rights. gj)V\

62-21381-497 p. 15 b7D

(20>^
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Eecords of the Charities Registration Bureau, New York

State Department of Social Tfelfare, Albany ,-:]sY, revealed that the

Coiimiittee To lid The Southern Freedom Struggle, 312 West 12Sth St.,

UYC, was established on II/I/60. The purpose of the organization was

to give support to the movement for constitutional and civil rights

in the South through furnishing technical assistance and educational
material, public education through meetings and legal aid to victims

.

of discrimination. The Carnegie Hall Tribute to JIartin Luther lang was

designated as the organization under which funds would be solicited.

Mong the officers was listed A. Philip Randolph, 2588 7th Ave., NYC,

as Co-Chairman. ,, .^^

advised that on 5/23/61, a press conference was

held at tEFinrcnSpT^r of the BfALC, 217 West 125th St., concerning a

work conference to be held on g/lO/61 by this chapter. Among those

present at this press conference were Jack 'Dell (100-358916) and

Randolph.

100-358916-171 p. 4,5
(101^

. SI to para. 1
100-438794-15 p. 11, 17, 19
(111<)- (Add. info, according to records

of ithe Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Co., 275 West 125th St.,
JTYC, and duplicate informant)

An article entitled "Trade Unionists At Conference Take Firm
Stand-Peace and Jobs Ueeded" appeared in the Hay-June, 1961 issue of the

"Butcher Worlaaan", the official publication of the Amalgamated Meat
Cutters and Butcher TJorloiieii of North America, AFL-CIO (100-417465).
This article concerned a Peace, Jobs arid Freedom Conference, held in

Chicago, 4/14-15/6I, called to see ighat could be done by labor toward
peace, full emplojrment and freedom. The article stated that the

conference 'was called by the American Friends Service Committee and 6

AFL-CIO leaders, one of whom was A. Philip Randolph. (Article set out)

100-417465-287 d.27
(103"^
SI 100-435027-2 end. p.l
(110> (?Fhe Worker" 3/12/61)
SI lQ0-i.'^';027-5 end, p.l
(136^

--^
SI 10'D[EI25nZZEmp.3

hi
:b7D"

(no)
I I

(Randolph did not
attend Conference)

SI 100-435027-11X1 end. p.l
( 111^

-106-
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On 7/21/61, the Department of Justice furnished a copy of an

affidavit in support of a motion t>y Junius Irving Scales (100-11592)
to reduce his sentence. This affidavit was signed by approximately
SO individuals among whom was A. Philip Randolph.

Copy of affidavit enclosed
100-11592-817 end. p.

5

(72^*
bl

]

(3)

(97^

bdvised that in early August 1961, A. Philip
Randolph caiiuu a iHtiWcing of various Hegro groups to be held at the
headquarters of the BOSCP, 217 West 12SthJSt. , KYC. The meeting was
called to unify efforts of these organisations to combat racial violence
in Harlem which he felt steimned from joblessness, low wages and slum
housing. Another meeting was held a week later at the same place at
which time the Emergency Committee For Unity on Social and Economic
Problems (ECUSEP) was formed idLth Randolph as its Chairman.

advised that on 9/6/51,
and 125th St., UYC

called for continued
unity between tne NALC and the "Moslems." Randolph stated that he
would personally welcome support from all Negroes who were willing to
work in this new "Unity Committee."

:b2

:b7D

the SCUSSP sponsored a street meeting ax yxn
at which Randolph and Malcolm X spoke. Randolph

the

(continued)

-107-
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:b7D

(coiii;intied)

m
in
meeting

w
advised that on 9/8/61, a NALC CP caucus was held

in Brooklyn anu a I'eview of vjhat had transpired at the "Unity" meeting
in NYC was held. Randolph and Ilalcoliii X had both spoken at the "Unity"

The subject of this file is ITation of Islam, formerly Ioiotto

as The Kuslim Cult of Islam (25-330971).

Add. info, according to

25-330971-5755 p. 61, 62,130-132
(140^
SI 157-433-1 end. p. 1-3
(117-^
SI 157-433-A "Pittsburgh Courier"

10/7/61
(117*>

_^ advised that at a meeting of Operation Unemployment
(OU) (100-435^06), ll21 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, HY, held on 5/31/61, it
T-jas reported that there had been differences between the NALC and OU
aiiai that these differences should not be allowed to continue, it was
decided at this meeting that a night letter would be sent from OU to

A. Philip Randolph and Fred Smalls stating that OU would give support
to the lALC conference sicftieduled for 6/10/61, at HYC. &0 li^m

advised that at a meeting of OU on 9/13/61, a
discussion was held concerning a Unity Conunittee of all Hegro organizations
as called for by Randolph.

100-435806-3 p. 7,

9

(111>

-108-
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Tiro articles in the Washington Capital ITews Service, dated

10/10/61, revealed that Joseph Curran, President, NationalJ-Iaritirae

Union, subiiiitted a resolution to let the Teamsters' Union back into
the IFL-CIO. The only suppQrting vote that Curran got was that of A.

Philip Randolph.

63-5327-A "Washington Capital Kews
Service" IO/1O/6I

(27^
SI 63-5327-A "Washington Capital ISTews

Service" IO/IO/6I
(27v>

Correlator's Note: Tfashington Capital Slews Service',' dated IO/9/6I
revealed that the above resolution was submitted to a meeting of the

top leaders of the AFL-CIO in NY. Controversy had broken out over how
to deal with James R. Hoffa (63-5327) and his Teamsters.

The "National Guardian", dated IO/23/6I, carried an article
entitled "AFL-CIO Puts An 'Okay' Tag On Jimcrow." The article set

out information concerning an altercation between A. Philip Randolph
and the iFL-CIO. Randolph had accused the AFL-CIO of discrimination
in the unions and the Executive Council censured Randolph hj blaming
him for the "gap that has developed between organized labor and the

Negro comiiiunity." Also set out was information regarding a previous
clash betx^een Randolph and George Heany in 1959, when Randolph proposed
an ultimatum to unions idth color-bar provisions in their constitutions.
Randolph stated that he would carry his fight to the AFL-CIO convention
in JUami in December, 1961.

61-7562-A "National Guardian"
10/23/61

(14i>
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The "Washington Daily News" dated 11/2/61, carried an
article entitled "Man With a Mandate." The article concerned A. Philip
RandolDh's mandate to speak for the Negro workers of the US;at the
second" convention of the SfALC wiiich was to begin on 11/10/61, in
Chicago. The convention planned to propose the organization of the
national Negro community on a congressional district basis. Jimmy
Hoffa (63-S327) T«7as expected to send emissaries to the convention to
exploit the situation.

63-S327-A "Washington Daily News"
II/2/6I

(27>

The "New Crusader", Chicago, 111., dated 12/30/6I, carried
an article entitled "Harlem Muslims Set .For Powell's Church's Forums."
The article stated that a series of forums starting January 7, 1962,
to be held at Congressman Adam Clayton Powell's church, the Abyssinian
Baptist Church, 132 West 138th St., NYC, would discuss the subject
"Tfhich Way The Negro?" JIalcolm X, Minister of Harlem Mosque #7,
Nation of Islam (25-330971), i^s scheduled for the first forum. Among
others i^ho had agreed to participate was A. Phillip Randolph of the

NALC.

25-330971 -A "The New Crusader"
12/30/61

(Ul>

advised that a CP meeting was held on 12/15/61 at
the home of Beverly Levine, a member of the Erie County, NY, CP. The
main discussion concerned the lifting of the charter of the Buffalo
Chapter of the NALC by A. Phillip Randolph because of alleged CP
infiltration and control. It was proposed that they prepare a letter to
Randolph and ask him what was being done with regard to re-establishinq k9
the Buffalo Chapter. Qfi ^^^

^^
hlB

IHadvised that a meeting of the Masten-Ellicott CP
1/14/62, at the residence of Miroslaw Zelman, 739Club was held on -, —„ -_, „. ^^ x***^v,-.«,» ^w*.»<*.,, ,^y

Tifft St., Buffalo. Beatrice Berman (100-411627) criticized Randolph
saying that he was a "good guy", but not a communist and he was- n.^t
a great fighter for building groundwork for socialism, (fj^

100-411627-26 p. 8,9
(185^

-110-
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M report, dated 12/14/62, revealed thatl I advised
on 2/9/62, that" Benjamin J. Davis had spoken to Libya i^ouis hrovm
(100-57876) and had instructed him to tallc idLth A. Philip Randolph
and advise him that the CP did not desire to take over the activities
of the SALC.

X
as National Secretary of the CP, USA.

advised on 5/7/62, that Davis referred to himself

100-57876-67 p.

2

(76>

NY report, dated 4/13/62, revealed that on 2/12/62, .

advised that at a meeting vrith Lement Harris, CP functionary associated
with the CP Reserve Fund, Harris told the informant that he had
furnished Gus Hall, CP, USA.General Secretary, with a "confidential
verbal report" on Ilartin Luther King (100-106670). This report included
information to the effect that when Kirig was invited to address the APL-
CIO convention some time ago. King, on Stanley Levison's advice,
first obtained approval to do so from A. Hiilip Randolph. If Randolph
had not been consulted, he would have felt that King's making a speec'

at the convention ims a blow to his prestige.

The same informant advised that during 1961 Levison
contributed $12,000 to the CP, USA National Office.

100-106670-40 p.B
(87«i-

This reference was an advertisement from the "Michigan
Daily", a University of Michigan student publication, dated 2/13/62,
entitled "Student Action For A Turn Toward Peace, Washington, DC,
February. 16, 17." Students were urged to join' in a mass meeting at

Washington on 2/16, 17/62, to confront :the Government and urge that our
nation take the lead in a turn toward peace. This project was
sponsored by the Boston Coordinating Committee, Barlham Political
Issues Committee, FOR-Youth Section, Friends Peace Coimnittee of

Philadelphia-Youth Section, Student Peace Union, Students fx>r a Democratic
Society, Students for a Sane Nuclear Policy. Among the persons listed
as sponsors was A. Pjjilip Randolph.

100-436876-A "Michigan Daily" 2/13/62
(lli>



:b2

:b7D

<i^
advised that Fade Lasalle Lumpkin (100-377485)

had taken p^'t ±11 arrangements concerning a proposed visit of A.
Philip Randolph to Buffalo, This visit vras to talce .place on 4/12/62 in
connection with the charter of the NALC chapter in Buffalo..

meeting.

h^
_^_^^^^ Ivised that on 4/10/62 Lumpkin attended an l^ALC
Randolph' was supposed to speak, but did not appear.

100-377485-40 p-6
(102^

advised that on 4/29/62, Claude Lightfoot (100-108)
conferred with Lola Belle Holmes, a CP of Illinois member, regarding
her status as a National Vice-President of the NALC. Lightfoot noted
that he was very bitter because A. Philip Randolph had ordered the
discontinuance of the NALC departments and divisions in Chicago. He
stated that Randolph was a senile old fool and he was running the
MLC like the CP was run, but the.lJALC was a movement, not an organisation
Triiere you could demand things of certain people.

100-108-1029 p-33

Julius 1U Hobson, President, Washington Chapter of CORE,
made available a press release on the Conmiittee on Inquiry Into the
Administration of Justice In the Freedom Struggle Sponsored hy the
Congress of Racial Equality (44-1964^). This press release revealed
that on 5/2S and 26/62, llrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and a coimuittee of
prominent Americans would hear testimony from 20 Negro and white civil
rights leaders concerning their treatment by police, before courts and
in jails. The meeting would be held in Ithe Community Room of the
"ifashington Post", ISIS L St., M7, Washington, DC. A'.. Philip Randolph
was one of the members of the Committee of inquiry.

Copy of press release enclosed
44-19646-9 end. p*l,3
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the JTALC
TTilliain Patterson

aavi

:b2

:b7D

aavised that the CP members of the EfY Chapter of
held a caucus on 6/10/62, at 1095 Halsey St., Brooklyn, HY.

stated that the HY State CP Board had reviewed the
last newsletter put out by the IJiLC attacking the steelworkers on
their recent settlement. According to Patterson, A. Phillip Randolph
had stopped the issue claiming that it was the work of the CP.
Patterson stated that the State Board recommended that the people
responsible for the letter, including Bill Bpton (100-432251") be
expelled from the Party.

"The Worker", dated 9/24/61, described Patterson, as Chairman
of the lY State CP.

100-432251-16 p.

5

(18S^
SI 100-437041-37 P. 45
(20^1

Detective ] Bureau of Special Services,

:b6

:b7C

MC Police Department, advised that on 7/22/62, a rally sponsored by
the Comriiittee For Justice To Hospital Workers (CFJHIf) whose headquarters
were located at 217 West 215th St., NYC, was held on .72nd St., between
Second and Third Ave., lYC. Clarke advised that the co-chairmen of
the CFJM were A. Philip Randolph and Joseph Honserrat, National Director
of the Migration Division of the Puerto Rican Department of Labor.
Among those who spoke at this rally were Malcolni X Little, Leader of
the Nation of Islam (25-330971) in NYC, and Randolph who read a
message sent to the rally by Reverend llartin Luther liing.

25-330971-34-49 p. 37, 38
(3^
SI 62-108114-1 end. td.1,3

(2%^
SI 100-415473-44 p. 26, 27
(103^)^
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:b2

:b7D

advised that on 7/29/62, Irving Potash (62-21381)
met in Chicago with a group of CP persons in industry and the KALC at
Chicago. Potash pointed out that in HY certain CP itieKibers were
expelled from the MLC for provocative statements concerning the ETALC

and criticism of the Steel Workers Union. As a result, A. Philip
Sandolph had called for removal of all conmunists from the ITALC. He
stated that since George Meany was to he the main guest speaker at the
coming HALC convention, this indicated that Heany and Randolph had
reached an agreement on discrimination in the AFL-CIO and as a result,

. . pomi
KALC to have Randolph removed as head of the organization, arid the
CP supported this move. Chicago, Cleveland, HY, Buffalo and California
branches of the NALC would secede if Randolph persisted in removing
the communists.

A penciled notation indicated the UY members who were
expelled from the lALC were probably members of the Buffalo, lY chapter,

62-21381-649 end. p. 1,2
(208)-

advised that at a CP of Illinois
State Board meeting held in Chicago, on 10/lO/62, Claude Lightfoot
(100-108) reported that the National Committee of the CP, USA had
estimated that the MALC was a positive movement. He noted that the
Chicago Chapter of the lALC was negative which could be disastrous
for the CP of Illinois. The coalition through which the CP of Illinois
worked within the MLC was mainly composed of ex-coimnunists and some
socialists. Lightfoot stated that because of these conditions and
1 Tl J J !. TT ^J> -!-V»^ A-CTT r»TA r.-.-rxt-.l A r^ T 1 /^r.r +U « rI,^-Poo4- /->-P

Jleany's remarks in San Francisco, that A. Philip Randolph did not speak
for Negro workers. Lightfoot also stated that if the CP of Illinois
supported the present line of the Chicago Chapter of the NALC, it could
be said in the future that the failure of this chapter was the work of

the CP and Randolph could then make more red-baiting tirades against
the CP. fiT'i^

(continued)
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(continued)
:b2

:b7D

advised that at a CP of Illinois stib-cor(ii;iittee

meeting of those CP members active in the NALC, held on 10/17/62,
in Chicago, Lightfoot stated that it would be a serious error if the
Party allowed a split in the ranks of the NAIX, particularly if the
Party menibership found itself breaking with Randolph .(^ \^

advised that on 11/10/62, Lightfoot met in a
restaurant at 40 East 29th St., HYC, to give instructions to CP members
who wei:*e to attend the lALC Convention that was to be held at the
Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel, HYCj on 11/10,11/62. Lightfoot stated that
the CP leadership had information that Randolph intended dissolving
the MLC.^Jh^

Randolph would base his actions on the charges that the UALC
was communist infiltrated. The CP had decided to go slow and take no
action which would give Eandolph anununition and further incentive to
carry out his aims, (p u^

100-108-1053 p. 16, 23, 24
(iOi^ b6

:b7C

advised that on ll/l6/62, | UoO-352188)
attended a meeting of the Sub-Committee on NAlu work, JMegro Commission,
CP of Illinois, Chicago, at which the recent ITAK) Convention was
discussed. Turner remarked that A. Philip Randolph was physically
sick and could not continue with the MLC too much longer. ^ ^

100-352188-43 p.9
(100^
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^EGm
b2
;b7D

, I
advised that a meeting of the officers of the

American-African Captive Nation was held on 12/8/62, at 956 Stebbins
Ave., Bronx, NY. The ©resident of the organization, Nan Oserjeraan,

stated that letters of invitation to attend the meeting had been sent
to J. Phillip Randolph in NYC, which asked that if he agreed idlth the
idea of self-determination would he lend his prestige and name to the
organization. No answer had been received from Randolph at the time
of the meeting, ^jw^

105-87964-240 p.

2

(215-^^

SI 105-87964-223 p.

2

(215i>

Bureau memo, dated 1/24/63, advised that a list of names
was. submitted to the Bureau by the T'Thite House for a name check. These
persons were to be invited to a l?hite House reception planned for
2/12/63, in honor of the 100th anniversary of the signing of the
Emancipation Proclamation. On I/30/63, the Ifliite House was furnished
the results of these name checks, among which was a thumbnail sketch
of A. Phillip Randolph, taken from his main file.

Oopy of thumbnail sketch enclosed
62-5-14648 end. p. 47
(145>

A typed copy of an article from the "DW" dated 2/3/63,
entitled "Calls Albany Rally February 12 For Pay Floor", revealed
that A. Philip Randolph announced that a "Freedom From Poverty" rally
would be held in Albany, NY on 2/12/63 . The demonstration was called
by the Citizens Comiiiittee For a $1.50 Hourly Mnimum Wage In NY State
(100-440004), to urge support for a $1.50 minimum wage law.

100-440004-1
(111^
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(S), « bl
bS

105-118440-
(203.>

p.

2

I I

advised that on 6/1 and 2/63, I-iartin Luther King
(100-106670), Stanley Levison, a HY attorney, and Clarence Jones,

.

Acting Executive Director of the Ghandi Society For Human Eights, held
discussions on Civil Rights. King suggested that there be a mass
march or the impression of a mass march be given, not just on Vfashington

but in every State. At the same time a work stoppage would be called
all over America. Jones and Levison suggested that King discuss his b2

proposal with Roy Wilkins of the NAACP and Phil (A. Philip Randolph) b7D

before making a public announcement. ICing suggested that either Levison
or Jones see Phil and work out a statement along the lines of the nei^ "^
militancy throughout the country. C-^J

advised pat in February, 1963, Levison was a
secret member of the CP, USA, and contributed funds to the CP on a regular
basis.

identity ) advised that he iai6w J6il6S m la'CS Wb6 ar uariy
a member of the LYL.

(ijrotect
1954 to be

«
100-106670-132X2 end. p. 4,5

I
ladvised that on 6/6/63, Martin Luther King

(100-106670) and Stanley Levison, a NY attorney, had a discussion.
King inquired if Levison had talked to Phil (A. Philip Randolph,
President, BOSCP) and Levison replied that Clarence Jones had reached
Phil in Chicago and Phil liked the idea regarding a mass march on

Washington that would bring nationwide attention to the cause of the

Negro. Randolph wanted to tallc to King in view of the fact that
Randolph had planned a similar march in the fall and he wanted to try
to coincide his with that proposed by King. Levison suggested that King
contact Randolph as soon as possible to discuss this matter. \f^\

(continued)
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(U)

(continued)
"

b2
:b7D

ladvised in February, 1963, that Levison was a
secret member of the CP, USl, and contributed funds to the GP on a
regular basis. -

"'

I J
(protect

identity), advised that he laiew Jones in late 1953 or early 1954 to be
a member of the LYL.

100-106670-Ul end. p.l
(88.) (206ii.
SI 100-106670-U4
(88^

adi

,^v-^
advised that on 6/8/63, a meeting was held under

the auspices of the Chicago New Horizons For Youth, at the Hamilton
Hotel, 200 South Dearborn. Daniel Queen read a report based on a
brochure entitled "Three Strikes For Peace" that had been printed a
year previously by the Progressive Youth Organizing Conunittee (100-434236)
an UYC. Queen quoted on the unemployment problem in the US which
revealed that the Chicago area had recominended that action be taken
along two different lines. These lines were as follows: (1) Push for
the combination of a march on Washington called for by A. Phillip
Randolph of the MLC, and (2) Act against a Chicago manufacturer
for discriminatory hiring practices.

100-434236-690 p.

3

(1891)-

On 8/12/63, Chief of Police French Harris, NA, ICnoxville,

Tenn., made available the names of instructors, board of directors and
sponsors of the Highlander Research and Education Center (61-7511), 1625
Riverside Drive, Knoxville. Listed as a sponsor was A. Philip Randolph.

61-7511-288 p.

5

(12J
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«

^

[advised that at* a meeting of the ITiles Toimship
Chapter, 'mmna Juazarus Federation of Jewish Ifomen's Clubs, SkoldLe, 111.,
held on 9/25/63, Clara Neraian (100-27S8S5) reported on her experience
in the llarch on Washington held on 8/28/63, which was initiated by
A. Phillip Randolph.

100-27S8S5-36 p.

5

] advised on 11/16/63, that Bayard Rustin (100-158790)
was T^iting a speech for A. Philip Randolph, who was to give it at the
iFL-CIO Convention on II/I8/63, at the Americana Hotel, NYC. The speech
was to deal with the civil rights movement. Rustin planned to meet
idth Randolph, Walter Reuther, and Reuther's assistant, Tom Kahn, t-o ?

malce sure the speech would be in complete agreement with the views of
\

Reuther. Reuther was to speak following Randolph and would agree with
Randolph's remarks. This strategy was aimed at putting George Meany >^\\
on the spot. ^V^/'S^I \

100-158790-67 p.

8

.lea^S

This reference was a letter to the Director from lirs. Arthur
B* Doane, 258 Wire Mill Road, Stanford, Conn., dated II/13/63. iirs*

Doane stated that there was so much confusion regarding such organizations
as CORE and the ITAACP. One of the questions she asked was: "Are A.
Philip Randolph and Martin Luther King completely free from whatever
communist affiliations they may have had?"

A letter to lh:s. Doane, dated II/I8/63, advised her that with
respect to her inquiries, the information in FBI files was confidential.

IOO-O-36125
(30J
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(U)

A letter froiii Legat, Bonn, Gerniany, .".dated 12/17/63, enclosed
a photographic copy of ;^ letter dated 11/19/63, addressed to Mrs.
Sslanda Robeson, c/o Peace Coimcil, Taxibenstrasse 2, Berlin, W8, German
Democratic Republic, sent by Carlton B. Goodlett (100-352389). Goodlett
Twote that he had been given the task bf giving a position paper at one

of the commissions in Warsaw and he had had no success in involving
American Negroes in the Warsaw Session. Invitations sent to everyone
had been ignored except for Phillip Randolph who had declined because
of pressing union business. Goodlett was also scheduled to speak in
London to the conference "Breakthrough to Disarmament" on the Subject
of the American Peace Movement.

Copy of letter enclosed
100-352389-34- p. 2, end.
(203<^

The following references in the file captioned "CP, USA",
contain information pertaining to the activities of A. Philip Randolph.
Randolph was founder of the MOIfl-I, the NALC, was active in the struggle
for a permanent Fair Employment Practices Act, and the fight against
segregation in the Armed Forces. -The CP, although in favor of civil
rights for Negroes, attacked Randolph and accused him of being a

"Trotslcyite"- iDecause Randolph i-jas extremely anti-comiriimist and refused
to allow them in his organizations. The CP attempted to infiltrate
the NALC and the MOTFM. Randolph spoke at numerous meetings which dealt
with civir rights. A few of these meetings were held by alleged CP
fronts and some were connected Tdth the Socialist Party.

RE^REffCE

100-3-3
-148 p.l
-1126
-1317 p. 38,51, 58
-1348 T3.57,59
-1505 p. 77, 80
-1516
-1661 p. 94
-2209 p. 66
-2557 p. 84
-2768 p. 15, 69
-3156 p. 85
-3191 Tol. 1 end; p. 62
-6182 end. p. 81
-7082 p. 100, 102, 103, 106
-7344 p. 57-59
-7737 p. 54, 64

,

-A "DW" 12/27/43

SEARCH SLIP PAGB NXBIBSR

(30^
(148^
(30^
(148^

(30^
(148-^
(30^

(148^
(30^
(149>
(30^
(31")-

(31^
(31^-

(31^^

(31)

(continued)
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3ECREIr

(continued)

EBFEEMC3

100-3-1-101 end. p.

2

-103 end. p.

2

100-3-3-36 p.

6

100-13758-lX
Changed to
100-3-4--1X p.

7

100-3-4-1025
-1146
-1149
-1594
-1594
-2160
-2425
-2452
-2593
-2943
-30.03
-3119
-3437
-3438
-3460
-3506
-3550
-3643
-3801
-4087
-4149
-4276
-4320

end. p.

3

p.

7

end.
end. p. 118
end. Doc. 1357
p. 2 end. p. 33
end.
end.
end. p. 2,

5

end. p. 10
end.
end.
end. p
end.
end

.

end.
end.
end.
end. p.

9

end. p.4j8

-4563
-4819
-4830
-4835
-5046
-5104
-6395

end.
end.
p. 116, 201, 209
end

.

end

.

end.
p. 1,2

SEMCH SLIP PAGE NIE-IBER

(126j)-

(16&^

(31^
(31^
(31'>'

(126^
( 197^
(126)-

(n^
(140)-
(138^
(U9^
(149^
(324-
(3a>
(14a>
(32«>

(32i>
(149-)

(149^
(149'>
(149')

(32^
(197^
(197')-am
(149^
(149r
(150^
(150'>^

(150«.)-

(Z2;¥;
(150,>

(continued)
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(continued)

SSFERMCS

100-3-4-6435 P^16
-6474 p. 42, 43
-8905 D.12
-8991 p. 63
-9012 p. 57
-9064 p. 79
-9162 p. 59
-9331 p. 4,

8

100-13758-A «DW" 9/30/40
Changed to
100-3 -4-A "DW" 9/30/40

100-3-6-1709 p. 28
-1711 p. 13, 14

100-3-7-131 p. 137
-1866 p. 74
-1881 p. 65
-1883 p. 76-78
-1887 p. 59
-1890 p. 48, 49

100-3-8-339 p.

5

100-13767-94
Changed to
100-3-10-94 p.l

-450 p.l
-451
-509 p. 20
-593
-595
-680
-908
-1970 p. 38

100-3-11-157 p.

9

-173
-196 p. 10

SEARCH SLIP PAGE lUl-SER

(150^

(150^
(320-
(126(^
(15&^
(32*^
(126^

(16a^

(32^
(32^

(3a>
(334^

(33^
(33^

(33^

(168^
(150^
(214>'
(197i>-

(150^
(150^
(197^)-

(193^
(1514-

(1514-
(197^
(153^

(continued)
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(continued)

5BFSEBHCE

100-3-12-555 p.

2

-1004 p. 48
-2725 p. 56

61-3963-170X12 p. 91, 150
Changed to
100-3-14-170X12 p. 91, 150

61-3963-172 p. 40

Changed to
100-3-14-172 p. 40

100-3-14-197 p. 1,2
-658
-659 p. 1-3
-750
-751
-773 p. 1,2
-780 p.

2

-1047 p. 24
-1062
-1091
-1150 p. 5,

6

-1248 p. 1,3
-1256 p. 1,2
-1284 p. 63-65
-1480 p.l
-1522 end.
-1569 p. 36, 43, 67
-1570 p. 19
-1603 p. 2,

3

-1604 p.

4

-1615 p.l
-1801 p. 121, 176, 229-231, 233
-1887 p.

3

-1924 p. 13 ,23
-1928 p. 5, 7-9, 18, 29
-1930 p. 43
-2032 p.

8

-2033 end. p. 192
-2171 p. 217, 283

SEMCH SLIP PAGE HUI-BSR

(33^
(151*r
(126^

(10^

(192')'

(153^
(20%)
(151^)
(151'^
(1514'

(151^
(ss*)-

(197^
(151i>

(151^
(151')'

(33>
(33^
(152^
(33v)(126^
(33t)(197^
(34^>
(152^
(I52t>

(34^
(34*)*

(34')^

(152<)' ^

(34>)(12^/)'
(126i)-

'

(152^

(34^) (126^

(continued)
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(continued)

SKJf'M^MCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE liIUT.miiR

100-3-14-2276 p. 250, 327, 363-365 (34')(197^
-2285 p. 49, 50 (153^
-2326 p. 53, 57 (34^
-2336 p. 20 (15^
-2543 p. 10 (197J.
-2597 p. 19 (15a>
-2617 p.

2

(152^
-2043 p. 5,

8

-2710 p.28
(152-y
(152^

-2888 p. 2, 13, 15 (152^
-3562 p. 72, 73 (197u)
-3732 p. 12, 13, 70-73 (34^
-3735 p. 68-70, 73 (340'
-3741 p. 100 (153>

100-3-16-121 p.

4

(198^
-168 p. 81 (19a)

100-3-17-241 p. 26 (153^ .

-274 p. 36 (15S>
-419 p. 30 (34)
-436 p. 30 (153^

100-3-23-1147 p. 36 a92ty
-1800 p. 71 iZS^
-2019 p. 94 (126^
-2020 p. 78 (127/>

100-3-24-54 p.

7

(148^

100-3-25-204 p. 15 (127^
-546 p. 1,4-6 (35^
-552 p.

8

(20%>
-578 p.

2

(35^
-1482 p. 35 ilSZ^
-2156 p. 31-33, (139'^
-A "B7" 8/21/43 (35-^

100-3-28-220 p.

2

(19&>

100-3-29-690 end. p. 24 (127^

(continued)
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(continued)

100-3-33-71 p.

3

-225 p. 17

100-3-37-32 p.

2

-34 p.l
-84 p.

7

100-3-38-34 p.S

100-3-39-192 p. 51

100-15985-32
Changed ':to

100-3-41-32 p. 1,2
-102" p. 6

-161 p. 25

100-3-43-446
-751 encl.
-1578 p. 13

100-3-44-235 p. 12

100-3-47-905 p.

9

100-3-49-199 p. 15

100-3-52-90 p.

2

100-3-59-163 p.

4

-206 encl. p..l

-870 p. 35
-1332 p. 32

61-3726-75 p. 104
Changed ' "to

100-3-60-75 p.102,104,105

100-3-60-129 p. 62
-170 p. 36
-176 p.

4

-179 p:,3
-289 p.

4

-353X p.

6

-1081 p. 21

SEJIECH SLIP PAGE NUI'IBSR

(35^
(19a>

(350^
(SSX-
(153^

(3S>

(198.)

(72^
(35^
(12!;U

(35^
(193^

(198^

(153^

(30-

(153^

(153^

(213')-

(36^

(10>

.(153»^
(153v>

(360-

(154)
(154^
(36v)

(36^

.125- -^^M-
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The folloidng references in the file captioned. "CP, USl",
contain information pertaining to the activities of A, Philip Randolph
in the categories as set out below:

KEFERBNCE

Organization

100-3-69-281 p.

6

-4112 p.

6

-5995 p. 2,

3

-6332 p. 13, 34, 35
-6492 p. 75,76, 86, 93, 94
-6899 p. 3,

5

-7041 p.

6

-7188 p. 30
-7731 p.

2

Political Activities

100-3-72-A "The Tforlcer" 6/27/48
-A "The Worker" 7/31/60

Brief

100-3-74-814 .end. p. 1653
-6222 p.

7

yeqro Matters

100-3-75-7 end.
-31 p.l
-233
-1114 p. 19, 20, 22
-1705 p. 4,

6

-1714 p. 1,2, end.
-1782 p.8 ,

-A "DW" 2/22/46
, ,

-A "Peoples Voice" I/IO/48
-A "DW" 4/2/48

, , ^
-A "Washington Times Herald" 4/21/4?
-A "The Worker" 5/2/48
-A "Washington Times Herald" 5/7/48
-A "DW" 5/31/48
-jl "DW" 6/23/48
-A "DW" 8/6/48
-A "DW" 8/19/48
-A "The Worker" 5/8/60

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBER

(205>-
(36^
(3,6?

(154>
(154^
(364-
(198^
(36>)-

(370-

(37>

(37''>'

(193')

(37^^
(154^
(37<)^

(37K
(207v^

(37f) (127<>
(208>
(154^
(37'V
(37*>
(370-
(154^
(37^
(38^
(139>
(38l>
(127-^

(38<>

(continued)
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(continued)

EBFEBBKCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBER

Pamphlets and Publications

100-3-86-493 p.l end. p.

7

(154;^

Strate.qy In Industry

100-3-89-482 p.

4

(19a>
-1335 p.

5

(127^
-1453 p.

3

(127^'

-1463 p.6,7 (198^
-2394 p. 4,

9

(3a)
-2445 p. 11, 24 (38>
-2447 p. 2,3,7 (38^^
-2561 p. 21 (154^
-2562 p. 11 (38-)

-2653. p.

7

-2785 p. 14,16
(3&>

-2865 p.

3

ii2%y
-3058 p. 13 i^?!^
-3129 p. 10 38f

(38)
Underciround Operations

100-3-^-2142 p. 22,24,25 • (38^

100-3-94-2502
Changed to
100-3-94-11-3 p.

2

(127t>(19S)'

Counterintelligence Program

100-3-104-2170 p.l (39«>

-2235 p.l 39>
" -2256 (39^^

Southern Reciion

100-3-105-399 p. 18, 22, 23 (39^)-

-408 p. 25 (39^
-458 p. 23 (39^

(continued)
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(continued)

KBEBRMCE

Cominfil of Mass Organizations

100-3-106-260 p.

8

Hegro Question

100-3-116-79 end. p.l
-88 end. p.l
-564 p.l end.
-576 end. p. 1-3
-1034 end. p.

3

SEARCH SLIP PA&E miiBHR

(39i>

154^
(39J
(39*^

i29i>.

(39^

Tlie following references in the file captioned "American
Federation of Labor", file 62-56921, contain information pertaining to
the activities of A. Philip Randolph, an officer of this organization.
Randolph, President of the BOSCP-APL, was a Vice-President of the AEL
and was a member of the Executive Council. He attended conventions
of the APL at Toronto, Canada, New Drleans, La., Chicago, 111., Boston,
Mass., and San Francisco, Calif.

SERIAL

50 p.

4

55 p.

2

66 p.

2

123 p.l
127 p. 2,

6

134 p.l
165 p. 2,

3

189 p.

2

279
A "PM"
A "PM

"PM"
"PM"
"PM"

10/14/42
12/27/42

A "PM" 10/7/43
A "PM" 10/10/43
A "PM" 10/12/43
A "ITY Times" 10/12/43
A "PM" 10/13/43
A "HY Times" 10/13/43
A "Plf" 10/14/43
A "Washington Daily News" 9/24/59
A "Washington Post and Times Herald" IO/II/59
A "Washington Daily News" 6/15/61
A "DW" 10/18/43

SBAROFI SLIP PAGE NUJIBER

(20.>
(20^
(20^
(124^
(20^*
(125.)>
(21)-

(125^
(21*^

( 2W
( 21^)'

( 21,)-

(21v>

(21^
(2i«.y

(2lv>

(125^

( l25-y

(I25.K2OS)-
(125-)'

(219^.^ --
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The following references in the file captioned "Cominfil of
the American Hegro Labor Council;, aka Neg]ro American Laho r Coimcil"

,

file 100-432067, contain information
]
pertaining to the activities of

A. Philip Randolph, the Chairman of this (organization:

SERIAL SEARCH SLIP PAGE ITOJIBER

3 p. 1,2 (104^
4 p. 2-5 (104-^
6 p.l,

2

(186s)-

17 (104»
30 p.

2

(105!^
32 p.1,2,-i (10S>
50 (186^
56 p. 1,2 (lOS^
85 p.l (105^)-

86 end, ]p. 1,3 (lOS)-
95 p.5-7 (1861)-

98 p.l-4,(5 (186^
104 end. p. 1-4 (lOS)
106 end. p. 1,2 (186'>
107 end. p. 1,2 iise^
Ill end. p. 1,2, 6,

7

(105/)-
112 end.

r-'
(186^

ai3 p. 1-5 (187>
,116 end. p.2-4 (1870'
118 end. p.l, 3, 5-7 (187J
124 end. p. 1,2 (1870
127 p.

2

(105^
128 end. p. 4,

6

(I87i>
. 141 (2D0>

145 p. 1,2 (187^
153 p. 2-5 ,7,10-12 (105>
167 p.l (187^
178 p. 2,

3

,5 (187^200^
189 p. 3,

5

,6,9-11,14,15,17-20,22,26,27 ,31, (105>
32,37

193 p. 3 .
(1050-

200 p. 2-5 (105»
215 end. p.l,

3

(1870-
224 end. p.2,3 (106>
227 end. p.l, 2, 4-9 (187*>
231 p.l (106>
234 (18W-
240 p. 9-15, 18-20, 22, 23, 29 ,32 (188>

(continued)
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(continued) (100-432067)

SEKIAL SEARCH SLIP PAGE mSIBSR

245 p. 1-3 (106)
292 end, p. 1-4 (188^
295 end. p.l (106iU
296 p. 0,6-8,14,16, 17, 20, 21, 26 (106^
301 end. p.l (18&^>
306 end. p. 2, 10 (188^
307 p.5,6,8 (1060-
311 p.

3

(188^
312 p.3-5,7,11,12 (106^X135^
316 p. 13, 14, 16, 26 (106t^
317 (106^
319 end. p. 1,2, 4,

5

(106«>
322 p.

2

ilZ5^
326 end. p.l (106^
327 p. 2,

3

(106)
328 p. 1,2 (107^
330 end. p.l (107«)'
331 end. p.l (107^>
332 end, p. 2,

3

(107*)
333 p.l (107-^
339 end. p. 1-4 (107t>
342 p.

2

(188!>
360 (188^
374 p.

5

(lOX).
388 end. p.l (13 6t>
389 end. p.l (107^
394 p. 10, 11 (203^
397 end. p. 1,2 (107^
415 end. p.l (107»
422 end. p. 2-5 (107«)'
426 end. p. 1,3,

4

(1074-
427 end. p. 2, 4,

5

(108^
432 p.l,3r5 (108.)
444 (ioa>
460 end. p.

2

(108^
462 p.C,E,l-5 (108^
465 p. 2-5, 7, 8, 10 (108")
474 end. p.l (108i)
476 end. p. 1,3-5 (108«)-
506 p.

8

(108^,
511 p.5 (108^
522 p. B, 0,3,5-10,12-14, 16, 18 (134)-
544 end. p. 1,3 (108f)
546 p.4,6,8,9 (ioa>

(continued)

i
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-(continued) (100-432067)

SERIAL SEARCH SLIP PAGE NlttJOB^R

547 p. 13-19, 22-24, 27, 32-34 (109^
(io?4-548 end. p.

2

561 p. 2, 19, 21, 27-30 (109^
566 p.

3

(109y>-
567 p. 1,2 (1O90-
581 p.

2

(13^
585 p. 2-4,8 (1090-
592 (109«^'
596 end. p.l (109)-
606 p.

3

(109i)
613 p. 1,2,

5

(1090
616 p.5-9 (109-)^
A "NY Herald Tribu.'it.e" 2/14/60 (109')'
1 "Pittsburgh Courier" 5/21/60 (136^
A "PI;" 5/28/60 (109)-
A "The Worker" 2/26/61 (109^
A "National Guardian" 2/27/61 (110^
A "Chicago Daily Tribune" II/13/6I iiioiy
A "National Guardian" 11/27/61 (110/>
A "The Worker" ll/ll/62 (llOi)'
A "The ISvening Star" 5/10/63 (llO^y

The following references in the file captioned "American Youth
Congress", file #100-3587, contain information pertaining to the activities
of A. -Philip Randolph, a member of the Nat ional. Advisory Board.

SERIAL SEARCH SLIP PAGE NWffiBR

73 p. 9, end. (57i)^
105 p. 22, 23, end. (129^
377 end. Part I, Sect. II;ParrtII p. 41, 64 (57^(164*^

131-
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The following references in the files captioned "Committee
To Aid The Monroe Defendants", file #100-436091, and "Monroe Defense
Committee", file #100-436190, contain information pertaining to the
activities of A. Philip Randplph. A meeting had been held in Randolph's
office to discuss the formation of a committee to defend the persons
arrested in the racial riots which had taken place in Monroe, NC, and
to defend Robefrtlffilliams, a Negro who was accused of kidnapping in
connection with these riots. Although Randolph did not agree with
Williams, he felt something ought to be done. General concensus at this
meeting, was that nothing could be done at that time at least until
Williams, who was then a fugitive, made a statement. Others decided
to go ahead and form a committee with the idea that if Randolph did
decide to form one that they could then dissolve or join Randolph's
group. There was no indication that Randolph formed or became a member
of the above captioned organizations.

REFERENCE

100-436091-19 enci. p. 2,

4

-26 end. p. 1-3,

5

-29 p. 9-11

100-436190-7 p. 9, 10, 15
-A "Chicago Herald Dispatch" 11/4/61

p. 3,

4

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBER

(111^
(111*^
(111>

(18^
(189^

The following references in the file captioned "Cominfil of
the Congress of Industrial Organizations", file 100-33049, contain
information pertaining to the activities of A. Philip Randolph.
Informants had reported that Randolph was thinking of leaving the AFL
and joining his union with the CIO. An informant reported that Randolph
would be in the CIO , but it was believed that a deal had been made for
him to stay in the AFL and to cause all kinds of trouble. He was
reported to be on the Cooperating Council of the James Mullenbach
Industrial Institute, Chicago, 111. Information was set out concerning
his activities in the MOWM.

REFERENCE

100-33049-237 end. p.l

100-33049-9-28 p.

2

-33 p. 33, 34, 37
-42 p. 4, 6, 13, 25
-44 p.38
-97 p.4

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NlBfflSR

(74^

(169^-

(169-^

i1Si>
(200)-
(13Q>
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The following references in the file captioned "Committee of
Racial Equality", file #100-225892, contain information pertaining
to the activities of A. Philip Randolph, a member of the Advisory
Committee of this organization. Randolph spoke at meetings of CORE
and his MOM and BOSCP along with CORE planned a picket of Congress due
to a filibuster against anti-poll tax legislation.

SERIALS SSARCH SLIP PAGE MJMBBR

1 p.

5

(182*)-

3 p.4A,5 (182^
8 p.l (95-)

27 p.2-4 (95-)

29 p. 3-5 (95^
62 p.6,23 (95)-
132 end. p.

2

(959^
384- p.

8

(134)'
25 p. 4 (220i)^

The following references in the file captioned "Council For
Democracy", file #100-164069, contain lists of names which state that
A. Philip Randolph was a member of the Executive Committee.

S3BRIALS SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

X6 p.

3

(194^
X20 p. 1,2 (9l2>
X21 p.

3

(92^
3X p.5 (91'-K
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The following references in the file captioned "Pair
Employment Practices Committee", file #100-178600, contain information
pertaining to the activities of A. Philip Randolph ifith this Committee.
Randolph formed and was head of the National Council For a Permanent
FSPC, founded for the purpose of agitating for legislation to make the
ESPC a permanent body. He met with the PEPC Chairman and other Ifegro
leaders to strengthen the FSPC. He used the threat of a march on
Washington if the FBPC bill did not pass in Congress.

SBEtAL SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBiBBR

1 p.

2

(181*)"
3X end. (181^
10 asyy
56 p.l (181^.
57 p.l

, , (181^
A "New Leader" 1/22/44 (93lU
A "DW" 3/2/46 (1814^
A "PM" 1/15/43 (220^-''^

The following references in the file captioned "Fellowship
of Reconciliation", file 61-3415, contain information pertaining to
the activities of A. Philip Randolph with this organization. Randolph
and his organization, the MOM, cooperated closely with the FOR and the
FOR supported Randolph's non-violent and civil disobedience resistance
campaign to fight Jim-Crow. Randolph spoke at FOR sponsored meetings in
NYC, Washington, DC, Wallingford, Pa., and Boston, Mass. The FOR
publication "Facts and Figures" for March, 1943, had a chapter on
Randolph and his pon-violence and civil disobedience campaign.

SiR)T?IALS S^RCH SLIP PAGE NUJIBER

105 p. 32 (9^
107 end. p. 2,

3

(9^
126 p. 1,2 (10^
145 end. p.l (20%).
155 p.46 (142^
209 p.

3

{10^
210 p. 3, 15 (100-
256 (124i>-
368 end. p. 2, 5,.10 (13S>^
433 p. 40

"

(10^
454 p.

3

(100/
491 dor
542 end. p.l (195/)-
195 p. 51 (219^^-^
221 p. 24,26 (219^:.
383 (219>^
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The following references in the file captioned the "Harlem
Trade Union Council" which later became the "National JTegro Labor
Council" (MLC), file #100-367632, contain information pertaining to
the activities of A. Philip Randolph. The "MLC iras organized by the
CP to counteract the anti-conununist group in Harlem headed by Randolph
and Frank A. Crosswaith. This anti-conununist group, the Negro Labor
Committee, issued a press release signed by Randolph and others which
denounced the MLC. At one time it i-jas suggested that the MLC attempt
to get rightist groups such as Randolph's BOSCP to join with the MLC
in demanding Negro representation in the AFL-CIO merger.

SERIALS

3X p.

9

462 p. 17
1267 p.

2

1591 p.

7

A "DW" 6/l/Sl

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NIBffiER

(18S>
(102>>
(l85->
(203>
(I8S5)-

The following references in the file captioned "League For
Non-Violent Civil Disobedience Against Military Segregation," file
#100-355610, contain information pertaining to the activities of A.
Philip Randolph, an officer of this organization.

SERIAL

2
3
4
5p.l,2, end.
6 p. 1,2, end.
8 end. p.

3

9 p.l
12
15 -'p.l,

2

16 p. 1-3, end.
17 p. 1-5, 8-10
18 p.l, end.
A "NY Times" 6/29/48
A "NY Brooklyn Eagle" 7/18/48
A "NY Post and Herald Net^" 7/28/48

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(1000>
iiooy
(lOO-)-

(100^
(100^
(135>
(184)-
(184>
(184a-.
(101^)--

(101^)^
(101&)'

(lOlt.)-

(lOld
(io:k^

-135-
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The followinq references in thei file captioned "Liberal
Party of New York State", file #100-309711, coritain information to
the effect that A. Philip Randolph was a Vice Chairman of this Party.

- SERiaL SEARCH SLIP PAGB NIBIBER

2 (989^

5 (98>'

7 (98>
8 I).5, end. (98>

The following references in theJ file captioned "March On
Washington Movement", file 100-95014, contain information pertaining 1

to the activities of A. Philip Randolph, the founder and National , 1

Director of this organization^which oi."iginated in 1940.

SERIALS SEARCH SLIP PAGE milBER

1 (77^
2 (131^(171^
3 (774-

4 end. p. 1-3 (17D
5 p.l, end. p. 1,3 (171^
6 p. 1,2, 4, 5, 7-9 (171')'

8 (77^
11 end. 1 p. 1,2, end. | p. 1-4 (77^(131>
13 end. p. 1,2 (77^y

(220^2064-14 end. p. 1-3
16 t).2,3 (77^)-

26 p.l (171^
27

X.

(218^
28 p. 3,

6

(770-

29 end. p.l end. asw-
30 (77^
31 end. p.l (7&>
32 p. 1-3, 6-9 (78^
35 p.l (171<>

37 p. 1,2 (78^
38 (171)
42 p. 1,2 (171^
48 a^
51 end. p.l (78»

(continued)
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(continued) (100-95014)

SERIAL

58 p. 1-6, 14, 18-22, 26, end.
59
61 end. p.l
65 p. 1,3-5
66 p. 4,

5

69 p.l
77 p.l,

2

80
85 end. p.l
86
87
90
91 p. 1,5, 10, 12-14
92 end. p.l
93
105 p.l, end, p.l
108 p.l
112 p. 1,2,4-6, 8-11, 15
113 p. 1-3
114 end. p. 1-3
117 p.l
122
125 end.
127
131 p.l
134 end. p.l
136
137 p. 2-8, 10, 12, end.
143 p. 2, 4,

5

148 end. p.l
153 p. 3, 6
158 end.
159 end.
165 p.l, end. p.l
166
167
168
169
175 end. p.l
149

SEARCH SLIP PAGE ITUMBER

(78r
(78)-
(171'>-

(17D-
(171^
(780-

(78J
(784-
(172.)-
(1314-
(131^
(172^
(7&>-
(2064-
(78^
(172^
(78^
(172^
(7a)
(78^
(79^
(79^
(79^
(1724-
(172)-
(1724-
(7a)-
(79>
(172-)'
(172-)-"

(1321)-
(172<)'

(172")-

(1724-^
(7-9<^'

(I7a>
(1734^
(1734^
(201^
(2201)-''^

(continued)
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(continued) (100-95014)

SESIAL SEARCH SLIP PAGE mJJJBER

176 end, p.l (79^
177 end, p. 1,2 (208^
179 p.i (79^
180 p.l, end. p.l (173^
181 (79^
182 (173*)-

189 p. 1-4, 6-8, 16-19, 22 (79^ .

191 4-79^
192 (173*)-

193 end. p.l (173^
195 p. 1-3, 6,7 (791^
196 (173^
199 p. 1-3 (173)-
201 end. p. 1,3 (173;^
205 p. 1,2 (79)
207 end. p. 1,2 (173^(208^
214 p. 1,2 (79^
219 (79^
220 p. 1,2 (79^
223 (80)
224 p. 1-4 (173.).

225 end. p. 1-3 (8a>
227 end. p.l (208>
229 p.

2

(80)-
232 p. 11, 14,15 (173^
234 p.2-11,17,18 (80^
235 end. p.l (174^
236 end. p. 1,2 azm
237 p. 1-4, 6,10, 11,13-15 (1744-
238 end. p.l m245 P.-JtS*?
247 end. p.l (174)-
249 p. 2-4, 6, 8, 13, 14, 16-18, 22, 27, 28 (80)-
252 end. p. 1,2 (801.
253 end. p. 1,3-5 (174)-
258 p. 3-5,7-9, 11-13 (80)
261 end. p. 1,2 (174^
266 p. 1-3 (174X-
268 end. p.l (80)^
270 p. 2,

3

(80.)
271 end. p.l (80^
272 end. p.l (80^
274 p. 2-7 (132^
277 p.l, 2, end. (174>-
278 (804-
279 p. 1-5,11-13, 15,17 (8i=y
280 end, p.

2

{Sty
281 end. p.l (208^^
204
206

(220.^'^

(22bK' ;,

-138-
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(continued) (100-95014)

SERIAL

283
284-

285
286
288
291
293
294
296
297
299
301
304
305
307
315
316
321
323
327
329
330
331
332
337
340
343
344
348
350
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
362
333

end. p,l
p. 1,3 end,
p.

2

end, p.1,2
end. p.l
p. 1-3
end, p.l
p. 1,2
p.l, end, p.

2

p.l
end. p. 1,2
P.l
p.l
p,l-6
p.l
p. 1,2, 6,7,10-12,15

p,l, 5,9, 10,13, 14,18, 19
p.l,

2

p.l, end. p.l
p.l, 3-9,11-13
p.l,

2

end, p,l-3
p.l
p.l,

2

p.l,

2

p.l
p.l
p. 2,

3

p.l
p.

2

p. 1,2,

4

SEAI^CH SLIP PAGE JTOfflER

(814-
(81^13^
(2014
(81^
(208^
(174^
(1740-
(81^^
(814^ •

(174»-
(81iK2084-
(1744
(81^
(814-
(1740-
(814'(20&^
(814-

(81^
(81^
(81^
(1744-
(174K201>
(81^
(1744(2080-
(1754-
(1750
(175J
(1750
(175.)-

(1754
(814-

(81t^
(1750-
(175^
(1751).
(814
(814

(22o'P-^

(continued)
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(continued) (100-95014)

SERIAL

364 p.

2

365 end. p. 1-4
368 p. 4,9, 11-21, end.
369 end. p. 1,2
370 p. 1-4
372 p. 2, 4-10, 12, 15, 16,18-2.1, 23, 30, 41, 44-47,

50,53,56,58-64,67,68,71, end.
377 end.
381 end. p.1,3
385 end. p. 2-4
386 p. 2,

3

390 end. p. 1-4
391 p. 1,2, 6,8, 9, 17,20-24,39
394 p.l
395
401 p.l, end. p. 1,2
407 p. 1-3
408 p. 3-5, 7-9
409 p. 1-5
412 dncl. p.l
415 p.l
418
419
422 p.l
423
424 p. 6,

7

425 p.

2

427 p. 1-4
429 p.

2

431 p.

2

432 end. p.l
433 p. 4-7
434 p. 3, 5,6
436 p.

2

439 end. p.

7

443
444 end, p. 1,2
445 end. p.l
447 p. 1,2
449 p. 1-3
453 p. 1-3
454 p. 2, 3, 6-8
458 p.1-6,8,10-14
460 p. 1-5
463 p.l,

2

466
469
472 p.l

-140-
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SEARCH SLIP PAGE MJJIBER

(SI-)-'

WSX
(82)^
(82it
(82^-
(820X132^

(175^
(8^X(132^
(82<)-(209i)-

(82^

(82^
(82<^
(82^
(82^
(216^
(175^2014-
(82<>
(175^
(82^
(82).
(820^
(175^'
(82^)-

(175^
(82t>
(82()/

(82t.>(132t).

(82^
(175)-
(830-

(83^
(176>
(176^-
(83^
(176<W209^
(8a>
(83"^
(83>::.;.„
(1760-
(8^^
(83^
(176X-
U33!U
(83^
(133^
(83^

(continued)
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(continued) (100-95014)

SERIAL

477
478
480
483
484
488
489
490
494
497
499
500
502
503
505
507
508
510
511
515
516
517
518
521
522
528
533
535
537
538
539
542
543
546
549
550
551
552
554
555
556
559
562
566
567
568
569
570

p.l, end. p.l
p.

2

p.

3

p.l-
p.l,
p.l-
p.l,
p.l,
p.l
p. 2,
p.l,
p.l,

6

3,4
5,7,12,15-17,20-23
3-6,8,10,11
end. p.l

end. p.l,

3

end. p.l

p.3,5,6
p. 2,

3

p.l, end. p.l
p. 3,

4

p.l

p. 2,

3

p. 2
p.l, 3, 6-10
end, p.l
p.2,4
p. 2-4
p. 1,2
p. 1-4
p. 2,

5

p. 1-7
p. 1-9, 12-16
p.l
p.

2

p.

2

p. 1,2, 9, 10
p. 1,4-12, 15,17,18,22, 29, 34,35

p.l, 3-5
p. 1-11

p. 1-3
p. 2-4
p. 3-6, end.

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBER

(176^
(139^
(176)-
(176)-

(83^(133^
(830-
(83^).

(83)-
(83^
(83^(133^
(17^^
(176^

(176c)-

W(^
(84i)-

(84^
(84^
(133^
(84'> i^zy
(84«)

(84)
(176^
(84a
(840.
(201^^
(84>^
(176^
(84)
(176^
(84^
(84<)-

(201k)-
(176^)-
(85>
(85^
(8S)-
( 85<K 133X176)-
(85^
(177>
(85^ ,
(SS
(85)^
(85»>
(85-)

(85^)

(85^(209^

(continued)
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(continued) (100-95014)

SERIAL

571
573 p.1,4
575 p.l, end.
576 p.l
577
578
579 p.2
580 p.l
581
585 p. 1,2
586 p.2, 3
587
589
591
592 p.l
593
595 p. 1-4
596 p. 1-3
598
^01 p.l,

2

604 p. 1-4
608 p.2
610
611
612
613
614 p.l
616
618
619 p.l,

2

621
622
623
624
625 p. 1-4
626 p.1,3-6, 9, 10
627
628
629
630 p.l,

2

632 p.l
A "NY Times" 6/13/42
A "DIf" 1/31/43
A "Dtp 7/19/43
A "DF" 7/21/43
A "PIf" 8/21/43

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NmiBSR

(86>
(86>
(86^
(86r
(133^
(86^
(1770^
(86>- .

(177;)'

(86!J^
(177^
(177«>
(177^
(177^
(86^
(177^
(86.>-

(86^
(86>
(17a> .

(86^
(86.)'

(194>
(177^
(177^
(178.)
(178>
(178J
(178^
(178t>

(178.^

(178^
(87.>'

(178^
(87>
(870-
(87«).

(X78^
(r7a>
(1780^
(87d-
(179.)'
(870/^

(870^

(87a/

L
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The following references pertain to the activities of A.
Philip Randolph with the March On ffashington Movement. The MOM was
founded by Randolph and an anti-communist group that split off from
the MC in the Fall of 1940. The group planned on a March On Washington
in order to present grievances of the llegro to Government officials
and for the abolishment of discrimination. In June, 1941, Randolph
called off a March On Washington at the request of "&ov;ei^nment officials
but the organizational set up was retained.

In early 1942, Randolph's group expressed dissatisfaction
with -the Negroes' position and again decided to use the organization
as a pressure group to demand equal rights for the Negro. The MOM
held a National Conference from 6/30-7/4/43, at Chicago, where Randolph
asked for a powerful nonpartisan political bloc to bring pressure on
Congress for the enactment of the anti-poll tax bill and anti-lynching
bills. This bloc would also ask that Negroes be given first-class
citizenship status. The Socialist Party, in 1943, was sponsoring the
MOM. The MOM sponsored the cause of Winfred Lynn, who had sued the US
Government in an effort tor^.abolish segregation in the Arnied Forces.
Randolph also advocated civil disobedience in an effort to end
discrimination in the armed forces. He spoke at numerous MOJM meetings.
The CP tried unsuccessfully to "muscle in" on control of the MOiM.
Randolph and the MOM picketed the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
in an effoirt. to obtain more jobs for Negroes with the company. A
mass demonstration was planned by the MOM for 7/17/4S.

REFERENCE

39-915-1394 P-1
("PW" 6/18/41 enclosed)

44-802-58 end. p.

2

-136 p. 108

44-824-1 end. p.3, 4, 6,9,15

61-8381-618X end. p. 248

61-9894-98 p. 15, 16

61-10149-121 p.

8

61-9894-51

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUJIBER

(141^

(1240^

(145>

(219i)>-^

(continued)
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(continued)

SBPSRElfCE

62-65462-52 p.l, end. p. 4,

5

62 -66287 -39 OX Annex 4^ p.l

62-77787-1081 p. 525

62-95798-3 p.4,5

-12 p.

3

65-56402-269 p. 46

66-7777-87 end. p. 64

66-8720-21-53 p.

6

66-8720-35-51 p.

2

77-63021-9 p. 15, 16

100-1658-27 p.

5

100-4712-453

100-^548-349 pv6: :'
;. :• j.,. , .o

100-7660-114 Exhibit A end. p.

8

-360 end. p.

3

-539 end. p.

5

-663 end. p.l,

2

-704 end. p.l
-784 end, p.l
-927 end. p.

7

-1039 end. p. 3,

4

-1042 end. p.

4

-1118 end. p.

2

-1193 end. p. 11
-1197 end. p.

4

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBiBBR

(145^

(21^

(22^

(234' (Add. info.
accordinn to

(125^

(28>

(1474-

(uao*

(294-

(19^

(60i)k

(164)-
(164>
(1654^
(61)-
(61>
(61^
(129^
(61^
(61^
(624^
(193^
(62>

:b2

;b7D

(continued)
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(continued)

EEFBREHCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBBR

100-7660-1271 end. Innex #4 p.

9

(6a>' '

-1332 end, p. 2,

3

(62^
-141s end. p.13 (62^
-I4I6 end. p.

3

(62^
-1444 end. Annex #4 p.

4

(165»-
-1446 end. Annex #4 p.

4

(l65/>-

-1477 end. p.

4

(6a>
-1567 end. p.18 (62ty

; -1598 end. p. 11 (63^
-1627 end. Annex #4 p.

5

(16S>
-1636 end. Annex #4 p. '5 (165'>-

-1643 end. Annex #4 p.

5

(165^
-1671 end. p.

8

(63«^
-1847 end. Annex #4 p. 13 (63^
-1863 end. Annex #4 p. 11 (6^
-1864 end. p.l (165)-
-1880 end. (63^
-1894 p.l end. (63^
-1958 end. B p.4 (63>
-2070 end. 2 p.

3

( 64')'

-2112 end. 2 p.l (64^
-2168 end. p.

9

(64^
-2196 end. p.

8

(640-
-2222 encl,2p.2 (64)-
-2246 p.

3

(64^
-2398 p. 7,9 (65)-(1664'
-2513 end. p.

9

(65.>
-2514 end. p.

5

(166J.
-2515 p.

7

(65)
-2518 p. 7,15 (65^
-2520 p.

5

(65;b
-2549 end. B p.l (1660^
-2564 end. B p.l (166.>
-2633 end. p.

8

(660>
-2675 end. p.

9

(166^-
-2681 end, 2 p.

2

(67^
-2713 end. p.

5

(214r
-2756 end. Annex #4 p.l (67i>
-2820 end. p.

6

(67^
-2874 end. p.

8

(67>

(continued)
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(continued)

RSFERMCB

100-7660-2940 end. p.

6

-3433 end, p.

8

100-14632-27 p. 11

100-15139-11 p. 2,

3

100-20506-49 p. 5,

6

100-25429-4

100-28126-26 p. 49

100-31159-90 p. 1,11

100-43537-1 p.

3

100-48036-7 p.

2

100-69464-8 p.

2

-10 p.

2

100-79076-3 p.

3

100-86590-15-11 p.

4

100-86590-26-18 p«3

100-112016-1 p.l

100-120683-2 p.l,

2

100-122319-11 p.

3

IOO-I35II8-I
1

100-139065-15 p. 2,

3

100-153679-37 end. p.

6

-48 end. p.

5

-82 end. p.

8

-93 end. p. 10

100-162693-2 p.

5

100-168310-1 end. p.l

100-15613-7 p. 5

100-54038-18 p. 2,4

100-92526-157

-146-

SEARCH SLIP PAGE lyUJJBBR

(67^
(694.

(72^-

(72^

(73^

(74^

(168t>

(168>-

(169^

(131-^

(210^.
(170^

(77^

(17a>

(770- (219^-^

(2ia>'

(88>

(89^

(180^

(90)-

(90-^
(9ay
(91^

(13^

(92<)-

(220>^ (continued)

(219K

(219r^
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(continued)

*

SBFBRMCl!) SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBER

100-175032-10 p. 13 (202^

100-177520-2 p.

2

(93^

100-189489-2 p.

2

-9 p.

2

(202^
(94^-

100-189566-5 p. 2:7 (182:)^

100-194418-2 p.

3

(94^-

100-195969-1 p. 2 (94^

100-203268-902 p. 31 (2n^

100-205474-1 end, p.l (94i>-^

100-264855-7 p. 15 (183^

100-347366-2 p.

3

(135^

105-11898-114 p.

5

(112^

116-274994-6 p. 5-7 (189^ .

121-16317-14 p.2,10,11 UW^UdC. info.)

121-24201-4 p. 1,3,

4

(US)-

138-636-14 p.

9

(116^

140-10096-9 p.U (190^

100-333026-10 p. 2 (220^."'^

~

-147-
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The following references in the file captioned "March On
Washington, 8/28/63", file #157-970, contain information pertaining
to the activities of 'A. Philip Randolph, a Co-Chairman and Director of
this March,

SERIAL

14 end, p.

3

77 p.l, end. p.l
83 end. .p,4.

92 p.l, end, p. 1,2
225
255 end. p.

3

347 p.l
350 end. p. 1-3
384 end. p.l
481 end. p.l
493 end. p.

5

697 end. p.

7

753 end, p.l
882 end, p.l
924 end. p.

2

972 end. p. 4, 18, 19, 23, 24,38, 57
1017 p. 2'' 10
1018 enci. p. 1,2, 8, 9, 11, 12, 27
A "Ifashington-IEvening Star" 8/27/63
A "Washington Post and Times Herald" 8/27/63

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MttlBER

(117^
(117^
(117^
(19.1"^

(137^
(117^
(118^
(118)-
(118^
(137^
(IIS)-
(191*^
(118^
(118^)--

(191^^
(US')
(11&)
(118=-;

(193^'

(122^

The following references in the file captioned "Cominfil of
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People", file
61-3176, contain information pertaining to the activities of A. Philip
Randolph, a National Yice President and a member of the National Board
of Directors of this organization.

SERIALS

18X5 p.

3

41 p.

2

44 end.
45 p. 4,7,

9

48 end. p.l
49 p.l, 3,

4

53 p.

2

99 end. p. 2,

3

139 p.

9

163 p.

3

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUl-IBBR

(141^
(6>
(6^(216^
(7^
(123-^

in
(214^
(7^
i1^
(141^

(continued)
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(continued) (61-3176)

smiAL SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUHBiilK 1

188 p.

3

(141^
197 p.l ili^

228 p.

2

(7>
270 p.l (7^
463 p.l,

8

(7«)'

480 p. 3-5 (215)', ^

484 p.

3

(195')(2l5->

538 p.l (7^
563 p. 12 (7'>

684 iW^
700 p.l (7^
708 end. p.l (.74-

769 end. p.

9

(141^
1161 end. p. 2d (8^
1547 p. 2, end. p. 2812, 2813 (8^
1553 p. 15 (S)
1694 end. p.

6

(8^
1697 p. 7,19
1849 p. 17, 18, 76

(8^
( ax 124^

1911 p.

3

(195^
2205 p. 5,10, 12, 13, 16,21, 24,25,54,58, 7^,80,81,99 ^§^
2281 end. p. 42, 43,233-235 iS^
2756 p.

5

(13&)-

3024 p. 10, 14,15, 17 {8^
3151 end. p.l,

2

(141-^

3206 p.

9

(uvy
3253^p.9.,22 {8H142^
3424 p. 2A, 32-34 W
A "DW" 6/27/41 (ua)
A "DW" 12/3/43
A "DW" 4/5/48

(9^
(142^

A "DW" 5/21/48 (9^
A "NY Times" 8/8/48 (9^
A "DW" 6/26/50 (9^
A "Washington Star" 2/15/52 (9)-

A "Dif" 5/21/57 , , (9^
A- "UY Post" 5/22/58 , , (9>
A "Washington Post and Times Herald" 9/15/60 (9^"

A "KY Times" 4/4/63 (9t

-149-
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The following references in the file captioned "National
Committee to Abolish the Poll Tax", file 62-67571, contain information
pertaining to the activities of A. Philip Randolph, a sponsor of
this organization. Randolph was active in organizing picket lines in
Washington, DC, to urge the passage of .anti-poll tax legislation. He
contributed money to the organization.

SERIAL

7 p.

2

12 p.

2

14
IS end. p.

2

18
30 p. 11, 31, 32, 69, 94,121, 127

SEARCH SLIP PAGE HUJIBER

(22^
(22^
(22^
(146>
(22^
(22^

The following references in the file captioned "National
Council For A Permanent PEPC", file #100-272184, contain information
pertaining to A. Philip Randolph, an officer of this organization.

SERIAL

2 p. 1,2,

4

3 p. 2-4,6, 7,9,11,12, end.
4 p.l
5 p.l, 2,

4

7 p. 5,6
8 p. 1-7
9 p.l, 5,8,10
10 p. 1,9-11
13 p. 4,5
21

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBER

(94>
(96^
(96t)

(96^
(974'
(183-)
(183')'

(97?
(97^
(97^
(1834
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The following references in the file captioned "National

Negro Congress", file 61-6728, contain information pertaining to the

activities of A. Philip Randolph, an officer of this organization.

Randolph t^s one" of the founders of the MC and became it's first

President. He resigned in 1940 as President because of the communist

influence that had become apparent in the MC.

EBFBRBJKTCE

61-6728-7 p.l
-12
-19X p.1,2
-26 p. 3, 6-8
-38 p.

5

-49 p. 4, 6,10, 11,13,14,17, 22

-55 p.

3

-57 p. 3, 11, end.
-78 p. 3,

4

-80 p.1,2, 7, 8, end.
-81 p.

4

-115 p.

2

-134X
-153 p.l
-235 p.1,3, 4, end.
-242 p. 5,

6

-252 p.11-19

61-7550-1888
Changed to
61-6728-258 end.

61-6728-261 p. 2
-272 end. p.l
-303 p. 4, 5,7, 8,15
-308 p. 6,15
-310 p.

3

-317 p.

4

-324 p.

2

-332 p.

2

-337
-409 p.18
-449 p.l
-462 p. 5,11
-590 p.

5

, ,,
-A "Sunday Tforker" 3/30/41
-A "DW" 3/3/41
-A "D¥" 6/23/41
-350 p. 6

-457 p. 3
-A "Washington Star" 5/6/40

SEARCH SLIP PAGE WIBIBER

(11^(142^
(1424
(114
(11>)

(114
(IL) (14a>
(11^
(11^)

(114*

(124)-

(14^
(11^
(114
(11^
(142>'
(196^
(142)^

(143)-

(215>
(142^)
(142)-

(143^
(11^
(124-)

(143^>
(1430-
(143^
(143>
(12=)-

(14S)'
(12^
(12^
(12^
(143)'
(220^^^
(219^^^
(219^
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The following references in the file captioned "ITational
Religion and Labor Foundation", file #100-160327, contain information
pertaining to the activities of A, Philip Randolph, an officer of this
organization.

SERIALS SEARCH SLIP PAGE MJJIBER

4 p. 3, 5, end. (92^)-

8 p.

6

' (920l

9 p.

3

(920-
11 p. 29 (920-

39 p.

5

(180)
60 p.

3

' (920^ .

15 (220K^

The following references in the file captioned "ITegro
Labor Victory Committee", file #100-115471, contain information
pertaining to the activities of A. Philip Randolph with this organization.
This Committee was formed hj the CP to counter Randolph's organization
and his popularity with ETegroes, Randolph attacked the Committee as
being a communist organization, jfhen Randolph supported John L.
Lewis in reference to his strike threat at a time when the nation
was at x^ar, the Committee voted to condemn both Lewis and Randolph.

SlilRIAL- SEARCH SLIP PACE MJiBER

IX p.

3

(88^
6 (201>
7 end. p.

2

(179^
8 p.l, end. p.l (1790-
12 p.l (133<)

35 p. 2, 12 , (88^(133^
36 (8a)
99 p.1,19,37,46 (88^1794
107 P0I3-15 (1794
A "Pff" 9/11/43 (88^

-152-
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The following references in the file captioned "North
American Committee To Aid Spanish Democracy", file 100-7058, contain
information pertaining to the activities of A. Philip Randolph, a
sponsor and member of the Advisory Committee of this organization.

SERIAL

27 p. 3,

8

62 p. 72, end.
82 p.

4

lis p.

8

SEARCH SLIP PAGE mflSER

(6(L)

(16a
(60-)

(60^

The following references in the file captioned "People's
Committee", file #100-109061, contain information pertaining to the
activities of A. Philip Randolph with this organization. Randolph was
asked to participate in several meetings of this organization and to
one such meeting he sent greetings and a substitute speaker. Randolph
spearheaded a ISegro Freedom Rally in approximately 1941, and subsequent
freedom rall;leswere sponsored by the People's Committee,

SERIAL

5 end, p.l
6 p.l, end. p.

2

44 p.l, end. p.l
52
71
75 p.

3

79 p.

7

SEARCH SLIP PAGE mttlBBR

(179^
(8a)
(88/)-

(1791)-

(179^
(1790.
( 1790-

L

The following references in the file captioned "Provisional
Committee For The Organization For Colored Locomotive Firemen", file
#100-184233, contain information pertaining to the activities of A.
Philip Randolph, Chairman of this organization. This Committee was
sponsored by the BOSCP of which Randolph was President.

SERIAL

1
2 p. 1-5, 7-13, end.
3 p.

2

5 p.l
6 p.l
7 p.

2

8 p. 1-4
9 end. p. 1-3, 5, 14,15, 17-22, 24, 26, 27, end,
11 p.

2

12 p. 1,2
13 p.l

16
A "M Times" 12/3/43 -153-

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MJMBER

(181j>
(934-

(932>
(181^
(181^
(1834
(934
(28iK93^
(1814>
(93t)

(930^
(94}^
(94^"
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The following references in the file captioned "Racon", file
100-135, contain information pertaining to the activities of A. Philip
Randolph in the struggle for Negro rights. Randolph, one of the most
prominent Negroes in the -civil rights field, organized the MOSM. This
organization was the cause of EO-8802 being issued, dealing with the
creation of FBPC in national defense industry. He was an officer in,
sponsored and endorsed numerous organizations and movements concerned
with gaining civil rights for Negroes, In this connection, he traveled
to numerous cities throughout the US and Canada, speaking to various
organizations concerned with Negro rights. He spoke on the MOM,
advocated a pennanent PEPC and the abolition of the poll tax. Randolph
was bitterly anti-communist and the communists attacked him repeatedly
for his red-baiting. He had organized the NNC in 1936 and resigned
in 194-0 when CP influence became noticeable.

REFERENCE

100-135-14 p.

2

-16 end. p.1,2,4-,5
-17 p.5
-39 end. p. 29, 84
-58 end. 2 p.5
-73 end. p.

2

-84 p.l
-92 end. p.

6

-94 p. 4, 10
-95 encl.li'p.S, end, 2 p.

4

-96 end. p.5,o
-100 p.l,

2

-101 p.l, 2 end,
-102 p. 1-3
-103 end. p. 5,

6

-104 p. 1-3
-118 end. p.

2

-150 p.

4

-151 end, p.5
-164 p.l, 4,12
-174 p.l
-185 end.
-201 end. p.2,7,14,15,24
-246 end. p.

2

-249 end. p,6
-257 p. 28
-263
-A "Dlf" 7/25/42
-90 end. p. 4

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MTOIBSR

(1280^
(2134
(40;U
( 155^
(40)
(4a>
(155)
(40)-

(40^
(41^)-

(1280-

(155^
(4U-(19a>
(15^
(410^
(155^
(41^
(41h)'

(41>

(41K
(41-)'

(41^'
(155')-

(414
(155>
un
(220^-'^

(continued)
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(continued)

EEPBRMCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE SmffiER

100-135-A "PM" 8/13/42 (12a>.
-A "PM" 10/12/42 (42^1
-A "PW" 10/19/42 (420-
-A "Dif" 10/2yi2
-A "PW" 11/5/42

(42<^
(43^

-A "DW" 12/11/42 (128^)
-A "Plf" 12/19/42 (128^
-A "PM" 1/21/43 (42^
-A "DW" 1/23/43 (42^
-A "D17" 1/25/43 (56^
-A "DW" 1/30/43
-A I'PF' 2/9/43 (424-
-A "NY Post 3/24/43 (42^
-A "PM" 4/26/43 (42>)
-A "PW" 8/24/43
-A "PM" 9/30/43

(42^
(424

-A "Washington Daily Ifews" 10/11/43 (42^
-A': "DW" 10/14/43 (434^
-A "DW" 11/9/43 (434^
-A "The Worker" I/2/44 (43^/
-A "PM" 3/14/45 (43V

100-135-2-2 p.l (43^
-4 p.2,4,8,10,11 (155^

100-135-3-27 p.l (43-)
>

-28 dncl. (434
-162 p. 32, 63 (43')^

100-135-5-1 p. 4, 5,9, 10 (43^
-12 end. p. 1-3 (43^
-14 end. p.

5

(43'>
-15 end. p.

2

(44->
-22-^p?10 (44)-
-25 end. "4 p.l, end. 5 p. 5,12 (44^
-28 p.l-3,i0 (44)-
-45 p.

3

-155-

(445k

(continued)
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(continued)

REFEEEFCE

100-135-6-28 p.

7

-29 p. 1,9, 10
-32 p.

7

-33 p.

2

100-135-9-4 p. 10
-12 p. 5, 12, 13
-18 p.

7

-52 p.1-4
"55 end. p. 3, 4,6,

9

-58 p.

5

-70 p.l
-74 p.

3

-82 p.

6

-107
-109 p.

4

-112 p. 3-5
-120 p. 4,

5

-138 p.

5

-150 p.

5

-156 p.

7

-162 p. 2, 5, 10, 11
-173 p. 6,7
-190 p,2,5
-195 p. 1,6
-197 p.

5

-205 p.

6

100-135-10-2 p. 7,

8

-4 p.l,

5

-7 p.

4

-23 p. 12
-25 p.l
-26 p. 15,22-24,27
-34 p.l
-36 p.

6

-88 p. 10

100-135-11-105 p.l, end.
-245 p.

6

-256 end.

100-135-13-5
-6

SKARCH SLIP PAGE mBIBBR

(155^
(44^
(44^^
(156^

(44)-

(44^
(156^
(44^
(156')-

(156^
(205^
(44>
(199^
(45<>
(156^
(156^

(15^
(13S0-
(45^
iA5^
(15^
(156>
(45^
(156^
(4S)

(199^
(208^
(156D-
(199L>

(157^
(157^
(128^
(1574
(157^^

(157>
(157^
(45=)—

(220^
(220^

(continued)
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(continued)

REFSEElSrCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBSR

100-135-13-17 p.

2

(45*)-=

100-135-15-44 p. 49 (128^)-
-52 p. 2,3
-55 p. 28-30

(19a)^
(45^

-68 p. 2, 11, 16,19, 20 (45)-
-73 p. 7,20 (45^
-79 (45^
-115 p. 84 (460-
-171 p. 23 (128^
-174 p. 20, 30 (157^
-255 p. 24 (46)-
-257 p. 29, 30 (46^
-262 p. 2

6

(46^
-289 p. 11 (46^
-297 p. 20 (46^
-300 p.2,16,18
-306 p. 17, 29

(46»
(157^(217^

-330 p.

5

(1513

100-135-54-A "DW« 1/19/43
Changed to
100-135-15-A.' "DW" 1/19/43 (56> -

100-135-21-39 p. 1-3 (157^
' -57 p.

3

(157J
-62 p. 120 (157-)-

-79 p. 3,

4

(158^
-82 p. 1,4,5 (199^

i00-135r23-9 end. p.

2

(46)
-52 p. 2,

3

(46)-
-75 p.

5

(46^
-77 p.

4

(158^

100-135-25-7 p. 12 (15a)
-9 end. p. 12 (15a>
-66 p. 3,

4

U1^
-72 p.

3

(158^

(continued)

'
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(continued)

SEFBRENCE SMRCH SLIP PAGE MBSBBR

100-135-26-2 p. 11, 13 (4%^
-27 p. 16,38 (47^
-33 p. 3, 4,6 (474
-36 p. 1,11-14 (15S>
-38 p. 1-4 (47*>
-40 p.

4

(4%.)-

-49 p.

3

(47^(128^
-66 p. 23 (47/)-

-91 p.

4

(15a)
-96 p. 5-7, 28, 29 (47^
-131 p. 13, 52 (47^
-134-^.7,25 (47^
-139 p. 64 (15S>
-140 p. 26 (47^
-177 p. 28 (48^

100-135-27-9 p.

2

(15a>
-10 p.

4

(15&) (199*)
-12 p.

2

(158^

100-135-28-41 p.l (159i^
-44 p. 23-26,28, 29 (159^

100-135-31-17 p. 2,

8

(1591)-
-41 p.

5

(48t
-63 p.6,a4,45 (48^
-108 p. 37 (21a)'
-111 p. 20 (128^

100-135-33-92 p.

4

(48>
-144 p. 3, 11 (159t>
-156 p.

6

(159^
-160 p.

6

(48^
-168 p. 2,

3

(48^

100-135-34-7 p. 1,2 (48^
-16 p.l,

2

(48>
-41 p.l (159^
-49 «iacl. p.l,

2

(1590-
-52 p. 19, 20 (482^
-54 (49^
-S5 p. 13, 25,26,45 (49^
-72 end. p.l (159>
-91 (16Q>
-92 p. 7,8 (49

J

-97 end. (49^
-103 p.l (49-)
-167 p.

8

(19^

•-158- • (continued)
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(continued)

EBPBRENCB SEARCH SLIP PAGE MttlBER

100-135-34-181 p. 1,7 (159^-
-297 p. 1,2, 4,5 (15^
-350 p. 1-5 (49.)-
-412 (49^
-455 (49?^
-456 (49^
-468 p.

8

(5a>
. -484 p.

9

(159i^
-489 (159^
-521 p. 11 (5a>
-534 p. 2, 10 (160^
-563 p. 4, 14, 16 (160^
-581 p. 39, 40 , (160^
-A "PM" 1/21/43 (50^
-A "NY Times" 1/29/43 (5©^ (160^
-A "PM" 9/19/43 (50L>
-A "The Iforlcer" 1/2/44 (50^

100-135-35-5 p. 5,

6

(50-^
-10 p.

4

(160^
-12 p. 1,6,7 (160^)
-16 p. 1-3 (160)
-17 p.

5

(122^^
-20 p.

6

(50^
-22 p.

5

(50t
-32 p. 1,4 (50=)-

-34 p. 3,

4

(160^

100-135-36-19 p. 4,6 (51/>
-22 p. 1-4,7 (160^
-23 p.

3

(160?-)'

-25 p.

2

(51^
-26 p.

5

(160-^

100-135-37-9 p. 12, 41 (51^
-28 end. p.

3

(5U
-35 p. 34, 62 (5L)
-38 p. 30, 35,36,38, end. (161^
-42 p. 2, 58-61, 77, 90, 91, 103, 104, 107, 127 , (51>

112,125,129,130,139,140,143,154

(continued)

-159-



(continued)

SBPEKBNCB SEARCH SLIP PAGE mJJfflSR

100-135-37-85 p. 1,4
-90 p.

3

-114 p. 7,72, 73, 76,83
-124 pi81

(51^
(510

11^

100-135-39-21 p. 2,

7

-119 p.8B
(199^
(129>

100-135-40-4 p.

5

-31 p.

5

-42 p.90

(199>
(161^ -

(51^

100-135-41-35 p.

5

-38 p.

2

-68 p.

5

-75 p. 6,15,16,18
-78 p. 2, 7,14
-87 p.l, 4-6

(5H
(52^
(193^
(161-)
(161v)

(52^

100-135-42-2 p.

3

-16 end. p.

2

-24 end.
-34 p.

5

-46 p.l
-47 p. 4,5
-51 p.l
-57 p. 3,

5

-59 p. 3, 11-13
-63 p. 10
-69 p.

3

-70 p.

3

-72 p. 1-3,

5

-73 p.i;4

(5a^
(52^
(520
(52^
(52.)

(53-)

(52^
(I6li)
(161c>

(53^
(161^
(16U
(161^^(1990*
(161^

100-135-43-7 end. p.l (216^

100-135-39-3 p. 8 (220K^
(continued)

L
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"^KftH^ #

(continued)

RBPBRBlfCE SMRCH SLIP PAGJi KTOiBER

100-135-46-4 end. p. 20 (161.)
-13 end. p.

2

(52-^
-24 p.

4

(161^

100-135-47-3 p.

6

(199^'
-6 p.

7

(129^
-17 p. 19 (216^
-22 p. 6,8 (53;>'

-35 p. 8, 16 (2m
-68 p.l (193^

100-135-49-22 end.
-59 p. 10 (220)^

100-135-52-38 p.

4

(162^-

100-135-53-13 p. 7-9, 13 (16^(205)
-19 p.l (53^
-20 p.

2

(53^
-25 p. 27 (162^
-35 p.

2

(162^)-

-40 p. 8,9 (162^
-44 (162^
-46 p.l (162>)
-51 p.l (162^
-52 p.

3

(162^
-56 p. 11,12, 15
-64 p. 6, 7, 11,12

(162-^

(53^
-67 p. 1,2 (162^
-73 p. 10, 11, 14-17 (53^
-75 p. 5,11-13, 17, 19 (163>
-87 p. 4,5 (163-)
-90 p.

4

(1.63^>
-112 p.

3

(53"^
-117 p. 41, 46,47, 49-53,

125,126
-120 p.

4

,56,59,72,94, (534-

(53^

(continued)
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Icontinued)

EBEBRBNCB

100-135-53-126 p.
-132 p.
-133 p.
-139
-140 p.
-148 p
-155 p
-16a P-
-168 p.
-172 p
-185 p
-190 p.
-193 p.
-199 p.
-203 p.
-204 P
-208 p
-214 p.
r218 p
-224 p
-226 p.
-228 p.
-230 p.
-231 p.
-232 p.
-234 p.
-236 p.
-237 p.
-239 p
-244 P-
-251 p.
-259 p.
-A ?PM"

3,4
4-6
4

5,10
6,7
3
3,9
4,6,7,14,15
4,5,14-16
5,14,47
17
5,7,.12,13,17
1
9,19-21
15-18,33
5,18,20
17
20,30
2

9,25,26
19,20
7,8,11,18,19
11,19,20
8,12
8,19
14
9-12,18-21
12,17
9
26
18
1/20/43

100-135-54-12 p. 14, end.
-19 p. 2-4
-39 p. 12

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MJl-IBER

(53^ '

(53>
(5A^
(163^
(54^
(54)"
(54^

(54^
(54^(199^
(54)
(544
(54-) (129*)

(54»
(54^(139'>'

(55)

(55)
(163«)

(5^
(55)
(55^
(55>
(55) (129^

(55^)

(55^
(55^y
(S(^
(163^
(56^
(163^
(50'

(1634^
(130)
(56^

(continued)
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(continued)

RBPiiJEENCE

100-135-56-49 p. 2-4,

6

100-135-60-2 p.

4

100-135-61-A "NY Courier" 11/9/57

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MJilBER

(163*)"

(1634)-

(5^

The following references in file 61-7563 pertain to Activities
Among Negroes -CP. A. Philip Randolph was President and one of the
founders of the MC. He resigned when the communists started to
influence the organization. He was editor of a publication called "The
Black Worker", and was President of the BOSCP. The BOSCP demanded
freedom for Tom Mooney, Angelo Herndon and the Scottsboro Boys.
Randolph was a leader of the Coordinating Committee For Employment,
helped organize a new Negro union, the National Council of Dining Car
Employees at Omaha, |;ebra§.ka, in November, 1937, and he signed a call
to a conference for the He"dical Bureau and NoHh American Committee to
Aid Spanish Democracy and the Ifegro Peoples' Committee to Aid Spanish
Democracy. He was Chairman and founder of the MOM. Randolph was a
close friend of James W. Ford, Hegro member of the CP Central Committee.
He wrote an article for the "Dtf" 9/27/37, entitled "Negro Congress sfill
Give weight to Union Drives, Randolph Says." He favored a Farmer-Labor
Party to improve living standards and to protect civil and political
nghts. Randolph was referred to as a "left-wing socialist" and had
signed a petition for presidential intervention on behalf of Odell Smaller
Jegro, who was sentenced to die for murder in Virginia. Randolph stated

'

that the CP was no solution to the problems of the Negroes.

REFERENCE

61-7563-3 p.

3

-4 p.

3

-8 p.

2

-11 p. 1,2
-12 p.l
-14 p.

2

-16
-36X18
-36X2'8

«|6X29 :

5

'

-50--|>.l,2

-58X1

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(15^
(15^
(196>)'

(15^
(144^
(15^
(15.>

(1S>
as^y

(144')'

(continued)
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4

(continued)
1

REFBRMCB SEARCH SLIP PAGE NTOIBER

61-7563-60X4 (144-^^
61X9 (219K^
61X10 (15^
62X (145!l--^

<-

62X9 (145s>.^
62X12 (159-*^""

62X23 (15^Kt^
62X33 (145^<L.
67 (219Kr
69X6 (2X9<r^
69X29 (16iK'
69X34 (16^)-^

69X70 (160---
69X72
71X p. 7

(16) ^
(219i>^

163 p. 2 (219K^
193 p. 1,2 (145K;»

(220K^200
200X (219^
217 p. 1 (124»--
373 end. p. 1 (16j>^
402 end. ae^'^
A "DW" 4/30/40 ^ ^ (16)<
A "NY"Times" 9/17/40 (16)--^
A "DW" 6/11/41 (220iK^
A "DW" 6/17/41 (16K '

A "DW" 6/30/41 (16i)*^
A "Sunday Worker" 9/14/41 (16^ri7^)-^
A "NY Times" 7/2/42 (17^)^

61-7563-2-6 (Publications) (17)^.
45 (Publications) (145)''^

176 (Publications) (17')-'^

], nihw -164^o^m



k

The following references in file 62-101087 pertain to
Segregation. A, Philip Randolph was one of those who t^s instrumental
in organizing the Prayer Pilgrimage For Freedom which was held in
TTashington, DC, on 5/17/57, to help dramatize the unity of the Uegro
against racial terror in the South. He ivas Co-Chairman of the Pilgrimage
and he presided over the affair at the Lincoln Memorial. He ms Ghairman
of a Youth March For Integrated Schools which took place in DC on
10/25/58. Randolph acted as Master of Ceremonies at this affair. It
was noted that the CP had contacted sponsors of this march to see if there
would be any objection to CP participation. The sponsors indicated that
they didn't care who participated. Plans were made by Randolph for other
marches in 1959 and 1960, but there was no indication the plans were
carried out. He met with President Bisenliow^er and other ITegro leaders
in June, 1958, to discuss school integration problems and on 3/22/60, he
addressed the NY Youth Committee For Integration. At this meeting he
told the group that the communists had infiltrated the organization and
that they should dissolve it. They followed his advice and dissolved the
organization.

RBFERMCB SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

62-101087-157 end. p. 1 (23»)-'^

(continued)
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(continued)

HEFEREJFCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE HlttlBER

62-101087-160 end. p.l (23^
-167 (23^
-177 p. 1,2, end.- p.l (146^
-186 end. p.l (2S^
-190 end. p.l (23^^
-245 (23^
-246 p.

2

(23^
-295 end. p.

2

(239
-379 end. p.l (24)
-438 p.

4

(24-)
-462 end. p.l,

7

(24^
-523 end. p. 1,2 (24>
-550 end. p.l (24^
-555 p.l (24-)
-611 p. 8-10, 12-14, end.

tCopy of speech enclosed)
(125^-

-630 p.l (24)-
-A "DW" 4/12/57 (240-
-A "The Worker" 4/21/57 (24)-
-A "Pittsburgh Courier" 5/11/57 (24;^
-A "DW" 5/15/57 (24)^
-A "NY Courier" 5/18/57 (24X25)
-A "NY Times" ' 5/18/57 (25^
-A "The Chicago Defender" 5/20/57 (250-
-A "KY Post" 5/21/57 ( 25>
-A "NY Post" 5/28/57 (25>
-A "D¥" 6/7/57 (25>
-A "Washington Star" 5/13/58
-A "NY Herald Tribune" 6/20/58

(25)
(25)

-A "Washington News" 9/26/58 (25)'

62-101087-35-32 end. p.l,

2

(25)'
-A "Washington Star" 5/17/56 (25)-
-A "NY Times" 1/25/6O (25)-

-165-
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The following references in the file captioned "Youth March
On Washington, alsa Youth March For Integrated Schools", file #62-105187,
contain information pertaining to the activities of A. Philip Randolph,
an officer in this organization. Randolph was National Chairman of
the March and presided over the gathering at the Sylvan Theater near
the Washington Monument, Washington, DC, on 4/18/59.

SERIALS SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBfflER

5 end. p.

4

(2d)
23 end. (26)'

33 end. p.l (26^
75 end. p. 1-4 (26^
82 end. p.l (26^
96 end. p.l (26>
109 end. . (26'-X
113 end. #4 (146^
151 end. p.l (2%)
153 p.l (270^
190 p. 10, 11, 13-17, 21, 31, end. (146>
204 (27.)
205 p. 2,

3

(146^
210 p.

2

(274
A "The Worker" 2/15/59 (274-
A "The Worker" 2/22/59 (Wd)-
A "Carolina Times" 3/21/59 (27^

-166-
SECggJl^
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The following references in the file captioned "Socialist

Workers Party", file #100-16, contain information pertaining to the
activities of A, Philip Randolph with this organization. Randolph
spoke at The Bniblem Club, Philadelphia, Pa., on 1/21/4-3, at which time
the Sfl? publication, "The Militant" was distributed. It was noted that
the Bmblem Club had no connection with the SifP. The SlifP supported
Randolph's organizations, the MOM and the League For Non-violent
Disobedience Against Military Seqreaation. Randolph spoke at a SlfP

meeting in St. Louis, M^.*, on 7/28/44. He was reported to have been
a member of the SIfP in 1943.

RBFERiJlirCB

100-16-57 p.l

100-r6-32-77 p. 4, 21

100-16-35-40 end.
-110 p.

4

-189 p. 7,

8

100-16-38-95 Index p. 113

100-16-43-14 p. 1-3

100-16-53-10 p.

2

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUJIBER

(39^

(40^(154^

(4a>
(400
(40>

(40=>'

(155>

(198^

The following references in the file captioned "tforkers
Defense League", file 100-5557, contain information pertaining to the
activities of A. Philip Randolph, an officer of this organization.

SERIAL

3 p. 4, 'fehcli

8 p.

2

25 p.

2

31 p. 8, 11
40 p.

4

41 p.

3

45X1 p.l
51X
59
64X
64X1
75
81 p.

4

98 p. 2,

9

117 p.

5

132
134
137
139 end.

L
-167- "^^®«eiL

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NmiBER

(57^
(570u

(57a
(57M164^)'-
(57'->

(57*>
(58^)

(58^
(58z)
(58.)

(58J
(58.)

(58i)>

(58^(164^
(58^
(58^
(59^
(59^>

(550^

(continued)



(continued) (100-5557)

SERIAL

145 p.2
147 p.

3

161 p.

3

163 p.

2

166 p.

9

167 end.
173
174 end.
180
185 end.
191
192 p.

4

202 p.

4

209 p. 10, 15, 16
230 p. 4, end.
244 p. 2, 7, 10, 12, 'end.
248 p. 2, end.
A "PM" 6/16/44
A "DW" 12/18/44
A "KY Times" 12/6/48
170

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBffiER

(59^

(59<>
(129^
(59J-
(59>
(594-
(59^
(59^
(

(60^
(60^
(164^
(60=)-

(60M129^-
(164f>
(60fr

(60r
(164^
(219^""^

The following references in the file captioned "Southern
Conference For Human Welfare" which later became the "Southern
Conference Educational Fund", file 100-10355, contain information
pertaining to the activities of A. Philip Randolph who was a sponsor
for the Second Conference held in 1940. Randolph's wife was a delegate
to the Third Conference. It was alleged that the organization was able
"to pull quite good names in, for example - A. Philip Randolph."

SERIAL

3 end. p. 52
43 p.

2

63 p.

2

84 p.

2

374 p. 38
650 end. p.

2

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBER

(71^)

(71-^

(71^
(71^
(714
(210^

-168-
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The following references in the file captioned "Union For
Democratic A6tion", file 100-244-27, contain information pertaining to
the activities of A. Philip Randolph, a member of the Board of Directors
and the Honorary'' Sponsoring Committee.

SERIAL SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBER

12 p. 11, 24, end. (16a)
23 p. 1,2 (73^
51 p.

2

(73<)

54 end. p.l (73^
56 p.

2

^ , (16&)'
A "M Evening Journal American" 6/24/42 (73^

The following references in the file captioned "Universal
Negro Improvement Association" (UNIA), file #100-88143, contain
information pertaining to the activities of A. Philip Randolph with
this organization. In 1918 the UHIA came out in support of 3 l^Tegroes
who were running for the US Senate and M State Assembly. One of these
Negroes was Randolph. In the same year, Randolph was chosen by the
UNIA as a delegate to represent Negroes at the Versailles Conference.
Randolph communicated with leaders of the UNIA and reportedly concurred
with them on merging the UOWL and the UNIA. He was accused of backing
down on a promise to aid the founder of the UNIA, Marcus Garvey, and
also of trying to steal the organizatioris "thunder" with his MOi^I,

SERIAL SEARCH SLIP PAGE 'NUHBlEir-^

26 end. p.

2

(77^
89 (1704-
91 (170^
95 (194^
200 p. 1,7 (1701).

217 p.

8

(131^
356 p.

6

tl70«)'
636 p.

9

(170^

-169-
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The following references in the file captioned "Cominfil
of the Railroad Industry", file #100-348159, contain information
pertaining to the activities of A. Philip Randolph, Randolph, President
of the BOSCP, had been associated with either as a member of or sponsor
of various CP fronts until 1940 when he quit the MC because of CP
influence in the organization. He was considered verj'' anti-communist
and was attacked by the CP for his stand on communism. The CP tried
to infiltrate the KALC, but failed because Randolph controlled it
completely. The President of the Dining Car and Railroad Pood Iforlcers
Union, an alleged CP member, also attacked Randolph because of an award
he had presented to AFL President Ifilliam Green for his fight against
discrimination.

SERIAL

12X1'. p. 4, end.
58X p. 1,2
252 p. 15, 19
367 p. 8-11
411 p.

7

A "DW" 7/14/48
A "The Worker" 9/24/50

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBSBR

(99)-

(99^
(184^
(100^(122^
(1004
(215^
(100^

The following references in the file captioned "Racial
Matters -Segregation", file #157-6, contain information pertaining to
the activities of A. Philip Randolph in this matter, Randolph was
active as a sponsor for boycotting and picketing places of business
for the purpose of desegregating them. He was invited to speak in
various cities at meetings and demonstrations concerning civil rights
for Negroes. He was a contact of the M Office on matters pertaining
to groups sponsoring integration.

RBEERENCE

157-6-61 p. 1,2

157-6-1-62 end. p,l •

157-6-4-661 p.

3

-683 end. p.

4

157-6-9-29 end. Ill

157-6-10-250 end. p.

5

157-6-28-42 p. 1,2

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MJKBER

(19aM206^

(116^
.

(204^
(204^

(190^

(iro(i2a>

(191^

(continued)
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(continued)

157-6-31-246 end. p.l

62-101087-10-7
Changed to
157-6-32-2 end. p.l

157-6-34-96 p.l
-209 end. p.l,

2

-296 p.l
-443 p.l
—444 end. p.l

157-6-53-184 p.

2

-274 end.
-275 p. 1,2
-291 p.

2

157-6-63-1207 end. p.l

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NIBffiER

(137e>

(1460--(22or'^

(117')' (206^
(117a
(1170-
(117«^
(1910-

(191^)-

(117^
(191^
(117r

(19)^

The following references on A. Philip Randolph appear in the
main file of Fred Stengel, et al; Civil Rights and Domestic Violence,
44-1706. This case was the result of arrests which grew out of picketing
of the Palisades Amusement Park, Port Lee, ITJ, in protest against the
ban of Negroes at the Park pool. Randolph, as Vice-Chairman of the
Workers Defense Leagues^ sent a letter to the Department of Justice and
requested that FBI ageiits be stationed at the Paife as observers
whenever CORE sent pickets to the Park. The letter also protested the
brutal treatment received by those persons who were arrested. CORE,
one of the organizations which sponsored the protests against the Park,
listed Randolph as a member of its Advisory Committee. A letter written
on CORE stationery and signed by Randolph, solicited donations to
enable the fight to be continued the following year.

SERIAL

3 p.l,

2

3X p.l,

4

19 p. 3,

6

26 p.

5

30 (letter enclosed)

A'
}

SEARCH SLIP PAGE M»IBER

(4>

(4^
(4^
(44

-171- *5EQ*S®^



The following references on A, Philip Randolph appear in
the main file of Jay Loves tone, 61-1292. Randolph was mentioned in
reports concerning union activities which were furnished to Lovestone
by his associates. Randolph, who was a Vice-President of the APL-CIO,
attended and spoke at a dinner honoring George Means'^, President of the
AFL-CIO. Randolph was mentioned in correspondence which indicated
that the AFL-CIO, through Lovestone, was taking an active interest in
the trade union movement in ^f,ri£%. Randolph had spoken to the ICETU
Congress that was held in Tunisia. Other African countries mentioned
as having been visited by Randolph were Ghana and Kenya. These
references also enclosed a photograph which showed persons who were
connected with Lovestone, Randolph was one of those appearing on the
photograph.

SERIAL

596
946 p. 65
1700
1870 end. p. 5,

6

1873 p.

2

1874
1950 end.

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MJMBBR

(215^

(21^
(6^
(21^)^
(215^

The following references in the file captioned "Rev. Adam
Clayton Powell" and the "Peoples Voice", file 100-51230, contain
information pertaining to the activities of A. Philip liandolph. Randolph
served on the sponsoring committee of the People's Committee in Harlem,
Powell was chairman of this group. A move was started to draft Randolph
to run against Powell for Congress. Articles appeared in the "People's
Voice" which reported on Randolph's appearance in Cleveland, Ohio,
before the American Cooperative Christianity in December, 1942, and
concerning Randolph's activities in picketing the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co. in November, 1944, which Was sponsored by the MOM.

SERIAL

3 p.

3

24X2 end.
112 p.l
132 end.
134 p. 3,

4

141 end.

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUJIBER

(169^
(169^
(169«>'

(75>
(201i^
(75>-'
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The following references in the file captioned "Benjamin
Jefferson Davis, Jr.,", file 100-149163, contain information pertaining
to the activities of A. Philip Randolph and Davis, Davis stated that
he wanted to see Randolph to try to persuade him not to run for
Congress against Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. There :was no indication
that this occurred. Randolph, on the other hand, was active in opposing
Davis in his race for City Councilman of JNYC. Davis criticized Randolph
and his civil disobedience movement. Efforts were made to get Davis
and Randolph together, even though their positions were different and
Davis wrote to Randolph along these lines. He urged the CP to start a
crusade against George Meany for his attack on Randolph and he urged
the CP tb support Randolph in the HALC because a ]!iFegro 'trade Unionist
group could not be formed without him.

SERIALS SKARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBBR

28 p.

8

(2024-

73 p. 1,4,5 (18a>
85 p.

7

(1800'
455 p. 1,2 (206^
563 p. 1,2 (133^
1053 p.

2

^ (902)-

A "Dff" 11/29/43 (9GD
A "DW" 11/5/45 (90^
A "The fforker" 3/17/46 (96^

The following references on A. Philip Randolph appear in
the main'file of Max Yergan, 100-210026. Yergan took over the
Presidency of the MC when Randolph resigned in April, 1940, because
of communist influence in the MC,

SERIAL . SEARCH SLIP PAGE MTJJIBBR

X2 p. 12 (1824^
2 end. p.

4

(9S>"
73 p. 10, 27 (202^
118 p. 31 (95^

.-173- ..^ ^^,
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The following references in the file captioned William ffortlQr.
Jr., file #105-20110, contain information pertaining to the activities
of A. Philip Randolph and Worthy, Randolph signed a letter, purportedly
from the Americans Right To Travel Committee, to the Attorney General,
requesting the Attorney General to stop the prosecution of Worthy, who
was indict 6id for traveling from Cuba to the US without a valid passport.
Randolph called a meeting at his office of Negro leaders and Worthy
to discuss the indictment against Worthy, whom Randolph indicated he
had known for a long time. A statement was read at this meeting which
was to be sent to the Attorney General asking him to meet with Kegro
leaders to discuss the Worthy case. Randolph's name appeared on a
circular issued by the Committee For The Freedom of William Worthy as
a co-chiaimian of the organization.

SERIAL

^244.,pil
258 end. p,2
261 end. p.l
279
280 end. p. 1-3
355 p. 15, 16
356 end. p. 4,

5

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MJMBER

(180)
(112^
(112'>
(1120.
( 112<>
(189^
(1120-'

The following references appear in the main files of the
informants listed below or appear in the file captioned "Confidential
National Defense Informants," The information per-taining to A. Philip
Randolph was set out as justification for retention as an informant or
for administrative matters.

INFORJIANT REFERENCE

66-2542-3-9-376

36-2542-3-9-1376 p.l,

2

-1459 p,2
-1527 p.l
-1569 p.

2

66-2542-3-13-108 p,l

SEARCH SLIP
PAGE MBIBER

(UTT

(2a>
(29->
(29^-

(147-)-

66-2542-3-46-326 end, p,l (29^

:b2

:b7D

be
hlC
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The following references revealed that A. Philip Randolph
was Vice-chairman of the American Labor Education Service, Inc., which
was previously known as the Affiliated School For Workers, and was a
membercof the Labor Contacts Committee of the organization. The
references indicated that Randolph belonged to numerous organizations
which were cited or mentioned in HCUA reports.

REFERENCES SEARCH SLIP PAGE IfUMBER

100-16719-0 (73^

116-149504-5 p. 2,

3

(114)-

121-15865-15 p. 2,

3

(114^^

121-17711-2 p.l (114>

1-21-23404-40 p. 15, 16, end. au^
121-27715-1X2 p.l,

2

-22 p.lA,2 (115)-

121-34113-19 p. 2,

3

121-38137-44 p. 7,

8

<W>
123-6473-13 p. 4,5 (1151

123-8860-23 p.

4

(115)-

124-7688-18 p. 8,

9

(116)-

124-8566-27 p. 7,

8

(116)-

126-332-2 p. 11, 12 (ll6r

128-4085-7 p.9, 10 (139^

140-5471-6 end. p.4B,4C (116^

140-10205-15 p. 12, 13

-175- f
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The following references pertain to the activities of A.
Philip Randolph in urging Negroes and whites to refuse to register or
be- inducted until Jim Crowism was eliminated in the armed forces. The
Committee Against Jim Crow In Military Service and Training,^ of which
Randolph was National Treasurer, became the League df Ron-Violent Civil
Disobedience Against Military Segregation on 6/26/48. On 8/18/48,
Randolph, Chairman of the League, announced that he and Grant Reynolds,
a member of the organization's Executive Committee, were abandoning the
movement on the strength of President Truman's announced plan to end
segregation in the armed forces. As a result of Randolph's and
Reynold's action, the League dissolved and a new organization entitled
"Campaign to Resist Military Segregation" was established under the
direction of Bayard Rustin. Rustin announced that their group would
rei^rain from affiliating with any prominent racial figures such as
Randolph and Reynolds,

REFERENCE

25-306011-1 p.

2

25-306041-4 p. 2-5, end.

56-2237-255 end. p. 3,

4

62-82718-36

65-56402-3253

100-56308-25 p. 1,3

100-228296-12 p.

6

100-328373-5 p. 1,2
-7 p.

2

100-348605-7 p.

4

100-357342-3 p. 3,

4

100-363483-1 p.

6

100-368616-1 p. 23, 24

100-370814-1 p. 5,

6

100-208097-18 p. 5

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NXBJBER

(3^

(3-Hl23^

(5^

(224-

(196^

(i7a->

(20^

(98>)-

(211^

(184)-

(2114-

(185;^-

(102^(13S)

(102^

(220^
(continued)
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(continued)

EEPERENCE

100-412654-2 p.9, 10

121-19700-5 p.

3

121-15125-4 p.l
-13 p.l

121-32590-13 p. 10, 11

140-8218-11 p.

3

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBER

(186),

(137^

(1144-
(11#

(190)-

aioy

The following references are newspaper clippings of or
quotations from articles which were written by A. Philip Randolph.

TITLE OF
ARTICLE

"The Emancipation
Proclamation"

'Movement Will
Help Mn The
War"

Title of article
not given

"Communistsi
A Menace to
Black America"

PUBLICATIOir OR
PUBLISHER AND
DATE

Published by the
Workers Defense League
1942

"Afro-American"

,

Baltimore, 2/6/43

Published in the
book "What The
Negro Wants"

"The Northwest
Enterprise", Seattle,
Wash. 11/26/46

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP
PAGE NIBIBER

61-7562-2-1253 (144-

100-63963-29 p. i76i^
17,24 (Add. info,

according to
"Afro-
American"
1/19/43)

61-7582-A (18^
"Washington
Times Herald"
7/8/45
101-4064-3 p. 14 (IS^t)-

-6 p. 12 (130^

100-135-50-91 p. (53^
1
end.

(continued)
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(continued)

TITLE OF
ARTICLE

'The Menace of
Communism"

"Exit John Kasper"
(Letter to
Editor)

FUBLICATIOir OR
BUBLISHER AND
DATE

The "American
Pederationist"
March, 1949

"NY Herald
Tribune" 3/27/57

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP
PAGE NUMBER

Subversive (2^
Publications
"American
Federationist"
March, 1949 p. 19

100-42339 5-A (104>^
"NY Herald
Tribune"
3/27/57

The following references on A. Philip Randolph pertain to
radical activities from the 1920's to April, 1940. He was editor of
"The Messeng.er", a radical Negro paper. In 1922 he ran for Secretary
of New York State on a coalition of the SP and the Farmer-Labor Party.
Randolph was .affiliated with various organizations, some of which were
CP and SP fronts, as follows:

American Committee For Democracy and Intellectual Freedom
(Member or supporter)

American Friends of the Chinese People (Sponsor of meeting)

American Friends of Spanish Democracy (Signed an appeal to the
President) ^

American League Against Ifar and Fascism (Sponsor of March of
Peace)

American Relief Ship For Spain (Sponsor)

American Society For Race Tolerance (Sponsor)

American Youth Congress (Sponsored anti-communist group within
the AYC)

^

Call For Continental Congress For Economic Reconstruction (Signer)

Celebration for "Mother" Bloor (Sponsor)

City Wide Tenants Council (Sponsor of lectures)

-178- —-SECGESj
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(continued)

Committee of the Medical Bureau, Iforth American Committee to
Aid Spanish Democracy. (Advisory Committee and Sponsor)

Committee For Ethiopian Independence (Head)

Commonwealth- College (Advisory Committee)

China Aid Council (Sponsor)

Chinese Aid Movement of the League For Peace and Democracy (Sponsor)

Conference on Pan American Democracy (Sponsor)

Consumers Union (Board of Directors)

Emergency Peace Campaign (Sponsor)

Farmer-Consumer Milk Co-Op (Sponsor)

Friends of Hegro Freedom (Executive Secretary)

Independent Committee Fdt Thomas and ICrueger, Socialist Candidates
for President and Vice-President (National Committee)

Keep America Out of War Congress (Governing Board and Advisory
Committee)

League For Mutual Aid ( Sponsor)

May Day Committee, 1937 (Chairman)

National Emergency Conference (Sponsor)

MC (President 1936-1940)

National Religion and Labor Foundation (Executive Board)

National Youth Anti-War Congress (Spons-or)

Negro Peoples Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy (Sponsor)

(continued)
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(continued)

Open Porum (Listed on Speakers Bureau)

Rand School of Social Science (Instructor)

Save Czechoslavolcia Peace Parade (Endorsed)

Second World Youth Congress (Sponsor)

Spanish Refugee Relief Campaign (Sponsor)

Testimonial Dinner For ITorman Thomas (Sponsor)

Trade Union Committee of the Spanish Refugee Committee (Member)

Workers Defense League (National Committee)

Randolph also spoke at meetings of the following organisations:

Central Labor Council-Seattle, Wash.

Detroit Labor Forum

Keep America Out of War Rally, sponsored by the Committee For
March 6 Anti-¥ar Meeting

May Day demonstration sponsored by the Amnesty Alliance

North American Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy

SP

EBFBRMCB SEARCH SLIP PAGE MJJIBBR

61-23-46 p.

2

(120r
-161 p. 14 (120^
-173 p.l (120^
-180 p.

8

(120/)
-182 p. 10, 11 (120/)'
-185 (120^)-
-190 p. 19 (120^)
-191 p. 16, 17 (120.^
-193 p. 11 , (120^
-206 p. 12 (120^
-237 p. 11 (121^)-

-255 p. 13 (121^

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE

61-30-6 p. 13

61-34-18. p.

7

61-50-186 p.l
-284 p«2

61-120-56 p.

5

-57 p.

5

61-184-57 p.

5

61-443-1226 p.

2

61-817-235

61-818-^5 p.

2

61-1122-21 p.l

61-1624-47 end.
-116 p.l

61-6036-1 p.l

61-6657-1 ^
-3

61-7558-148X6

61-7559 -613X
-802
-1029 p.

2

-1210
-1344X35
-1824 p.

2

-2324 p.

2

-2961X26
-3224x24-
-3700x4
-3846 p.

4

-3963X1 p. 2
-4075x51
-2802

61-7554-92

SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBffiER

(121>

(121')

(12ir
U2iy

(12ir
(121^

(121^

(5^

(12^

(122^

(122^

(122^
(6^

(122^

(10^(122)^
(10^

(12-^

(13>
(13;^
(196>
{19 6d^
(143«^
(144^
(144')-
(13»
(139--

(13^
iU^
(13^
(13r
(13*)^

(219!K*

-181-
(continued)
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(continued)

^

RSFlilREUGE SEARCH SLIP PAGE UTOSBR

i

61-7559 -4S83
-5366X
-5683
-7597X2
-7762 end. p.

4

-10321X1
-11173 p. 6,

8

-12183 end. p.9, 18
-A "Washington News" 4/29/40

(124^
(13^
(130^
(13)-
(144>
(13>'
(14)
iur

61-7561-136X6
-144 p. 2, end.
-157X11
-203X
-208X p.

2

-216X2
-241X6

(14^

(144)-
(14^
(14^
(144^

ait^
61-7565-162 end.

-176
(17^
(17J>

61-7566-795 (17^

61-7567-90X6
-133X

(W
(17^

61-10498-1040 end. p. 20, 24,32, 42 iU5l>

61-10689-30 end. (19^(124)-^

62-25311-7 (204^

100-1170-22 p. 11 (56^

100-8871-230 p.

5

aZQ'^

100-16631-1 p. 10 (73.0-

100-18332-129 p.

6

(1940.-

100-13361-3 (219K'

(continued)
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(continued)

SBFERENCB SEARCH SLIP PAGB NUMBER

100-23462-11 p.

2

(73^

100-33129-6 p.

8

(130^

100-64700-271 end. p. 1984
-1004 end. p. 358

(170-)-

(76^

100-106468-3 p.

2

-11 p.l
(87>
(87^1^

100-1S3S78-1 end. (90^

100-1S3S81-1 end. (90^

100-155420-1 end. (91t

100-182249-12 p.

3

(18V

100-189563-1 (134)-

100-225139-1 p. 3 (95)^

IQO-401300-21 end. p .4 (1O30-

101-200-63 p.

7

(111>

101-792-72 p. 47 (1360--

, 101-S558-4 p.7,12,14 (111^

101-2250-3 p. 11 (136>-

101-2287-22 p.

4

(189^

101-4800-11 p.

3

(llli^

118-2965-4 p.

6

(114^^

121-13930-2 p.l (203s)'

121-29089-59 p. 12 (190^

124-7447-27 p.12 (190^

i^ .^k
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The following references on A. Philip Randolph pertain to
his activities in connection with FEPC legislation. From 1943 to
1952-, he traveled to various sections of the US speaking to groups
and organizations urging them to support FEPC legislation and to write
their Congressmen and Senators to enlist their support. He founded the
National "Council For a Permanent FEPC. Randolph was attacked by the CP
as an enemy because of his popularity with the Fegroes and because he
refused to work with the CP. He testified before the US Senate Education
and Labor Sub-Committee which was investigating FEPC -legislation, and
accused the US of being the worst offender of racial discrimination.
At many spealdng engagements he solicited money to be used in the fight
for a permanent FEPC.

REFERENCE

25-268620-16
-18 p.l

44-1421-307 p.

3

62-82915-47 p.l,

2

100-7660-2014
-2074
-2238
-2327
-2458
-2474
-2542
-2554
-2579
-2585
-2594
-2693
-2734
-2809
-2846
-2811
-2869
-2871
-2853
-2863
-2918
-2978
-2982
-3Q16
--3034
-3053
-3080

p.

2

encl. p.9,10
encl. p.

4

encl. B p.l
encl. p.

4

encl. p.

4

encl. p.

6

encl. p.

6

encl. p.

5

encl. p.

6

encl. p.

5

enclo B. p.

3

encl. B p.l
encl. p. 6
encl

.

2 p.

3

encl. B p;.i
encl. 2 p.

4

encl. B p.l
encl. p.

8

encl. P.S
encl. p. 3,

4

encl. 2 p.l
encl. 2 p.l
encl. 2 p.

2

encl. p.

8

encl. p. 12
encl. p. 4,

6

SEARCH SLIP PAGE OTJIBER

(31.

(3l

ay
(22K

( 64^^
•C6#:
(16$r

(66^
(66^
(66.)-

(66^
(66J
(I67d
(1^7)^
(67^
(67>(Add. info.)
(167<)^

(130-il^
(167^
(167^
(67^
(67^
(68.>

(6&)
(68^
(68))

(68)
(68^

\

(continued)
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(continued)

RSJf'EEEIirCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBER

100-7660-3097 end. p. 5 u-3112 end. p.

3

-3248 end. p.

2

(69(^
-3252 end. p.4 (69)^
-3334:enQl.':p:'3 (69)
-3441 end. p.

3

(69^
-3494 end. p.

2

(70^-

-3649 end. p. 6 (70V
-3652X2 end. B p.2 (70^
-3731 end, p.

7

(70.)-

-3740 end. p. 9-11 (70^
-3741 end. p.

7

(167^
-3773 end. p. 6 (70^
-3774 end. p. 7 (70^
-3793 end. p. 8 (7or
-3836 end. p. 12 (7or
-3945 end. p.

7

^IH
-3995 end. p. 8 ilxOf
-4025 end. p. 15 (130^
-5295 p.2,16 (710^

100-21497-1 "DW" 3/14/45 (73'>'

100-28126-A "DW" 3/19/48 (I6a)^

IOO-563O8-I6 p.

3

(170^

100-69266-142 p:.i (76)-

100-45768-27 p.

5

(75D/

100-233191-18 p. 4 (194^

100-263201-3 p. 2,

5

(96.)^

100-290279-2 p. 15 (97^

100-344664-3 p. 41, 56, 59, 84, 97 (99^

100-346199-14 p.

7

(99^

100-355993-1 p.l (101^

123-4243-8 p. 11 (115>

123-8482-10 p. 15 (1150^

-185- iN^^
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The following references sire reports furnished by Bureau
informants as set out below, concerning the SP, SP front and ST'JP

activities of A. Philip Randolph. Randolph attended meetings of
these organizations and spoke at some of them.

INFORflANT DATE OF RBFESElfCE SEARCH SLIP
REPORT PAGE MBJBER

1/2/42 ' IOO-38O83-140 i75^
end. p.

5

8/3/42 100-73511-202 (201tV

3/15/46 100-92526-821 p. 3 (77-^ i^^^

1/3/47 100-343752-72 (210^
1/5747 -74 p- (99-^209'^'

1,2

The following references pertain to reports on the investigations
and/or hearings of Congressional Committees. Information regarding the
CP front activities of A. Philip Randolph was set out in testimonies of
individuals and exhibits:

COMliTTEE REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP
PAGE MJIIBSR.

SISS .
" 62-88217-775X1 end. p. (23')-'

67

100-64700-1205 end. p. (76t
1514

HCUA 61-190-574 end. I p. 42 (5>

61-7582-1298 p. 396, 425, (18^
489,551,584,
660,665,667,
673,776,983,
1066,1115,1122,
1158; 1164, 1168,
1212,1215,1288,
1293,1296,1589,:.
1596,1600,1611,
1643,1772,1777

-1764-P.451 (18^> ^
-1766 p. Ill (18) •

-1816 p. 11, 16-22 (18-)-'

-1928 end. p. 65, 170 (18)-
-2095 end. p. 2869 (ISCK
-A "DW" 6/25/42 (18^

-186-
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(continued.)

COMHTTEE

HCUii

Subcommittee of the
Committee on Foreign
Relations, US Senate

REFESEJTCE SEARCH SLIP
PiiGE KUl'IBER

Dies Committee Report,
Vol. 1 p. 569, 626, 679, 682
Vol. O p. 7007

62-23170-147 p. 533
-151 p. 242-251

(Testimony of
Randolph
7/18/30)

-158 p. 81
-159 p. 326

100-3-2192 end. p. 92, 98

100-33049-592" p. 207

121-23278-267x12 end. p.
32,1504,
1507,1516,
1557,1559

(2^

(2^

(145-r
(212^

(20F
(12 4a^

(30^(214^

(74^

(1901)-

The following references pertain to reports on the
investigations and/or hearings of State Legislatures as set out below.
Information regarding the CP front and integration activities of A.
Philip Randolph was included in this material on un-Merican activities.

STATE LEGISLATURE

Louisiana Joint
Legislature Conuiiittee

Washington State Joint
Legislature Committee

California Legislature
Senate Fact-Finding
Committee

RBFERBITCE

62-103863-13 end.
p. 41, 171,
177

SEARCH SLIP
PAGE FUIIBER

(26K138^

100-3-20-901 end. . USZ^
Index p. 618

100-351006-3 end. p. 401(184"^

100-15252-39 end. p.434(l6a^
-41 end. p.34r(l68K
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The following reference contains information of an adminisfcrative
nature. There is no activity of A. Philip Randolph involved.

REFEREITCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE MMBER

66-6260-122-ii "M" Times" 12/6/47 (29)^

I .
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KEFEEEKCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SIBBIARY

The following references on A. Philip Randoljph, Philip A.
Randolph, A. Phillip Randolph, located in files maintained in the
Special File Room of the Files and Communications Division, Records
Branch, were not reviewed:

REFERENCE ^ SEARCH SLIP TAGE NlliBER

66-8603-1-34-245 (29^
-263 (1384-
-375 (147'>
-386

, (147J
-419 (1471
-443 iuyl
-446 (147>
-466 (29^
-473 (1474-^

-587 (29^^

-627 (29^
-632 (148<b
-645 (148t)v

-647 (148^^

The following references were not available during the time
this summary was being prepared:

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE MBIBSR

-61-7566-834:^: (213>

100-95014-83 (78>

The following reference on A. Phillip Randolph contained
information received from a highly sensitive source; Mierefore this
information is not being included in this sumjiiary:

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUI«IBSR

100-15251-304 (1^8^

See the search slip filed behind file for references on this
subject which are tesur logs, and therefore were not abstracted.

See the search slip filed behind file for other references
on this subject which contain the same information (SI) that is set
out in the main file. Differences in source will be noted on the
search slip.
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HERE II IS UHCLASSIFIED
DATE 06^20-2009 BY 60324 UC EAl/DE/RYS

TO The Director DATE: ^i/^/C^^^
</

FROM N. P. Callahan
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SUBJECT: ^hg Congressional Record
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In ihe criminal of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional

Raizbid for ^f - /^' - /^-i?" was reviewed and pertinent items were

mfo^^ for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that

^o^a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed

:>rl)pr^T§^g^ case or subject matter files.




